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### List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAS</td>
<td>Atomic absorption spectroscopy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMLs</td>
<td>Aqueous magnetoliposomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR-IR</td>
<td>Attenuated total reflectance - infrared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATRP</td>
<td>Atom transfer radical polymerisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMPA</td>
<td>2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMPB</td>
<td>2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>Total C18 surfactant comprising eqimolar amounts of oleic acid and oleylamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Contrast agent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA/BMPA</td>
<td>Citric acid/2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN-silica</td>
<td>Cyanopropyl-modified 30 – 70 (\mu)m silica particles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPMG</td>
<td>Carl-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDT</td>
<td>Dodecanethiol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>Dynamic light scattering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMM</td>
<td>Defined motions model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPC</td>
<td>1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_{\text{NMR}})</td>
<td>NMR diameter</td>
<td>([\text{nm}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPG</td>
<td>1,2-Dioleoyl-(sn)-glycerol-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (sodium salt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC</td>
<td>1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_{\text{PCS}})</td>
<td>Hydrodynamic diameter obtained from PCS measurements</td>
<td>([\text{nm}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPC</td>
<td>1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential scanning calorimetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_{\text{TEM}})</td>
<td>TEM diameter</td>
<td>([\text{nm}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta E_{\text{anis}})</td>
<td>Anisotropy energy</td>
<td>([\text{GHz}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea</td>
<td>Activation energy</td>
<td>[kJ·mol⁻¹]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFC-NMR</td>
<td>Fast field-cycling nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Fast motions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-IR</td>
<td>Fourier transform infrared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ</td>
<td>Bending elastic modulus</td>
<td>[kg·m²·s⁻²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_B</td>
<td>Boltzmann constant</td>
<td>[kg·m²·s⁻²·K⁻¹]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>Lateral diffusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMVs</td>
<td>Large multilamellar vesicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUVs</td>
<td>Large unilamellar vesicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Model-free approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Molecular rotations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mₛ</td>
<td>Saturation magnetisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMRD</td>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Nanoparticle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>Nanoparticle cluster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Oleic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAm</td>
<td>Oleylamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td>Order fluctuations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Phosphatidylcholine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>Photon correlation spectroscopy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDI</td>
<td>Polydispersity index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Poly(ethylene glycol)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>Polyethylene oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF127</td>
<td>Pluronic F127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>Polypropylene oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSSNa</td>
<td>Sodium polystyrene sulfonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>Longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation rate ($1/T_1$)</td>
<td>$[s^{-1}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>Relaxivity</td>
<td>$[mM^{-1} \cdot s^{-1}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Reticuloendothelial system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rf</td>
<td>radiofrequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLCA</td>
<td>Reaction limited cluster aggregation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROP</td>
<td>Ring-opening polymerization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SML</td>
<td>Solid magnetoliposome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIO</td>
<td>Superparamagnetic iron-oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPION</td>
<td>Superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUVs</td>
<td>Small unilamellar vesicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>Longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation time</td>
<td>$[s]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>Transverse (spin-spin) relaxation time</td>
<td>$[s]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_C$</td>
<td>Curie temperature</td>
<td>$[K]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Echo time</td>
<td>$[ms]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission electron microscopy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_m$</td>
<td>Main phase transition temperature of phospholipid bilayers</td>
<td>$[^{\circ}C]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_N$</td>
<td>Néel temperature</td>
<td>$[K]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOAB</td>
<td>Tetraoctylammonium bromide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Repetition time</td>
<td>$[ms]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_N$</td>
<td>Néel correlation time</td>
<td>$[ns]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO</td>
<td>Ultra-small particles of iron-oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVs</td>
<td>Unilamellar vesicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-Vis</td>
<td>Ultraviolet-visible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Avg</td>
<td>Z-Average diameter</td>
<td>$[nm]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

NMR Studies of Membrane-Bound Nanoparticles and Nanoparticle Assemblies

Membrane-bound magnetic nanoparticles and nanoparticle assemblies are attracting increasing attention for biomedical applications as MRI contrast agents, hyperthermia mediators, and drug delivery vehicles. These applications require the particles to have the combined properties of high saturation magnetisation, colloidal stability, and effective biodistribution, all of which are highly dependent on particle size. Several approaches have been adopted in this work to control the particle size and the emergent size-dependent magnetic properties of a range of nanocomposite materials. These include control of the synthetic conditions, size separation using magnetic filtration, and controlled nanocluster growth. The first part of this thesis presents the preparation of stable aqueous and non-aqueous suspensions of membrane-bound nanoparticle systems of controlled size; the surfaces of the nanoparticles were functionalised with fatty acids, phospholipids, or polymers. Photon Correlation Spectroscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy were used to measure particle size, and the magnetic properties of the dispersions were investigated using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Dispersion.

The second part of this thesis presents an NMR and light-scattering study into molecular and collective motions in liposomes. Liposomes are a widely accepted model for complex biological membranes; thus this work may provide insight into the role of dynamics in determining the properties of cell membranes and of liposomal delivery vehicles. Different approaches were used to fit the relaxation data corresponding to different models for the spectral density of lipid motions. The physically significant parameters extracted from the data were interpreted in terms of known modes of motion in membranes. The effect of vesicle size, temperature and the addition of cholesterol on the overall relaxation rate were studied.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Thesis overview

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to magnetic resonance techniques including the physical background and principles of proton relaxation, fast field-cycling nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (FFC NMR), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The classification of magnetic materials and their related magnetic properties is discussed with specific emphasis placed on superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles. Applications of magnetic nanoparticles are reviewed, and their clinical applications are highlighted. A theory for proton relaxation induced by dispersed superparamagnetic particles is introduced, and iron-oxide nanoparticle preparation and stabilisation methods are surveyed.

Chapter 2 describes the main experimental techniques used throughout this thesis including FFC NMR, photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR), atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The relevant theory, experimental conditions, and practical considerations for each technique are discussed.

Chapter 3 presents the synthesis of monodisperse maghemite ($\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) nanoparticle suspensions in heptane. By modifying the synthetic conditions, precise control is exerted over both the nanocrystal core size and the magnetic properties of the resulting nanoparticle dispersions. Field-cycling $^1$H NMR relaxation analysis allows estimation of the saturation magnetisation and magnetic anisotropy energy of the suspended particles. The anisotropy energy is found to increase significantly for the smaller particles, a finding which is interpreted as arising from an increase in shape anisotropy.

Chapter 4 presents strategies toward the development of water soluble nanocluster systems with controlled size and optimal magnetic properties. Iron-oxide nanoparticle clusters of controlled size are grown from primary nanoparticles synthesised by the thermal decomposition method. The kinetics of
cluster growth is discussed, as well as the effect of primary particle size and iron concentration on the rate of growth. A mechanism for cluster growth is presented which will progress this process towards general application. The second part of Chapter 4 describes the generalisation of the method for the controlled growth of nanoparticle clusters to include the preparation of mixed-metal FeO:Au clusters. This has opened a new pathway to size-controlled nanocomposite materials.

Chapter 5 reports the synthesis of magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles and their subsequent stabilisation inside phospholipid vesicles by two different methods. The resulting magnetoliposome structures, termed solid magnetoliposomes (SMLs) and aqueous magnetoliposomes (AMLs), are compared and evaluated in terms of their physical properties and particle morphology. Aqueous suspensions of both types of magnetoliposomes are characterised by dynamic light scattering and infrared spectroscopy, and their magnetic resonance properties are assessed using NMRD. Significant differences are noted in the physical characteristics of the particles, suggesting differences in particle morphology. Specifically, we present evidence indicating that SMLs contain a solid iron-oxide core coated with a phospholipid bilayer, in which the inner phospholipid layer is chemisorbed directly onto the particle, while AMLs are liposomal structures in which solid iron-oxide particles are contained within the internal aqueous compartment of the liposome. We also demonstrate that AMLs appear to lose their aqueous lumen on ageing and dilution, and hence behave more like SMLs. A comparison study of the relaxivity behaviour of magnetoliposome suspensions as a function of particle size was undertaken. SMLs demonstrated a decrease in $r_1$ with an increase in $D_{PCS}$, which has been interpreted as a result of extended residence times of bulk water in the proximity of larger magnetoliposomes. The results underline the importance of good particle size control. Magnetic filtration is introduced as a means of selective particle size control; we demonstrate the utility of magnetic filtration to fractionate magnetoliposome suspensions into samples with average diameters ranging from 50 to 250 nm with a narrow size distribution. The benefits of magnetic filtration over other size-selection techniques are discussed.
Chapter 6 presents a field-cycling NMR and dynamic light-scattering investigation of membrane dynamics by studying the molecular and collective motions in liposomes. The broad NMR spectroscopic time scale available using this technique makes it a versatile approach for studying the numerous motional processes that occur within model membrane systems including order fluctuations, translational diffusion, and molecular rotations. Following the evaluation of several methods of nuclear magnetic relaxation data analysis, a physical model-based analysis was selected which relates the physically significant parameters extracted from the data in terms of known modes of motion in membranes. The relaxometric behaviour of two types of single-lipid liposomes was modelled with a good degree of accuracy for samples with different sizes. The effect of sample temperature and the addition of cholesterol on the overall relaxation rate were studied.

A predominant theme throughout this thesis is the application of NMR spectroscopy to study and develop nanoscale materials of biological and biomedical interest. Thus, knowledge of the underlying principles governing this technique is critical for a thorough understanding of the work presented here. It is therefore beneficial to begin the thesis with an introduction to nuclear magnetic resonance techniques and a survey of the related literature.

1.2 Principles and physical background of NMR

1.2.1 Spin
In quantum mechanics, spin is a fundamental property of all elementary particles, and individual protons, neutrons, and electrons all possess spin. The spin angular momentum is quantised with its magnitude, $S$, defined by Equation 1.1

$$ S = \hbar \sqrt{s(s + 1)} $$

Equation 1.1

where $\hbar$ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and $s$ represents the spin angular momentum quantum number, which is a non-negative integer or half-integer (0, 1/2, 1 3/2, 2, …).
The concept of spin angular momentum was first introduced in the 1920’s. In 1922 Stern and Gerlach presented experimental evidence of the deflection of an atomic beam of silver atoms in a magnetic field [1]. Their results could not be described by classical mechanics, or by the quantum mechanics formulated in the Schrödinger equation for a spinless particle. Four years later, Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck proposed the existence of an electron with spin angular momentum, characterised by a spin quantum number $s$, equal to $\frac{1}{2}$ [2]. This work was then followed up by Dirac, who in 1928 published a relativistic theory to describe the electron spin [3].

1.2.2 Nuclear spin

Atomic nuclei also have a net intrinsic spin angular momentum that arises from the individual spin angular momentum of its constituent nucleons. The existence of nuclear spin was first proposed by Pauli in 1924 [4]. Quantum mechanical considerations show that nuclear angular momentum ($P$) is quantised, with a magnitude given by Equation 1.2

$$ P = h\sqrt{I(I+1)} $$

Equation 1.2

where $I$ is the nuclear spin quantum number. The spin quantum number can have zero, positive integral or half-integral values. Some examples of spin quantum numbers for common nuclei of interest for NMR spectroscopy are shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Spin quantum numbers for selected atomic nuclei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>Spin Quantum Number, I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^1\text{H}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^2\text{H}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{12}\text{C}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{13}\text{C}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{19}\text{F}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{31}\text{P}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{10}\text{B}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}\text{B}$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{14}\text{N}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{17}\text{O}$</td>
<td>$\frac{5}{2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All nuclei with angular momentum also have an associated magnetic moment, \( \mu \), the magnitude of which is given by Equation 1.3

\[
\mu = \gamma I
\]  

Equation 1.3

where \( \gamma \) is a proportionality constant, known as the gyromagnetic ratio, which is unique for a given nucleus. Thus, nuclei with spin \( I = 0 \) have no associated nuclear magnetic moment. The nucleus of interest for our studies, \(^1\text{H}\), has spin \( I = \frac{1}{2} \). Thus, the remainder of the discussion will concentrate on spin \( \frac{1}{2} \) nuclei.

### 1.2.3 Nuclear spin behaviour in a magnetic field

When a nucleus with angular momentum \( P \) and magnetic moment \( \mu \) is placed in a uniform external magnetic field, \( B_0 \), the nuclear spins, which are otherwise randomly oriented, will align in definite directions relative to the direction of \( B_0 \). The number of possible orientations of the nuclear spin in the presence of a magnetic field is given by \( 2I + 1 \), referred to as Zeeman splitting. The allowed orientations are defined by the magnetic quantum number \( m_I \) where \( m_I = I, I - 1, I - 2, \ldots - I \). Thus, only two possible orientations of the magnetic moments are quantum mechanically allowed for a \(^1\text{H}\) nucleus with spin \( \frac{1}{2} \); the moments can either be aligned parallel or antiparallel to the direction of \( B_0 \), corresponding to a lower energy \( \alpha \)-state or a higher energy \( \beta \)-state, respectively (Figure 1.1). The population ratio between the number of nuclei in the higher and lower energy levels is described by the Boltzmann relationship (Equation 1.4) which is dependent upon the absolute temperature of the sample, \( T \), the strength of the magnetic field, and the nuclear magnetic moment.

\[
\frac{N_\alpha}{N_\beta} = e^{\frac{\Delta E}{k_BT}}
\]  

Equation 1.4

The energy separation (\( \Delta E \)) between the two states is given by \( \gamma h B_0 \), given that

\[
E_{m_I} = -\mu B_0 = -\gamma I B_0 = -\gamma m_I h B_0
\]  

Equation 1.5
The value of $\Delta E$ is very low, at attainable magnetic fields, of the order of $10^{-25}$ J. The resulting slight excess of nuclei in the lower spin state produces a small net macroscopic nuclear magnetisation, $M_0$, aligned with $B_0$, called the equilibrium magnetisation.

Figure 1.1. A schematic representation of the equilibrium distribution of nuclear spins with $I = \frac{1}{2}$ in the presence of a magnetic field, $B_0$.

According to the classical picture, angular momentum of the nuclei can be visualised in terms of a vector model where the angular momentum vector rotates, or precesses, about an external magnetic field axis through its centre. By convention, the field axis direction is along the z-axis. Left undisturbed, the precession will continue indefinitely at a constant angle. The precession is caused by the torque exerted by the magnetic field in the perpendicular direction (Figure 1.2). The frequency of precession of the magnetic moments, known as the Larmor frequency ($\omega_L$), is proportional to the field strength and the nuclear magnetic moment. This is known as the Larmor relation, Equation 1.6.

$$\omega_L = \gamma B_0$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.6}
The vector sum of the z-components of all the $^1\text{H}$ magnetic moments in a sample results in a net macroscopic magnetic moment, $M_0$, oriented along the magnetic field direction. When a radiofrequency (rf) pulse is applied to the nuclei, transitions between the spin states are induced. The perturbation will rotate $M_0$ away from its original equilibrium position along the z-axis. When the excitation pulse is discontinued, the individual nuclei begin to undergo relaxation by releasing the absorbed rf energy, re-establishing the thermal equilibrium Boltzmann population of nuclear spins. Two different mechanisms by which $M_0$ can relax back to thermal equilibrium must be considered.

First, when the excitation pulse is discontinued, the individual nuclei can begin to undergo relaxation by releasing the absorbed rf energy to the surrounding lattice, which is known as longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation (Figure 1.3). The magnetisation along the z-axis (that of the $B_0$ field) returns to its equilibrium value, due to a random process, thus it recovers exponentially as described by Equation 1.7 and shown in Figure 1.4.

$$M_z(t) = M_0(1 - e^{-t/T_1})$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.7}
$T_1$ is the longitudinal, or spin-lattice relaxation time, and is the characteristic time required for $M_0$ to realign along the z-axis, and $t$ is the time following the rf pulse.

![Diagram showing the exponential recovery of the longitudinal magnetisation component $M_z$.](image)

**Figure 1.3.** Schematic representation of $M_0$ undergoing longitudinal, or spin-lattice relaxation.

A second type of relaxation mechanism is known as transverse relaxation, or spin-spin relaxation (Figure 1.5). Immediately following the end of the excitation pulse, all of the spins precess in-phase within the transverse xy-plane. As time passes, the individual nuclei spontaneously undergo relaxation by exchange of the absorbed rf energy within the spin system, resulting in an increase in entropy; the nuclear spins gradually lose their phase coherence and fan out, and the organisation of the spins is lost. This results in a decay of the total magnetisation
in the xy-plane, and can be described by Equation 1.8, where $T_2$ is the transverse, or spin-spin relaxation time, the characteristic time required for the spins to dephase in the transverse plane.

$$M_{xy}(t) = M_0 e^{-t/T_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.8}

Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of transverse, or spin-spin relaxation.

In practice, there are actually two factors that contribute to the decay of the magnetisation in the transverse plane. In addition to the genuine $T_2$ effect, described above, any inherent inhomogeneity in $B_0$ can cause a variation in the magnetic field experienced by individual nuclei, causing them to precess at slightly different frequencies. This can result in a more rapid decay of the magnetisation than that due to $T_2$ effects alone. The actual decay of the transverse magnetisation is a combination of these two processes, characterised by a time constant $T_2^*$, which differs from the genuine $T_2$ by a contribution due to the inhomogeneity of $B_0 (1/T_{2 \text{inhom}})$ as shown in Equation 1.9.

$$\frac{1}{T_2^*} = \frac{1}{T_2} + \frac{1}{T_{2 \text{inhom}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.9}

To eliminate the effect of field inhomogeneity, a spin-echo pulse sequence can be used in order to refocus the magnetisation in the presence of the magnetic
field gradients. In the Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence [5] (Figure 1.6), a spin echo is produced by applying a 180° pulse at a time $\tau$ after the initial 90° pulse. Following the 90° pulse, the nuclear spins gradually lose their phase coherence as a result of both genuine $T_2$ processes, as well as the magnetic field inhomogeneities. At time $\tau$ after the 90° pulse, a 180° pulse is applied which inverts the magnetisation vectors and reverses the dephasing due to field inhomogeneities (Figure 1.7). Those nuclear spins refocus to form an echo at a time $2\tau$. Dephasing due to true $T_2$ processes, which are random in nature, cannot be reversed, and as a result the phase difference between the first and second halves of the echo is not equal and the echo intensity is attenuated according to $T_2$. Thus, the magnetisation decay, evident in the decreasing intensity of successive echos, is solely due to the true $T_2$ of the sample.

Figure 1.6. The spin-echo pulse sequence.

Figure 1.7. Vector diagram illustrating the evolution of the magnetisation during basic spin-echo pulse sequence.
The phase coherence that is restored at time $2\tau$ in a basic spin-echo pulse sequence is gradually lost again as $t > 2\tau$. A train of 180° pulses, known as a multi-echo pulse sequence, can be used to generate a repeated chain of echos for successive phase recoveries. This was first suggested by Carr and Purcell in the 1950’s [6]. The intensity of each echo decreases exponentially relative to the initial signal as shown in Figure 1.8.

![Figure 1.8](image)

Figure 1.8. Schematic of the attenuation of echo signal amplitudes due to $T_2$ decay.

The phase of the inversion pulse in the spin-echo pulse sequence is significant. For instance, if the 180° inversion pulse is replaced by a 180° pulse, the result is an echo of a negative sign [7]. In 1958, Meiboom and Gill [8] introduced a modification of the Curr-Purcell multi-echo pulse sequence, resulting in a sequence that is currently referred to as the Curr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill sequence, or CPMG. In the CPMG sequence, the successive 180° pulses are coherent, and the phase of the 90° rf pulse is shifted 90° relative to the phase of the 180° pulse. These modifications compensate for cumulative errors arising from small deviations in the exact angle of the 180° pulse, and hence improve measurement reproducibility. The CPMG pulse sequence was used for all $T_2$ measurements reported in this thesis. The multi-echo spin-echo pulse sequence is the basis of the sequences most commonly used in clinical imaging [9].
1.3 Fast field-cycling NMR

Fast Field-Cycling NMR (FFC NMR) is a technique used to obtain longitudinal relaxation times, $T_1$, (or equivalently, relaxation rates, $1/T_1 = R_1$) over a wide range of magnetic field strengths. A plot of $R_1$ as a function of frequency is known as a nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD) profile. The profile provides a great deal of information concerning the details of the molecular dynamics that occur within a system. The profiles can be interpreted according to theories developed for the particular systems of interest.

The fluctuations that stimulate the transitions that drive relaxation arise due to modulation of the $^1\text{H} - ^1\text{H}$ (or $^1\text{H} - \text{e}^-$) dipolar interaction driven by dynamic processes on a time scale that matches $\omega$. NMRD profiles provide information concerning the molecular motions of a system in the form of the spectral density function, $J(\omega)$. For a system where relaxation is driven by a single motion, the spin-lattice relaxation rate is given by

$$\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{9}{8} \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma^4 \left( \frac{h}{2\pi} \right)^2 \frac{1}{r^6} \left[ \frac{4}{15} J(\omega) + \frac{16}{15} J(2\omega) \right]$$

Equation 1.10

where $\mu_0$ is the vacuum permeability, $h$ is Planck’s constant, and $r$ is the distance between the $^1\text{H}$ nuclei. $J(\omega)$ and $J(2\omega)$ are the spectral density functions evaluated at the Larmor frequency and twice the Larmor frequency, as they are the only allowed frequencies for induced single- and double-spin flip transitions between the energy levels of the spin system. The efficiency of the local fluctuating fields to induce transitions is given by the spectral density function, which is defined by Equation 1.11.

$$J(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(\tau) e^{-i\omega \tau} \, d\tau$$

Equation 1.11
The fluctuations of the local magnetic fields arising from random motions of the sample give rise to exponential time correlation functions of the form shown in Equation 1.12.

\[ G(\tau) = G(0) e^{-\tau / \tau_c} \quad \text{Equation 1.12} \]

The correlation time, \( \tau_c \), is the time constant for decay of \( G(\tau) \). It is a measure of the mean time between the reorientation of a molecule. Slow motions result in long correlation times, whereas short correlation times are a result of faster motions (Figure 1.9).

The Fourier transform of an exponential time correlation function is a Lorentzian spectral density function (Equation 1.13).

\[ G(\tau) \xrightarrow{FT} C(0) \frac{\tau_c}{1 + (\omega \tau_c)^2} = J(\omega) \quad \text{Equation 1.13} \]

The rate of random motion, \( \tau_c^{-1} \), can be obtained directly from the half width of the Lorentzian spectral density function. Figure 1.10 is a simulation of spectral density functions resulting from three different \( \tau_c \) values.

![Figure 1.9. Representative correlation functions G(τ) resulting from three values of rotational correlation time, \( \tau_c \).](image-url)
Thus the NMRD profile maps out the spectral density of the motional system under study. In the case of relaxation due to a single random dynamic process, the profile is the superposition of two Lorentzian functions.

In Figure 1.11, a representative plot of the spin-lattice relaxation time as a function of correlation time is shown for a given Larmor frequency, assuming dipole-dipole relaxation. There are three distinct ranges which can be identified from this plot.

(i) $\tau_c \omega \ll 1$; this is known as the extreme or motional narrowing limit. In this range, the rate of fluctuations is much higher than the resonance frequency, this is typical for small molecules in non-viscous solvents. The fast motions of molecules averages out the interactions between molecules and $T_1 = T_2 \approx \sim 1/5K\tau_c$, where $K$ is a constant equal to $3\mu_0^2\hbar^2\gamma^4/160\pi^2r^6$, and the relaxation times are frequency independent [10]. This corresponds to the low frequency plateaus in Figure 1.10.
(ii) $\tau_c \omega \approx 1$; At this point, there is a $T_1$ minimum, and relaxation is most efficient. The fluctuations occur on an intermediate time scale. This is typical for medium sized molecules or viscous solvents.

(iii) $\tau_c \omega >> 1$; this is known as the slow-motion limit. The rate of fluctuations is slow, typical for slowly tumbling molecules or macromolecules in viscous media. There is no strong spectral density contribution to the relaxation near the Larmor frequency, corresponding to the high frequency limit in Figure 1.10. Thus, the $T_1$ value is high.

![Graph](image.png)

Figure 1.11. A typical plot of $\log T_1$ as a function of $\log \tau_c$ which maps out the extreme narrowing and spin diffusion limits.

The advantage of the field-cycling approach over conventional $T_1$ measurements as a function of temperature is that the dynamics can be characterised at a single temperature, and if Lorentzian spectral density functions are not appropriate, this will be immediately apparent from the profile.

### 1.4 Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive medical diagnostic technique used primarily in medical settings due to its capability to enhance the differentiation between normal and pathological tissues. Several key
developments led to the routine clinical applications of NMR [11]. Damadian identified a difference in the nuclear magnetic relaxation times of normal and cancerous tissues and he published his findings in Science in 1971 [12]. The first demonstration of MRI imaging was in 1973 when Lauterbur produced a 2-D MR image of a test tube sample [13]. This was quickly followed by reports by Moon et al. [14] and Hoult et al. [15] where biochemical information was obtained from cells and tissues in 1973 and 1974, respectively. In 1975, Richard Ernst’s group in Zurich invented 2-D fourier transform imaging [16,17] which forms the basis of almost all modern MRI techniques.

The signal intensity in MRI is directly related to the longitudinal or transverse relaxation times of the $^1$H in water molecules contained within tissues. The values for $T_1$ and $T_2$ are dependent upon the chemical and magnetic environment, which differs depending on the tissue. The difference in the relaxation times in different parts of tissue is what generates the contrast in the image.

The sensitivity of the MRI signal to the $T_1/T_2$ values, and therefore the image contrast, can be enhanced by adjusting pulse sequence parameters [18]. The spin-echo pulse sequence contains two important adjustable parameters: i) the time between consecutive 90° rf pulses, known as the repetition time (TR), and ii) the time between the initial 90° pulse and the echo, known as the echo time (TE). Variation of TR and TE can modulate image contrast. An image obtained using a short TR and a short TE is known as a $T_1$-weighted image. In this case, the image contrast is based primary on the $T_1$ characteristics of the tissues while $T_2$ contributions are minimised [19]. The $T_1$ of a tissue determines the amount of longitudinal magnetisation available to generate a measurable signal in the transverse plane following the excitation pulse. Under $T_1$-weighted conditions, tissues with a short $T_1$, such as fat tissue, will undergo rapid longitudinal decay, therefore generating a strong signal, i.e., bright contrast, upon subsequent excitation pulses. Conversely, tissues with a longer $T_1$, such as muscle tissue, will only undergo slight longitudinal relaxation before the next 90-degree pulse is applied, and therefore offer little longitudinal magnetisation. The signal intensity is decreased compared with tissues with a short $T_1$, and these tissues appear dark within the $T_1$-weighted images.
T₂-weighting, on the other hand, is designed to produce higher signals (brighter contrast) from tissues with longer transverse relaxation times, while regions with short T₂ appear dark under these conditions. A T₂-weighted image can be obtained by utilising a spin-echo pulse sequence with a long TR to minimise T₁-weighting, and long TE to maximise T₂-weighting. When TE >> than T₂, the magnetisation can decay completely and thus there is little to no transverse signal left to measure [18].

The image contrast can be enhanced even further through the use of contrast agents (CAs). Magnetic nanoparticles form an important class of contrast agents. Iron-oxide nanoparticles, in particular, have attracted significant attention due, in part, to their unique size-dependent magnetic properties. Before further discussing the benefits of iron-oxide nanoparticles as MRI contrast agents, however, it will be useful to first introduce the different classes of magnetic materials and their associated magnetic properties.

1.5 Magnetism and magnetic classification of materials

All materials can be categorised based on the magnetisation (M) induced in response to an externally applied magnetic field (H). Their bulk magnetic susceptibility (χ) is given by Equation 1.14.

\[
\chi = \frac{M}{H} \quad \text{Equation 1.14}
\]

Five classes of magnetic behaviour have been observed: diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism, and ferrimagnetism.

Diamagnetic materials have no intrinsic magnetic properties in the absence of an applied field. They have no unpaired electrons in their orbital shells, and therefore no net magnetic dipole moment. A dipole moment is induced upon the application of an external magnetic field, however, due to the perturbation of the orbital motion of the electrons. The result is the induction of a magnetic moment
oriented in the opposite direction to that of the applied external field (Figure 1.12 (a)). The bulk magnetic susceptibility of a diamagnetic material is small and negative (Figure 1.12 (b)). When placed in a magnetic field, diamagnetic materials are actually repelled by the field, though the force of repulsion is relatively weak compared to ferromagnetism and paramagnetism [20]. Thus, induced diamagnetism is usually masked by the larger and more permanent ferromagnetism or paramagnetism, if present.

![Schematic representation of the dipole moment ordering in a diamagnetic material in the presence and absence of an external magnetic field.](image)

**Figure 1.12.** (a) Schematic representation of the dipole moment ordering in a diamagnetic material in the presence and absence of an external magnetic field. (b) Typical magnetisation curve showing sample magnetisation as a function of applied magnetic field for a diamagnetic material.

Paramagnetism occurs in materials which have a net magnetic moment due to unpaired electrons in partially filled orbitals. In the absence of a magnetic field, the individual magnetic moments are randomly oriented as a result of thermal motion, and there is no coupling between neighbouring magnetic moments. Thus, paramagnetic substances do not exhibit any net magnetic moment in the absence of a field [21]. The application of an external field, however, causes the moments to partially align with the field, and a low magnetisation is induced in the same direction as the applied field. The magnetic susceptibility of the material is therefore classified as small and positive (Figure 1.13 (b)). The fraction of the spins oriented by the field is proportional to the field strength (Figure 1.13 (a)). A paramagnetic material exhibits magnetism for as long as the external field is applied [20,22]. When the magnetic field is removed, the magnetisation is lost as the magnetic moments return to their normal random alignment.
Figure 1.13 (a). Schematic representation of the dipole moment ordering in a paramagnetic material in the presence and absence of an external magnetic field of varied field strength. (b) Typical magnetisation curve for a paramagnetic material.

The tendency of the field to align the moments must overcome the thermal agitation caused by an increase in temperature to produce magnetisation. This results in a temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility in paramagnetic materials (Figure 1.14). The inverse relationship between $\chi$ and $T$ is described by the Curie Law (Equation 1.15), where $C$ is the Curie constant, which is specific to a given material.

\[
\chi = \frac{C}{T} \quad \text{or} \quad M = C\left(\frac{H}{T}\right)
\]  

Equation 1.15

The Curie law only holds for high temperatures or weak magnetic fields because it predicts that the magnetisation will increases indefinitely with an increase in the externally applied field; however, once the material is saturated, with all the moments aligned, any further increase in $H$ or $T$ will have a minimal effect on the sample magnetisation.

Figure 1.14. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of a paramagnetic material.
Ferromagnetic materials are known as permanent magnets, as they are inherently magnetic regardless of whether or not they are placed in a magnetic field [20]. The inherent magnetism of ferromagnetic materials is attributed to the long-range ordering at the atomic level which causes the unpaired electron spins to line up parallel with each other within a local region known as a magnetic domain. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the local magnetisation within each domain is saturated, but the domains are randomly oriented with respect to one another (Figure 1.15 (a)); when the sample is placed in a magnetic field all of the magnetic domains align in one direction (Figure 1.15 (b)) so the material is magnetised.

![Figure 1.15. Schematic representation of the magnetic ordering characteristic of ferromagnetic materials.](image)

Ferromagnetic materials tend to retain a fraction of their magnetisation upon removal from an external magnetic field. This “magnetic memory” is known as hysteresis. A plot of the relationship between the induced magnetisation of a sample and the strength of the applied external magnetic field is known as a hysteresis loop, and it shows the “history dependent” nature of the magnetisation. A number of basic magnetic parameters can be derived from the magnetisation curve, an example of which is shown in Figure 1.16.
Figure 1.16. A hysteresis loop showing the relationship between the magnetisation of the sample (M) and the strength of the external magnetic field (H).

When a previously unmagnetised ferromagnetic material is placed in magnetic field, the material is driven to magnetic saturation, $M_s$, (Figure 1.16 (a)) in which all of the magnetic domains are rotated away from the easy axis and align with the applied field. Upon reducing the field to zero, some of the magnetic domains remain aligned with the field, while others have returned to their easy direction of magnetisation. The residual magnetisation remaining when the external field is zero is known as the remanence magnetisation ($M_r$) of the sample (Figure 1.16 (b)). Upon reversing the direction of the applied field, some of the magnetic domains are flipped resulting in a net magnetisation of zero within the sample (Figure 1.16 (c)). The field required to remove the residual magnetisation and drive the magnetisation to zero after saturation is called the coercivity of the sample. By increasing the field in the negative direction, the material is driven to magnetic saturation in the negative direction, in which all of the magnetic domains are aligned against the field (Figure 1.16 (d)). Reducing the strength of field to zero will again result in remanence magnetisation, this time in the negative direction (Figure 1.16 (e)). Finally, upon an increase of the magnetic field in the positive direction, the sample magnetisation will return to zero (Figure 1.16 (f)). If the magnetic field is repeatedly cycled, the magnetisation of
the sample will also cycle around the hysteresis loop in a counter-clockwise direction, as described. The hysteresis parameters are dependent on different factors including particle size, domain character (single- or multi-domain), stresses, and temperature.

When a ferromagnetic material is heated above a critical temperature, known as the Curie temperature ($T_C$), the long range ordering, and therefore the magnetisation, is lost as a result of thermal agitation. Below $T_C$, the ferromagnet is ordered, while above $T_C$, it is disordered. Thus, the Curie temperature, an intrinsic property of the material, gives an indication of the amount of energy necessary to break up the long range ordering in the ferromagnet.

Antiferromagnetism arises due to strong coupling between the magnetic moments of adjacent atoms or ions, but in contrast to ferromagnetism, the neighbouring magnetic moments are equal in magnitude and aligned antiparallel to one another, resulting in a net moment of zero [21]. Antiferromagnetic materials do not exhibit any bulk magnetisation, but they have a small and positive magnetic susceptibility. The susceptibility reaches a maximum at a critical temperature known as the Néel temperature ($T_N$). Above $T_N$, antiferromagnetic materials are paramagnetic.

Ferrimagnetism, which can be considered as a form of antiferromagnetism, is observed when the magnetic moments of the ions in a material are aligned in an antiparallel arrangement, but the magnitude of the opposing moments are unequal, thus resulting in an overall net magnetisation when the material is placed in an external field. Ferrimagnetism occurs in compound materials, and is common in magnetic oxides. Some common oxides that exhibit ferrimagnetic behaviour are shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Magnetic properties of common bulk ferrimagnetic materials; \( T_C \) is the Curie temperature and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetisation [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( T_C ) (°C)</th>
<th>( M_s ) (kA/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chromium dioxide (CrO(_2))</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maghemite (( \gamma )-Fe(_2)O(_3))</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt ferrite (CoFe(_2)O(_4))</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetite (Fe(_3)O(_4))</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important example of a commonly used ferrimagnetic magnetic oxide is magnetite, Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) [23]. The ionic arrangement of magnetite is responsible for the net magnetic moment and the ferrimagnetic behaviour. The magnetic structure of magnetite consists of two distinct ferromagnetic sublattices, a tetrahedral site (A site) occupied by Fe\(^{3+}\) and an octahedral site (B site) occupied by Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) [24]. This cation arrangement on the A and B sublattice sites defines an inverse spinel structure and the structural formula can be written as \([\text{Fe}^{3+}]_A[\text{Fe}^{3+},\text{Fe}^{2+}]_B\text{O}^{2-}_4\). At the tetrahedral site, Fe is surrounded by 4 oxygen ions, and it is surrounded by 6 oxygen ions at the octahedral site. A representation of the crystal structure of magnetite is shown in Figure 1.17. Below \( T_C \), the magnetic moments on the A and B sites are opposite in direction and unequal in magnitude, resulting in ferrimagnetic behaviour.

![Crystal structure of magnetite](image)

Figure 1.17. Schematic of the crystal structure of magnetite. The spins of the A sublattice are antiparallel to the spins of the B sublattice. Figure is adapted from Banerjee and Moskowitz, 1985 [25].
Maghemite (γ-Fe₂O₃) is also ferrimagnetic at room temperature and has a structure similar to that of magnetite. It has an inverse spinel structure with a cubic unit cell; however, as all the Fe cations in maghemite are in the trivalent state, the cation arrangement on the A and B sublattice sites differs from that of magnetite. The Fe³⁺ cations in maghemite occupy both tetrahedral A-sites and octahedral B-sites, and there are cation vacancies, confined to octahedral sites, in order to compensate for the increased positive charge [24,26]. A representation of the crystal structure of maghemite is shown below in Figure 1.18. Below T_C, the magnetic moments of the Fe³⁺ ions in the tetrahedral A sites and the octahedral B sites are opposite in direction and unequal in magnitude, resulting in ferrimagnetic behaviour.

Figure 1.18. Schematic representation of the nonequivalent tetrahedral and octahedral sites of Fe³⁺ in the structure of maghemite. Figure is adapted from Zboril et al., 2002 [26].

1.5.1 Superparamagnetism in magnetic nanoparticle systems
The magnetic properties of individual nanoparticles are highly dependent on both temperature and volume. When the diameter of a ferro- or ferrimagnetic object is decreased below a critical diameter, the formation of domains becomes energetically unfavourable due to the increased relative domain wall energy, and the particle consists of a single, uniformly magnetised domain. The critical
diameter, \( D_{\text{crit}} \), below which a particle behaves as a single domain particle is given by Equation 1.16.

\[
D_{\text{crit}} \approx 18 \frac{(AK_{\text{eff}})^{1/2}}{\mu_0 M_s^2}
\]

Equation 1.16

where \( A \) is the exchange constant, \( K_{\text{eff}} \) is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, \( \mu_0 \) is called the constant of permeability, and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetisation. Typical values for \( D_{\text{crit}} \) for some relevant materials are reported in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3. Estimated single-domain diameters for common magnetic materials [27,28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( D_{\text{crit}} ) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hcp Co</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fcc Fe</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmCo(_5)</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe(_3)O(_4)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )-Fe(_2)O(_3)</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.19. Coercivity as a function of particle size; \( D_{\text{sp}} \) is the superparamagnetic size limit and \( D_{\text{crit}} \) is the single domain particle size limit.
A further decrease in the size of a single-domain particle results in a transition from the ferromagnetic to the superparamagnetic state. Below the superparamagnetic size limit, $D_{sp}$ (Figure 1.19), the thermal energy ($k_B T$) is greater than the energy required to reverse the direction of the magnetic moments. The magnetisation can then spontaneously fluctuate between two energetically equivalent magnetisation directions, either parallel or anti-parallel to an “easy axis” of magnetisation. The anisotropy energy is the energy barrier for the rotation of the magnetisation between the two easy axis directions, and can be expressed by Equation 1.17 where $V$ is the particle volume, $K_{eff}$ is the anisotropy constant, and $\theta$ is the angle between the magnetisation and the easy axis.

\[
\Delta E_{anis}(\theta) = K_{eff} V \sin^2 \theta
\]

Equation 1.17

A plot of the energy as a function of magnetisation direction for single domain particle is shown in Figure 1.20. Two energy minima are indicated at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$, corresponding to a magnetisation direction parallel and antiparallel to the easy axis, respectively.

Figure 1.20. Schematic plot of the energy as a function of magnetisation direction for a single-domain particle with uniaxial anisotropy. $\Delta E_{anis}$ is the energy barrier for the rotation of the magnetisation, and $\theta$ is the angle between the magnetisation, $M$, and the easy axis.
In an assembly of isotropic single domain ferromagnetic particles, in which there are no inter-particle interactions, when \( k_B T >> K_{eff} V \), the system behaves as a paramagnet, except its magnetic moment is not that of a single atom. Instead, the total magnetisation of each single domain particle is a sum of the moments of all the atoms in the particle [29]. The macroscopic magnetisation is known as a super-spin, which fluctuates coherently.

When the magnetic field is turned off, a distribution of moment orientations is re-established, resulting in a time-averaged remanent moment of zero. Thus, the cooperative alignment of magnetic moments is no longer observed and superparamagnetic materials do not retain magnetisation once the magnetic field is removed.

The characteristic time of the fluctuation of the magnetisation of a particle with uniaxial anisotropy is known as the Néel correlation time, \( \tau_N \), which is given by the Néel-Brown expression (Equation 1.18) where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( \tau_0 \sim 10^{-9} \text{ s} \).

\[
\tau_N = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{K_{eff} V}{k_B T} \right)
\]  
Equation 1.18

The rate of fluctuations is temperature dependent, and slows as the sample is cooled. If the fluctuation rate slows to a point in which the particle moments appear static within the time scale of the experiment and superparamagnetic behaviour ceases to be observed, the particle is said to be blocked. The temperature, \( T_B \), below which the particle moments appear static within the time scale of the experiment, is known as the “blocking” temperature. The blocking temperature is described by Equation 1.19 for uniaxial particles.

\[
T_B = \frac{KV}{25 k_B}
\]  
Equation 1.19
1.5.2 Applications of magnetic nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles and nanoparticle assemblies have found widespread use with applications that extend into many areas of science and technology including magnetic storage media [30], catalysis, magnetic ink for jet printing [31], and use in high-frequency electrical circuits for portable communication devices [32]. Recently, Ceylan et al. provided the first account of the use of magnetic nanoparticles for inductive heating for performing chemical synthesis [33].

Since the mid-1970’s, there has been increasing interest in the use of magnetic nanoparticles in the areas of bioscience and medicine. Iron-oxide nanoparticles, specifically, Fe$_3$O$_4$ and γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$, have proven to be very promising for biomedical applications because they are relatively easy to form, have low toxicity [34], are well tolerated by the human body [35], and suspensions of single-domain nanocrystals of these oxides exhibit favourable magnetic properties; (i) they are superparamagnetic at room temperature with moderately high saturation magnetisation; (ii) a large magnetic moment on each particle allows them to be guided with external magnetic fields; (iii) they do not retain any magnetisation upon removal of a magnetic field, which eliminates the potential complication of aggregation, such is observed for larger, multi-domain paramagnetic materials [36].

1.5.2.1 Magnetic drug targeting

One of the major obstacles underlying drug therapy, particularly anticancer drug therapy, is the delivery of the drugs to a particular site in the body. Conventional chemotherapy agents are relatively non-specific, and current treatments involve the distribution of these agents throughout the body. This course of treatment exposes otherwise healthy cells and tissues to the potentially cytotoxic effects of the drugs. Thus, there is a critical need to achieve selective delivery of drugs to specific targets, thereby maximising drug action, and minimising the dosage and potential side effects. This can be achieved through drug targeting, in which the distribution of drugs throughout the body is altered so that the majority of the administered dose interacts specifically with the target tissue [37].
A common drug targeting strategy is active or physical drug targeting [35,38] in which normal drug distribution patterns are circumvented through the use of external influences. One particular type of active drug targeting with widely recognised benefits is magnetic drug targeting (MDT). This technique utilises magnetic particles combined with an external magnetic field for the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to the desired target area. Anticancer drugs can be grafted onto magnetic nanoparticles via physical adsorption [35,39], ionic bonding [40], and covalent bonding [41,42] or encapsulated with magnetic nanoparticles inside a polymeric shell [43,44] or phospholipid vesicle [45-47]. External magnetic fields, localised around the appropriate region of the body, can then be used to guide the nanoparticles to the chosen site, and hold them there until therapy is complete [35,37,40,48]. Drug release from nanoparticle surfaces has been achieved by hydrolytic bond degradation [49] or pH-triggered bond cleavage [41], and drug release from encapsulated systems have been triggered by lasers [45], temperature [50,51], light [52], ultrasound [53], and EMF pulses [54,55].

Phase I clinical trials of magnetic drug targeting in human patients with advanced and unsuccessfully pretreated tumours were reported by Lübbe et al. in 1996 [35]. It was found that while the magnetic drug targeting was generally well tolerated, some modifications would be necessary for improved effectiveness of the treatment.

1.5.2.2 Hyperthermia

Hyperthermia is a therapeutic procedure designed to kill cancer cells by exposing affected organs or tissues to elevated temperatures. Temperatures between 41 – 46°C, known as mild or classical hyperthermia [56,57] are used to stimulate an immune response to reject and destroy tumours. The use of higher temperatures, from 46 – 56°C, known as thermoablation, initiates tumour destruction by cell necrosis, coagulation, or carbonisation [56,57]. Thermal therapy offers numerous advantages over more conventional treatments such as surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation. It is a simple, minimally or non-invasive technique that has the potential of treating tumours embedded in critical regions of the body, which are
not suitable for surgical removal. Additionally, thermal therapy eliminates the painful side effects resulting from chemotherapy and radiation.

The use of heat in the treatment of cancer is not a new concept, and many studies have been reported over the course of several centuries. A wide range of heating sources have been investigated including externally applied microwaves [58], ultrasound [59] and infrared radiation [60]. The limitations of these sources, including limited heat conduction through some tissues and an inhomogeneous temperature distribution [38,61], led some researchers to attempt to improve the localisation of heating through the use of implantable heating devices that convert electromagnetic energy into heat upon application of an external magnetic field. Such devices have involved heat delivery by optical fibres [62], radiofrequency electrodes [63] and microwave antennas [64]. While this strategy does improve heat localisation, it is an invasive procedure that requires surgical intervention.

Magnetically mediated hyperthermia (MMH) was first introduced by Gilchrist et al. in 1957 [65], and the ongoing advances in nanotechnology have provided a renewed interest in hyperthermia. Nanoparticles offer the distinct advantage of more uniform heating and non-invasive delivery to the target area. Presently, the MMH technique involves the injection of colloidal dispersions of magnetic nanoparticles and localisation of the particles within tumour tissues through the use of external magnetic fields. Alternating magnetic fields are then used to generate energy in the form of heat through the oscillation of the magnetic moment inside the nanoparticles located at the tumour site. The heat is then conducted to the surrounding environment [38]. The origin of heating depends on the size and magnetic properties of the particles [57]. Ultra-small particles of iron-oxide (USPIO) have been shown to generate an exceptionally high amount of heat compared to micron-sized particles when exposed to AC magnetic fields [56,57,66]. The difference is due to the single domain nature of USPIO.

Heat can be generated in USPIO as a result of two relaxation mechanisms, Néel relaxation and rotational Brownian motion [67]. In Néel relaxation, the heat generation is due to rotation of the magnetic moments within the particle core.
The characteristic time of relaxation, $\tau_N$, is given by Equation 1.18, above. The frequency $\nu_N$ for maximal heating via Néel relaxation is given by Equation 1.20.

$$\nu_N = \frac{1}{2\pi \tau_N}$$  
Equation 1.20

The second mechanism for heat generation is Brownian motion of the particle within a carrier liquid. In this case, heat is generated due to the rotation of the entire magnetic particle because of the torque exerted by the external field [57]. The energy barrier for particle reorientation is determined by rotational friction within the carrier liquid, and the rotation is characterised by the Brown relaxation time, $\tau_B$ [57], defined by Equation 1.21

$$\tau_B = \frac{3\eta V_B}{k_B T}$$  
Equation 1.21

where $V_B$ is the hydrodynamic volume of the particle [57]. The frequency for maximal heating via Brown rotation $\nu_B$ is given by Equation 1.22 [57].

$$\nu_B = \frac{1}{2\pi \tau_B}$$  
Equation 1.22

The amount of heat delivered by a magnetic material, is given by its specific absorption rate (SAR), Equation 1.23, which is a measure of the power of heating of the material per gram [57].

$$SAR = C \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta t}$$  
Equation 1.23

In Equation 1.23, $C$ is the specific heat capacity of the sample in J g$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, and $\Delta T/\Delta t$ is the initial slope of the temperature versus time dependence [57]. The SAR of a material is dependent on a large number of parameters including
particle size [68], size distribution, shape, chemical composition, frequency, and the amplitude of the magnetic field [57]. Clinically, a larger SAR value of a hyperthermia mediator lowers the dose required for administration to the patient [68].

Phase I/II clinical trials conducted in human patients with brain tumours showed promising results when combined with chemotherapy, as reported by Jordan et al in 2001 [69].

1.5.2.3 Contrast agents
The use of contrast agents (CAs) further expands the versatility and diagnostic ability of MRI by increasing sensitivity and enhancing the image contrast between healthy and pathological tissues. The origin of contrast enhancement lies in the ability of the contrast agent to shorten the $T_1$ or $T_2$ relaxation times of the water protons within the surrounding tissue (termed a $T_1$- or $T_2$- agent). The effectiveness of the contrast agent to do so can be quantified by the concentration independent relaxivity, $r_1$ or $r_2$, which is defined as the change in the longitudinal or transverse relaxation rate per unit concentration of the contrast agent, given by

$$r_1 = \frac{R_{1_{\text{obs}}} - R_{1_{\text{tissue}}}}{[\text{CA}]}$$

Equation 1.24

$$r_2 = \frac{R_{2_{\text{obs}}} - R_{2_{\text{tissue}}}}{[\text{CA}]}$$

Equation 1.25

where $R_{1_{\text{obs}}}$ and $R_{2_{\text{obs}}}$ are the observed relaxation rates in the absence of enhancement, and $[\text{CA}]$ is the concentration of the contrast agent in mM. Thus, for our work, $r_1$ and $r_2$ have units of mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ of iron.

Contrast agents can be classed into two groups. Positive contrast agents reduce $T_1$ and generate a brighter signal (positive contrast) under $T_1$-weighted conditions. Also known as $T_1$-agents, they typically consist of paramagnetic complexes of Gd$^{3+}$ or Mn$^{2+}$ ions and have a low $r_2/r_1$ ratio in the range of 1-2.
The overall relaxation rate enhancement by paramagnetic contrast agents is due to both inner- and outer-sphere relaxation mechanisms; both mechanisms contribute approximately equally to the overall relaxivity. An inner-sphere contribution is a result of the chemical exchange between water protons from water molecules bound within the inner coordination sphere of the metal ion and the bulk water, and an outer-sphere contribution is a result of water protons diffusing past the unpaired electrons in the outer sphere environment of the metal ion.

Negative contrast agents (or T$_2$-agents) have a much higher r$_2$/r$_1$ ratio and generate a darker signal (negative contrast) in MR images recorded under T$_2$-weighted conditions. They are usually based on small particles of iron-oxide (SPIO), particles containing multiple ferrite nanocrystals within a water permeable shell. The relaxation enhancement is due solely to the outer-sphere relaxation mechanism [74].

Some currently available commercial contrast agents are reported in Table 1.4 [75].

### Table 1.4. A summary of some commercially available contrast agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade name</th>
<th>Lumirem®</th>
<th>Endorem®</th>
<th>Sinerem®</th>
<th>Resovist®</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>AMAG Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Guebert</td>
<td>AMAG Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Bayer Schering Pharma AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Silicone-coated iron-oxide particles</td>
<td>USPIO</td>
<td>USPIO; fractionation of Endorem®</td>
<td>SPIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal size (nm)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle diameter (nm)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast effect</td>
<td>T$_2$-agent</td>
<td>T$_2$-agent</td>
<td>T$_1$, T$_2$-agent</td>
<td>T$_1$, T$_2$-agent MR-angiography and vascular staging of RES-directed liver disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>gastro-intestinal tract imaging</td>
<td>liver and spleen disease detection</td>
<td>MR-angiography and vascular staging of RES-directed liver disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[70-73]
1.6 SPM theory applied to USPIO

NMRD profiles are commonly used to gain insight into the relaxation behaviour of magnetic colloidal dispersions, which are known to determine the MRI response [76]. There have been several relaxometric studies published which validate the approach as a general purpose tool for characterising magnetic nanoparticle dispersions [77,78]. The generally accepted theory for solvent relaxation due to the presence of dispersed superparamagnetic nanoparticles (SPM theory) was developed by Muller and co-workers [79]. In summary, the theory extends the classical outer-sphere theory of relaxation to include the presence of a high Curie component, even at moderate fields, and the presence of strong magneto-crystalline anisotropy. The high-frequency relaxation is driven by diffusion of the solvent, with the position of the $r_1$ maximum sensitive to the primary particle size, as it is determined by the characteristic diffusion time, $\tau_D = d^2/(4D)$, where $d$ is the particle diameter and $D$ is the diffusion coefficient. The position of the maximum shifts to lower frequencies as the size of the primary particles increases, and higher frequencies as the size decreases. This is shown in the simulated relaxivity curve, or NMRD profile, in Figure 1.21.

![Figure 1.21](image)

Figure 1.21. Simulated relaxivity curves showing the effect of increasing the particle diameter. The values of the diameter are shown in the legend; the remaining parameters are $M_s = 40$ emu/g, $\tau_N = 2$ ns, $\Delta E_{\text{anis}} = 2$ GHz, $D_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 4.02\times10^{-5}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$. 
The overall amplitude of the profiles is scaled by the saturation magnetisation \((M_s)\), or the maximum magnetisation achieved in a magnetic field. Simulated \(r_1\) profiles demonstrating the effect of increasing \(M_s\) are shown in Figure 1.22.

![Simulated relaxivity curves showing the effect of increasing the saturation magnetisation. The values of the saturation magnetisation are shown in the legend; the remaining parameters are \(d = 6\) nm, \(\tau_N = 2\) ns, \(\Delta E_{\text{anis}} = 2\) GHz, \(D_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 4.02\times10^{-5}\) cm\(^2\)s\(^{-1}\)](image)

Figure 1.22. Simulated relaxivity curves showing the effect of increasing the saturation magnetisation. The values of the saturation magnetisation are shown in the legend; the remaining parameters are \(d = 6\) nm, \(\tau_N = 2\) ns, \(\Delta E_{\text{anis}} = 2\) GHz, \(D_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 4.02\times10^{-5}\) cm\(^2\)s\(^{-1}\)

The characteristic time for fluctuation of the magnetisation of a particle with uniaxial anisotropy, the Néel correlation time (\(\tau_N\)), is given by the Néel-Brown expression (Equation 1.26) where \(\Delta E_{\text{anis}}\) is, \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, and \(T\) is the temperature. The relaxation at low fields is primarily caused by such fluctuations of the particle moment. Simulations of the effect of \(\tau_N\) are shown below in Figure 1.23.

\[
\tau_N = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta E_{\text{anis}}}{k_B T} \right)
\]

Equation 1.26
Figure 1.23. Simulated relaxivity curves showing the effect of increasing the Neel correlation time. The values of $\tau_N$ are shown in the legend; the remaining parameters are $d = 6$ nm, $M_s = 40$ emu/g, $\Delta E = 2$ GHz, $D_{H2O} = 4.02e-5$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$.

The position of the mid-frequency dip of the NMRD profile is determined by the anisotropy energy ($\Delta E$), the amount of energy required to invert the particle spin orientation. The depth of the dip is influenced by both $\Delta E$ (Figure 1.24) and nanoparticle diameter (Figure 1.21). The anisotropy energy for a single-domain particle is proportional to its volume, and is therefore expected to increase with an increase in particle diameter.

Figure 1.24. Simulated relaxivity curves showing the effect of increasing the anisotropy energy. The values of $\Delta E$ are shown in the legend; the remaining parameters are $d = 6$ nm, $M_s = 40$ emu/g, $\tau_N = 2$ ns, $D_{H2O} = 4.02e-5$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$.
Because of the obvious influence of the magnetic parameters on the shape of the simulated profiles, application of SPM theory to experimental data can provide information on the saturation magnetisation, magnetic anisotropy energy, Néel correlation time, and the magnetic diameter of the suspended particles.

1.7 Synthesis of iron-oxide nanoparticles

Because the magnetic properties of iron-oxide nanoparticles are strongly dependent on their size, the ability to synthesise uniform particles of a controlled size is critical. Many methods are available for the preparation of magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles including alkaline coprecipitation [80-84], laser pyrolysis [85], microemulsion methods [86-89], and organic phase high-temperature decomposition [90,91]. A full review of the synthetic methods is beyond the scope of this thesis, and the interested reader is directed to some recent and comprehensive reviews [92-95]. Instead, only the preparation methods relevant to the work presented in this thesis will be described in more detail.

1.7.1 Alkaline coprecipitation

One of the most widely used methods of preparing SPIO nanoparticles is the alkaline coprecipitation of Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts. The procedure involves the addition of ammonia to an aqueous solution of the iron salts, typically in a Fe$^{2+}$:Fe$^{3+}$ molar ratio of 1:2. The overall reaction is shown in Equation 1.27 [92,93].

$$Fe^{2+} + 2Fe^{3+} + 8OH^- \rightarrow Fe_3O_4 + 4H_2O$$

Equation 1.27

The reaction is often carried out at elevated temperatures in the range of 60-80°C [82]. A complete precipitation should occur within a pH range of 7.5-14 [96], and an oxygen-free environment is desired to prevent oxidation of the Fe$^{2+}$ ion.

In the absence of any stabilisers during a coprecipitation synthesis, the uncoated magnetite nanoparticles in suspension are unstable with respect to agglomeration. Due to their large surface area-to-volume ratio, they tend to
aggregate, or cluster, in order to reduce their surface energy [82]. *In-situ* stabilisation by steric repulsion has proven to be an effective means of preventing particle aggregation during coprecipitation synthesis. Many types of stabilisers have been incorporated into the synthesis including fatty acids such as oleic acid [81] and lauric acid [84]; polymers such as poly(acrylic acid) [97], dextran [98], and polyvinyl alcohol [98]; and phospholipids [99].

The coprecipitation method is convenient and straightforward, and allows some control of the mean particle size through adjustment of the pH and the ionic strength of the precipitation medium [100]. Additionally, the average size of the particles produced by this method is fairly reproducible. The main disadvantage of the coprecipitation method, however, is that the particle size distribution is generally quite broad, and control of the distribution is limited [92].

1.7.2 Organic phase high-temperature decomposition

A well-known synthetic procedure for the synthesis of very small (below 10 nm) iron-oxide nanoparticles with a high level of monodispersity is the thermal decomposition of an iron precursor in organic solvent in the presence of alcohol and stabilising surfactants [77,90,91,101].

While the mechanism of particle formation resulting from the organic phase decomposition has yet to be fully understood, it is widely accepted that the formation of highly uniform iron-oxide nanocrystals takes place in two phases: nucleation and growth. A critical requirement for producing a narrow size distribution is the complete separation of these two phases [91,95]. There are two general strategies for separating nucleation and growth, known as homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation.

The objective of homogenous nucleation is to generate a single nucleation event (“burst nucleation”) followed by a slow, controlled growth phase. One type of homogeneous nucleation is known as the ‘heating-up’ process [102]. In this process, the precursor, solvent, and surfactants are mixed at room temperature, then heated to the reflux temperature of the solvent. During heating, the iron acetylacetonate decomposes to generate iron ions in the solution. When the ion
concentration exceeds the supersaturation limit, a single, homogeneous nucleation event, or “burst nucleation,” is thought to occur, thus reducing the ion concentration and preventing secondary nucleations. Ostwald ripening takes place during the growth stage, focusing and narrowing the size distribution, and the final result is a monodisperse suspension of nanoparticles with nearly identical growth history and uniform physical and magnetic properties.

During heterogeneous nucleation, the nucleation is physically separated from the growth by utilising preformed nanocrystals to act as seeds (nuclei) for the subsequent growth of larger nanoparticles. The preformed nanocrystals are introduced into the reaction solution containing additional monomers; the concentration of the monomers is kept low to prevent additional homogeneous nucleation. Metal atoms are deposited onto the surface of the seed nanocrystals, thus resulting in the growth of larger nanoparticles.

### 1.8 Surface modification of superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles

The stabilisation of magnetic nanoparticles in physiological environment is critical for biomedical applications. Stabilisation can be achieved by coating nanoparticle surfaces with ligands that increase the hydrophilic properties of the particles and facilitate the transfer into aqueous solutions. Several nanoparticle coating strategies have been proposed. One common strategy involves ligand exchange. For instance, Jun et al. [103] reported the development of a multifunctional ligand system for the exchange of hydrophobic surfactant ligands on Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticle surfaces with 2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA), which formed carboxylic chelate bonds on the Fe$_3$O$_4$ surface, therefore providing a stable coating around the particles. The DMSA-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanocrystals were shown to be stable in both water and PBS. Lee et al. [104] have presented an interfacial ligand exchange in which the oleate unit of the oleic acid molecules on Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticle surfaces was replaced with the carboxylate unit of betaine·HCl, resulting in a more hydrophilic surface.

A more general method for the phase transfer and stabilisation of surfactant coated nanoparticles from organic into aqueous solutions was presented by Wang and co-workers [105]. The surface of oleic acid coated iron-oxide and silver
nanoparticles dispersed in hexane was modified by the formation of an inclusion complex between $\alpha$-cyclodextrin ($\alpha$-CD) and the surface-bound oleic acid molecules, allowing the transfer into aqueous solutions.

Several groups have utilised Pluronic F127 (PF127) for surface modification and phase transfer of oleic acid coated iron-oxide nanoparticles from organic to aqueous phase [106,107]. PF127, a triblock copolymer made from two A-chains of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and one B-chain of polypropylene oxide (PPO) in an ABA configuration, has been shown to surround surface-bound oleic acid molecules, forming a hierarchical surface structure [106]. The hydrophobic PPO chains are thought to interact with the hydrocarbon chains of the C18 surfactant coating on the iron-oxide particles, while the hydrophilic PEO chains extend away from the core to stabilise the particles in aqueous suspension.

A large number of techniques have been developed for the preparation of aqueous suspensions of polymer-stabilised magnetic nanoparticles [108-112]. Recently, Hatton et al. [113] developed an original multi-step, surface functionalisation procedure in which surface-bound oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OAm) surfactant molecules are first replaced with citric acid and 2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid (CA/BMPA) ligands containing reactive hydroxyl groups through a ligand exchange reaction. The hydroxyl groups are then reacted with an acylating agent, 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide (BMPB), in the presence of triethylamine, forming ester bonds and transforming the hydroxyl groups into ester moieties containing a highly efficient initiator ($\alpha$-haloester) for atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) [113]. Finally, the initiator induces polymerization through the generation of radicals, and the sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSSNa) polymer brush is grown from, or “grafted from,” the NP surface. This strategy will be investigated further in Appendix B.
CHAPTER 2

Experimental Section
2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the main experimental techniques that are used frequently throughout this thesis. For each technique, when applicable, the relevant theory, governing equations, experimental conditions, and practical considerations will be described. Techniques that are only relevant to a single chapter, and all synthetic procedures will be described in the experimental sections of the appropriate chapters.

2.2 Fast Field-Cycling NMR (FFC NMR)

2.2.1 Principles of the technique

In contrast to conventional NMR, field-cycling NMR relaxometry involves the rapid switching of magnetic fields throughout the experiment in order to measure $T_1$ over a wide range (several orders of magnitude) of low magnetic field strengths. The interest in $T_1$ relaxation experiments lies in the fact that molecular motions drive the relaxation of the $^1$H spin system back to its equilibrium state due to coupled magnetic interactions, be they dipolar $^1$H – $^1$H or paramagnetic $^1$H – $\cdot$e'. A plot of the spin-lattice relaxation rate $R_1 (1/T_1)$ as a function of magnetic field, and hence resonance frequency, is known as a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Dispersion (NMRD) profile. The profile can provide detailed insight into the molecular dynamics that occur within a system in the form of spectral density functions. To achieve this, the profiles are analysed using theories for the spectral densities of the relevant motions.

There are two field-cycling sequences commonly employed to measure $T_1$. The first is used to measure $T_1$ below $\sim 6$ MHz, and is known as the prepolarised (PP) sequence, outlined in Figure 2.1. The $^1$H magnetisation of the sample is first polarised in a high polarisation field ($B_{POL}$, typically 10 – 14 MHz), to induce a larger equilibrium magnetisation, for improved signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The polarisation time ($T_{POL}$) should be longer than 4 times $T_1$, at $B_{POL}$, to ensure the magnetisation reaches saturation. The field is then very rapidly switched (in milliseconds) to a much lower value ($B_{RLX}$) where the relaxation process takes place for a variable time $\tau$. The signal remaining after this variable relaxation
interval is detected in a third, homogenous intermediate field ($B_{ACQ}$, typically 9.25 MHz) [114,115] when its magnitude is measured through a $\pi/2$ rf pulse magnetisation which generates a free induction decay which is detected in the xy plane. Thermal equilibrium is then restored during a delay period, at zero field, of five times $T_1$ (known as the recycle delay, RD). This process is repeated as a function of $\tau$ to sample the magnetisation recovery at the given relaxation field. Commonly, the signal intensity is measured at 16 $\tau$-values, ranging from 1 ms to approximately 5 x $T_1$. The value of $T_1$ is extracted by least squares fitting of the exponential decay function at each relaxation field (AcqNMR, v.2.1.0.60, Stelar; Mede, Italy). All the magnetic recovery curves of all the samples studied in this thesis were mono-exponential within experimental error. All fitting errors in $T_1$ were less than 1% for magnetic fluids, and in the range of 5 – 10% for liposome samples.

![Figure 2.1. The basic pre-polarised (PP) FFC NMR pulse sequence. The switching time (SWT) is the time required by the field to switch between the different levels. Tx displays the transmitter output, and Mxy is the magnetisation in the xy plane. The multiple lines drawn for $B_{RLX}$ represent various relaxation fields [114].](image-url)
When the frequency of the relaxation field approaches that of the polarisation field (typically > 6 MHz), it is preferable to use the non-polarised (NP) sequence in which the magnetisation is allowed to grow from a value of zero. The details of the NP sequence are outlined in Figure 2.2. By using a \( B_{POL} = 0 \), i.e., no polarisation, this sequence maximises the field difference between \( B_{pol} \) and \( B_{rlx} \) [115], thus it maximises the difference in the sample magnetisation at short and long \( \tau \), and hence provides a more accurate value for \( T_1 \).

Figure 2.2. The basic non-polarised (NP) FFC NMR pulse sequence. \( T_{POL} \) is the polarisation time, and \( B_{POL} \) is the polarisation magnetic field. The relaxation field is represented by \( B_{RLX} \), and \( B_{ACQ} \) is the detection field. The switching time (SWT) is the time required by the field to switch between the different levels. \( Tx \) displays the transmitter output, and \( Mxy \) is the magnetisation in the xy plane. The multiple lines drawn for \( B_{RLX} \) represent various relaxation fields [114].

### 2.2.2 Experimental conditions

All field-cycling relaxometry experiments were performed on a Spinmaster FFC-2000 Fast Field-Cycling NMR Relaxometer (Stelar; Mede, Italy) using a sample volume of 0.5 - 1 mL. The use of a Spinmaster Variable Temperature Controller
allowed sample temperatures to be controlled within about 0.1°C, and a
minimum temperature equilibration time of 20 min preceded all measurements.
Measurements were carried out at 25°C, unless noted otherwise within the
relevant chapters.

Typical acquisition parameter ranges, optimised for each type of sample, are
reported in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Typical FFC NMR acquisition parameter ranges utilised for the
samples studied in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_{POL}$</td>
<td>12 - 14 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{POL}$</td>
<td>0.3 - 0.5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{ACQ}$</td>
<td>9.25 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew rate</td>
<td>12 - 18 MHz/ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching time</td>
<td>0.0015 - 0.003 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAU delay</td>
<td>0.001 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block size</td>
<td>256 – 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep width</td>
<td>1000000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLTR</td>
<td>270000 – 930000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° pulse duration</td>
<td>6 - 7 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Practical considerations

Practically, we must consider the boundaries of the frequency range. The highest
measurable frequency on the Stelar is 20 MHz. At higher frequencies, the current
through the magnet coil results in strong magnet heating that cannot be
sufficiently dissipated by the cooling system. To measure $T_1$ at frequencies
higher than 20 MHz, we used a reconditioned Bruker WP80 variable field
magnet. This allows us the ability to measure $T_1$ from 35 – 75 MHz at ~ 5 MHz
frequency intervals using an Aperiodic-Pulse-Sequence Saturation Recovery
(APSR/S) pulse sequence.
2.3 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

2.3.1 Theory
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) is a light scattering technique which measures the Brownian motion of dispersed sub-micron sized particles and relates it to particle size [116]. A laser is used as a light source to illuminate a sample in a cuvette; some of the light is scattered by the particles within the fluid at various angles, and is measured by the detector. Due to the constant motion of the particles, the signal intensity of the scattered light fluctuates as a function of time. A digital auto correlator measures the signal intensities at successive time intervals in order to determine the time scale of the fluctuations [117]. Due to their slower diffusion, larger particles will cause the signal intensity to change more slowly than smaller, faster moving particles, and therefore the intensity correlation will extend over a longer period of time. Conversely, the correlation of the signal will reduce much more rapidly for smaller particles. Monodisperse particles in random, Brownian motion give rise to an exponential correlation function, G(t), of the form shown in Equation 2.1;

\[ G(\tau) = G(0) e^{-\frac{|r|}{\tau_c}} \]  

Equation 2.1

where \( \tau \) is the sample time of the correlator, and \( \tau_c \) is a “correlation time,” the time constant for decay of G(\( \tau \)). The correlation time is defined as the mean time between diffusional steps; the inverse of the correlation time is the diffusional rate, \( \tau_c^{-1} \). Figure 2.3 presents a typical correlogram for a sample containing dispersed particles with an average hydrodynamic diameter of 100 nm.
Figure 2.3. A sample correlogram for dispersed 100 nm particles.

This time dependence of scattered light intensity can be related to the particles’ diffusion coefficient, \( D \), using Equation 2.2, where \( k \) is the magnitude of the scattering vector, given by Equation 2.3.

\[
D = \frac{1}{2\tau_c k^2} \quad \text{Equation 2.2}
\]

\[
k = \frac{2\pi \eta}{\lambda} \sin \frac{\theta}{2} \quad \text{Equation 2.3}
\]

In the equation above, \( \eta \) is the refractive index of the solvent, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the incident light, and \( \theta \) is the scattering angle. From \( D \), the particles’ hydrodynamic diameter, \( d(H) \), can be calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 2.4), where \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. The term hydrodynamic diameter is used because it is not necessarily the true dimension of the particle; rather, the diameter obtained by this technique is the diameter of a sphere with the same diffusion coefficient as the particle plus any associated solvent layers [116].
The correlation function of the light scattered by a polydisperse sample cannot be described by a single exponential function. There are several approaches to the analysis of polydisperse samples (Laplace inversion, etc.), but the most general approach [118], known as cumulants analysis, involves a fit of the experimental estimates of $\ln G(t)$ to a polynomial function of the form shown in Equation 2.5.

$$\frac{1}{2} \ln G(\tau) = a_0 + a_1 \tau + a_2 \tau^2 + a_3 \tau^3 + ...$$  \hspace{1cm} Equation 2.5

The Z-average (Z-Avg) diffusion coefficient is given by the value of $a_1$, and it can be converted to size by utilising the dispersant viscosity and instrumental constants [119]. A measure of the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution are provided by $a_2$ and $a_3$. [118]. The relative width of the size distribution, known as the polydispersity index (PDI), is defined as $2a_2/a_1^2$ [119]. PDI values range from 0 to 1 with values closer to zero being indicative of a more monodisperse suspension, and larger values being indicative of a broader particle size distribution. A PDI value of 0 corresponds to a polydisperse suspension which is often a multimodal distribution. In practice, we find reasonable distributions have a PDI value around 0.2 or below.

An alternative approach is to obtain the intensity size distributions from correlation function analysis using the Multiple Narrow Modes algorithm based upon a non-negative least squares fit [120,121] using commercially available software (Dispersion Technology Software, v. 4.10, Malvern Instruments; Worcestershire UK). A typical intensity distribution is shown in Figure 2.4. The intensity distribution is the fundamental size distribution made available by the Dispersion Technology software, but the results of the measurement can be converted to volume or number distributions.
2.3.2 Analysis procedure

PCS measurements were carried out on a High Performance Particle Sizer, HPPS (Malvern Instruments; Worcestershire UK). Light from a 3mW He-Ne laser operating at a wavelength of 633 nm was focused onto the sample held in a 12.5 x 12.5 x 45 mm sizing cuvette. Aqueous samples were placed in plastic cuvettes, and all non-aqueous magnetic fluids were placed in quartz cuvettes. A thermal equilibration time of 5 – 10 minutes preceded all measurements. Sample temperature was maintained constant, at 25°C, throughout the measurement with the internal heating system of the instrument. The intensity of the scattered light was detected at 173° to the incident beam, known as backscatter detection. This optical configuration results in an 8-fold increase in the detected scattering volume when compared with classical 90° scattering detection, resulting in an 8-fold increase in the count rate observed at the detector [122]. The count rate is directly related to instrument sensitivity; thus, the use of 173° backscatter detection allows measurements of smaller particle sizes down to lower sample concentrations [122]. Figure 2.5 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the components involved in PCS measurements.
2.3.3 Practical considerations

Generally speaking, PCS is useful for measuring the diameter of particles ranging in size from a few nanometres to a few microns. In practice, however, accessing the lower end of this size range is dependent on the ability to detect scattering fluctuations over experimental noise such as environmental disturbances, electronic noise, and thermal fluctuations. The high end of the range is dependent on dispersion stability limit. The particles must remain stable throughout the measurement with no sedimentation. In practice, with standard instrumentation, the signal is usually only recorded for $1 \times 10^{11}$ s, which sets the upper limit for particle size.

The concentration of the samples should be low enough to avoid multiple scattering, which can produce systematic underestimation of particle size, but high enough to provide a sufficiently high number of particles for statistical significance, i.e., the total number of scatterers should not change as a function of time during the measurement. Additionally, samples should be free from foreign particles (such as dust), as their presence will dominate smaller, more weakly scattering particles of interest.

An accurate and stable temperature is crucial in PCS measurements. Convection currents in the sample can be caused by an unstable temperature, therefore...
causing non-random motions and an incorrect interpretation of the particle size. A particle’s surface structure can also affect its apparent hydrodynamic diameter. Any surface characteristic that reduces a particle’s rate of diffusion can result in a larger apparent size. Similarly, any conformation or shape change in non-spherical particles that alters its diffusion speed will be detected by PCS, and the hydrodynamic diameter will be affected accordingly. Finally, at higher volume fractions, restricted diffusion can cause systematic errors, compounded in this case by multiple scattering.

Despite these limitations, PCS offers many benefits over other size-determination techniques. It is non-destructive and relatively economic. Additionally, with little or no sample preparation required, and typical measurement times of around 2-5 minutes, PCS is a rapid technique, and hence it has potential for monitoring changes in particle size. Minimal sample volumes are required, of the order of 0.75 - 1 mL. Dispersed particles can be studied by PCS in their actual fluid environment, which is not the case for other size-determination techniques, such as electron microscopy.

2.4 Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) – Infrared Spectroscopy

2.4.1 Principles of ATR
ATR is a non-destructive technique which measures the changes in an internally reflected infrared beam caused by contact with a sample. An infrared beam is directed onto an optically transparent internal reflectance element (the crystal, or IRE) of higher refractive index than that of the contacting sample at an angle exceeding the critical angle ($\theta_c$) for internal reflection. Just beyond the IRE/sample interface, an electromagnetic field (E) is established in the sample, generating an evanescent wave, even under conditions of total reflection at the boundary with the sample. The evanescent wave has the same frequency as the incoming light, but decays exponentially with distance ($z$) from the crystal surface (Equation 2.6) [123,124]. This exponential decay of the field is depicted in Figure 2.6. The depth of penetration ($d_p$) of the evanescent wave can be defined as the distance into the sample required for the intensity of the wave to
decay to 1/e its initial value at the interface, and is given by Equation 2.7, where $\eta_{IRE}$ and $\eta_{sample}$ are the refractive index of the IRE and sample, respectively, $\theta$ is the angle of incidence, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident radiation [125].

$$E = E_0 e^{-\frac{-z}{d_p}}$$

Equation 2.6

$$d_p = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi\eta_{IRE}\left(\sin^2 \theta - \left(\frac{\eta_{sample}}{\eta_{IRE}}\right)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}$$

Equation 2.7

Figure 2.6. Exponentially decaying electromagnetic field of an evanescent wave at the sample/IRE interface.

The sample selectively absorbs the energy of the infrared beam, resulting in a loss of energy at the wavelength where the material absorbs, and a reflectivity less than unity. The attenuated reflected radiation is measured by the detector and plotted as a function of inverse wavelength giving rise to the sample spectrum.

2.4.2 Practical considerations
The ATR sampling accessory utilised in the work presented in this thesis was a Horizontal ATR (HATR) accessory with a horizontally oriented ZnSe IRE
(Figure 2.7). The sample is placed horizontally on top of the crystal allowing forced contact between the IRE and the sample. Thin films can be formed directly on the crystal by placing a liquid sample on the crystal and allowing the solvent to evaporate. A significant advantage of this solvent evaporation ATR technique over more conventional transmission methods is the elimination of strong, broad O-H vibrational bands typically present in spectra of aqueous samples. These bands often overlap a considerable portion of the spectral range and can mask weaker bands and hinder sample analysis.

![Figure 2.7. Schematic of a multiple reflection, horizontal ATR system.](image)

ATR measurements can be carried out with small sample volumes. According to Equation 2.7, $d_p$ decreases as $\theta$ increases; $d_p$ also decreases with an increase in $\eta_{IRE}$. Optimising these conditions allows IR measurements of very thin layers, decreasing sample volume requirements.

For internal reflectance to occur, the refractive index of the crystal must be significantly greater than that of the sample; if this condition is not met, light will be transmitted. Typical refractive index values for ATR crystals range from 2.38 to 4.01 at 2000 cm$^{-1}$; the refractive index of ZnSe is 2.4 [126], which in most cases provides sufficient sample/IRE separation. ZnSe has a limited working pH range of 5 – 9, and it scratches easily, so care must be taken when cleaning. It has a very broad spectral range, however, with the useful range spanning 20,000 to 500 cm$^{-1}$ [126].
2.4.2.1 ATR correction
One of the most significant differences between transmission and ATR measurements is the path of the infrared beam and its interaction with the sample. In transmission, the path length is only dependent on the thickness of the sample. In ATR measurements, however, the path length is dependent on \( d_p \), which in turn is dependent on the wavelength of the radiation (Equation 2.7). Thus, the resultant ATR spectrum is wavelength dependent; absorbance bands are more intense at lower frequencies relative to those at higher frequencies. This is easily corrected by applying an ATR correction algorithm (usually incorporated in commercial FT-IR software packages) which scales the ATR absorbance values by a \( d_p \) function in order to compensate for the wavelength dependence.

2.5 Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

2.5.1 Theory
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) is a technique routinely used for the detection and analysis of trace metals in a liquid sample. Metals include Fe, Cu, Al, Au, Rb, Pb, Ca, and Zn. The sample is aspirated, aerosolised, then introduced into a high temperature, high enthalpy flame with a temperature ranging from 2100 – 2800°C. The flame atomises the analyte and produces ground state atoms. The atoms absorb radiation at a characteristic wavelength from an external light source, a hollow cathode lamp, which stimulates a transition to an excited state energy level (\( E_j \)), allowing the quantitative measurement of the amount of absorbed radiation. [127,128]. The reduction of the light intensity, due to absorption by the analyte, is detected by a photomultiplier and can be related to the concentration of the element being analysed using the Beer-Lambert law.

In the work presented in this thesis, AAS was used to determine the amount of iron in magnetic fluids at the millimolar level. Spectra were recorded on a Varian SpectrAA Spectrometer fitted with a single slit burner. The light source was a Fe-cathode lamp with a wavelength of 248.3 nm. A single slit burner was used to increase the path length of the beam through the flame, and a high temperature air/acetylene flame was used, which can reach a maximum temperature of
2200°C. To prepare the samples for analysis, five drops of 6N analar grade HCl and 1 mL H$_2$O were added to small aliquots (approximately 0.3-0.5 mL) of the magnetic fluid. Suspensions containing phospholipid-coated nanoparticles were mixed with an equal volume of 5% (v/v) Triton X-100 solution to dissolve the lipid membrane. The solutions were heated to boiling, which was allowed to continue until the volume was reduced to a few drops. H$_2$O (25 mL) was then added and the solutions were again heated to boiling. The solutions were cooled to room temperature, then diluted appropriately into the 0.5 – 2.5 mg/L linear working range.

It was necessary to carry out a calibration with iron standards of known analyte concentration. An iron standard solution (0.5 M Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$ in HNO$_3$; Merck Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany) was diluted to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 mM Fe. A calibration curve was generated, and a linear fit to the data was used to calculate the iron content of the samples. A typical calibration curve is presented in Figure 2.8. The $R^2$ value of 0.9995 is typical of those obtained using this technique, allowing an estimation of a lower limit for detection better than 1%.

![Figure 2.8](image_url)

Figure 2.8. A typical AAS standard calibration curve for iron using standards of known Fe concentration on the range of 0.5 – 2.5 mg/L; $y = 0.083x + 0.0053$, $R^2 = 0.9995$. 
2.5.2 Practical considerations

Analyte levels in solution should be at least 10 times the detection limit (0.006 µg/mL for Fe [128]), and below the upper limit of the linear working range (5 mg / L for Fe [128]).

2.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

2.6.1 Theory

TEM is a versatile analytical technique used to investigate the structure of micro- and nano-materials. An energised beam of electrons, generated by an electron gun, is focused by electromagnetic condenser lenses and transmitted through a very thin sample specimen. The incident electrons can interact with the specimen during transmission; the electrons are deflected or scattered from their original path by direct collisions (less likely) or electrostatic interactions with the atomic nuclei or surrounding electrons of the specimen. The result is a transmitted, non-uniform distribution of electrons which contains information regarding the specimen structure and chemistry. The electrons are refocused by an objective lens and an image is formed when the transmitted electrons are magnified and projected on a fluorescent screen and/or digitally processed by a computer. A schematic diagram of the components of a typical transmission electron microscope is shown in Figure 2.9.

![Figure 2.9. Schematic of a transmission electron microscope.](image-url)
All the information obtained about a specimen from TEM analysis is a result of some form of electron scattering [129]. If an electron that passes through a solid specimen is scattered only once, the process is known as single scattering. If it is scattered more than once, it is known as plural scattering. Multiple scattering is the term used for an electron that is scattered > 20 times. A higher number of scattering events complicates the interpretation of images and diffraction patterns. In general, the number of backscattered electrons increases as the thickness of the sample increases [129], hence the importance of preparing thin specimens for TEM analysis. Scattering events within the specimen can be elastic, in which there is no loss of energy of the incident beam of electrons, or inelastic, in which there is a transfer of energy from the electron beam to the electrons of the specimen atoms. Scattered electrons are most likely scattered in the forward direction, i.e., parallel to the direction of the incident beam. It is these forward scattered electrons which generate the images in TEM.

The resolution of an image is typically limited by contrast as opposed to the resolving power of the microscope [130]. The main source of contrast in an electron image is the loss of amplitude from the electron beam due to elastic scattering, known as amplitude contrast. In general, amplitude contrast varies as a function of sample thickness as well as the atomic number of the specimen. Heavy elements with high atomic numbers and high electron densities result in the highest degree of scattering. Thus, the intensity distribution of electrons that reaches the fluorescent screen is lower from such regions [131]. The converse is true for atoms with lower atomic numbers, such as iron, which generally generate low contrast images.

2.6.2 Practical considerations
Specimens for imaging must be very thin to allow the transmission of high-energy electrons. Typical sample thickness is < 100 nm when possible, but in general, this requirement is a function of both electron energy and atomic number of the specimen. If the dimensions of a specimen are so small that the sample is essentially ‘electron transparent’, then a dilute dispersion of the sample can be deposited on support grids and the solvent can be evaporated through open air drying. The disadvantage of this technique, however, is the potential for
introducing artefacts during the drying process. Additional considerations are required when imaging objects only a few nanometres in size. For example, it is necessary to increase the magnification, but this limits the field of view, thus limiting the number of objects or structures that can be analysed in each image.

2.6.3 Analysis procedure
All transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using a JEOL 2000 FX TEMscan instrument (at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV), courtesy of the Electron Microscopy Laboratory at the University College Dublin Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research, Belfield. Samples were prepared for microscopy by placing a drop of each dilute heptane suspension onto carbon-coated (400 mesh) copper grids and allowing the solvent to evaporate prior to imaging.
CHAPTER 3

Non-aqueous magnetic nanoparticle suspensions with controlled particle size and nuclear magnetic resonance properties
3.1 Introduction

Magnetic nanoparticles are an important component of a wide range of functional materials due to their unique size-dependent optical, electronic, and magnetic properties which differ from those of their bulk counterparts. Stable suspension of magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles have important biomedical applications; for instance as contrast agents for MRI [103,132,133], as hyperthermia mediators for cancer ablation [66,134], and as drug delivery vehicles [35,135]. Control of the nanoparticle size, and of the emergent size-dependent magnetic properties [136-138], is critical to the performance of magnetic materials and is also of fundamental scientific interest.

Because the magnetic properties of iron-oxide nanoparticles are strongly dependent on their size, the ability to synthesise uniform particles of a controlled size is critical. Many strategies have been developed to prepare iron oxide nanoparticles, including aqueous coprecipitation [81,82], microemulsion methods [87,139], and laser pyrolysis [140], however the crystallinity and uniformity of the particles produced using these methods are currently quite poor. A commonly used synthetic procedure for producing very small (sub 10 nm) nanoparticles is the thermal decomposition of an iron precursor in organic solvent in the presence of alcohol and stabilising surfactants. Biomedical applications require nanoparticle stability in physiological media, and several methods currently exist for the phase transfer and stabilisation of hydrophobic iron-oxide cores into water [106,113]. There have been significant recent advances [141,142] which suggest that for the preparation of stable aqueous magnetic fluids, synthesis via the organic route and subsequent phase transfer may be preferred over more direct aqueous coprecipitation methods due to the greater control of nanoparticle size and dispersity which it offers. However, the phase transfer of hydrophobic nanocrystals has proven to be non-trivial; the transfer process can often lead to the formation of aggregates, compromising the benefits of non-aqueous synthesis. Thus, characterisation of the magnetic properties of well dispersed single particles in organic solvents prior to phase transfer can be extremely advantageous.
In the work reported here we have utilised methods published by Sun et al. [90,101] to prepare monodisperse magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles, but we have modified the standard procedure by varying the mole ratio of C18 surfactants to Fe precursor. The effect of changing the synthetic conditions on the particle size of the stable maghemite suspensions in heptane was investigated using the complementary techniques of PCS and TEM. These studies demonstrate excellent control of particle size, dispersity and dispersability down into an unusually low size range. The magnetic resonance properties were assessed using, for the first time, NMRD of the heptane suspensions. This has established the validity of SPM theory for non-aqueous suspensions, it has allowed us to confirm that our method also provides good control of the magnetic properties, and for the first time we have observed, by NMR, the influence of reduced surface area on the magnetic properties of the suspended nanoparticles, at the lower end of the size range.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Synthesis
The appropriate amount of oleic acid (≥99.0%, Fluka Chemicals) and oleylamine (≥70.0% GC, Fluka) (Table 3.1) were weighed into a 100 mL 3-neck round-bottomed flask. Iron (III) acetylacetonate (2 mmol; 99.9%, Aldrich) and 1,2-hexadecanediol (10 mmol; Technical grade 90%, Aldrich) were weighed into a weigh boat, then transferred to the round-bottomed flask. Diphenyl ether (20 mL; 99%, Aldrich) was added, and the system was degassed by purging nitrogen through the flask for 15 minutes prior to the start of the reaction. A 3-neck flask was required to simultaneously attach to the system a nitrogen flow, a water-cooled condenser, and a high-temperature (350°C) thermometer. The reaction was started by turning on the heating mantle to its highest setting and the N\textsubscript{2} flow was reduced. In all cases, the reaction reached its reflux temperature (~268°C) in 15 minutes, and was then allowed to reflux for an additional 15 minutes. The entire reaction was carried out in the absence of stirring.
Table 3.1. The amounts and ratios of C18 surfactant and Fe precursor used for the entire series of preparations. Note that the total C18 surfactant used = oleic acid + oleylamine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total surfactant/Fe precursor molar ratio</th>
<th>Fe source used (mmol)</th>
<th>Oleic acid (mmol)</th>
<th>Oleylamine (mmol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the reflux, a colour change from red to black was observed, which suggests the formation of iron-oxide nanoparticles. The reaction was quite vigorous and the suspension would occasionally ‘bump’ strongly, sometimes dislodging the thermometer from the flask. Precautions were taken to prevent the thermometer from breaking by padding the area surrounding the heating mantle.

Following the reflux, the suspension was allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. Ethanol (50 mL) was added to the flask to precipitate the iron-oxide, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the nanoparticles. This was a slow process and required the flask to remain over the magnet overnight. The solvent was decanted from the iron-oxide and the nanoparticles were suspended in 15 mL heptane in the absence of additional surfactants (in contrast to the method described by Sun and Zeng). Following one additional reprecipitation with ethanol which was carried out overnight, the magnetic nanoparticles were suspended in 15 mL heptane to produce the final magnetic suspension which appeared dark brown in colour.

The magnetic fluids were centrifuged for 35 minutes at 13,000 rpm using a tabletop Eppendorf Centrifuge 5415 D in order to sediment and remove any larger or aggregated particles. The dark brown supernatant was collected and utilised for all characterisation.
3.2.2 Characterisation

The ferrofluids were characterised by PCS and NMRD as described in Chapter 2.

Transverse relaxation time ($T_2$) measurements were carried out at 9.25 MHz on a Spinmaster FFC-2000 Fast Field Cycling NMR Relaxometer (Stelar; Mede, Italy), and at 40 MHz on a reconditioned Bruker WP80 variable field magnet. The Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence was used in all cases with 512 echoes and an echo delay of 50 µs. The sample temperature was 25°C; temperature control within ~0.1°C was ensured using the Spinmaster Variable Temperature Controller.

All transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using a JEOL 2000 FX TEMscan instrument (at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV), courtesy of the Electron Microscopy Laboratory at the University College Dublin Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research, Belfield. Samples were prepared for microscopy by placing a drop of each dilute heptane suspension onto carbon-coated (400 mesh) copper grids and allowing the solvent to evaporate prior to imaging.

Total iron content was determined by AAS as described in Chapter 2.

The amount of ferrous iron present in the samples was determined through colourimetric techniques. Concentrated HCl (5 drops), 1 mL deionised water, and 2.5 mL 1,10-phenanthroline was added to a small aliquot (0.3-0.5 mL) of the iron-oxide suspension. Phenanthroline forms an orange complex with Fe(II) within a pH range of 2 – 9 [143], and prevents oxidation to Fe(III) during the dissolution procedure [144]. The mixture was heated on a hot plate until only 1 drop of liquid remained, at which time 25 mL deionised water was added. The solution was heated to boiling, then immediately removed from heat and allowed to cool to room temperature. The volume was adjusted to 100 mL, and the pH was adjusted from 1 to ~7.0 with dilute NH$_3$ solution; a pink-orange colour appeared as the pH was increased. A set of six standards with known ferrous iron
concentrations in the range of 0.003 – 0.084 mM were prepared, and digested using the procedure described above to ensure that no oxidation from Fe$^{2+}$ to Fe$^{3+}$ took place during the process. Experiments were also conducted to ensure that phenanthroline could withstand high temperature and low pH conditions, though it is reported in the literature that it remains highly stable under these conditions [143]. UV-Vis analysis of Fe(II)-o-phenanthroline complexes of the six standard solutions as well as all sample solutions was carried out at room temperature on a Cary 50 Scan UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc., CA, USA) at a wavelength of 496 nm. A standard calibration curve was generated by plotting the absorbance values of the standard solutions as a function of ferrous iron concentration in mM. The calibration curve was linear in the 0.003 – 0.084 mM concentration range. A straight line fit to the data ($R^2 = 0.9978$) was generated and used to determine the Fe$^{2+}$ concentration of the sample solutions.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Redox distribution of iron in iron-oxide nanoparticles

Visually, the heptane suspensions appeared red-brown in colour, which is characteristic of dispersed maghemite particles [145]. UV-Vis spectrophotometric analysis of the Fe$^{2+}$-phenanthroline complexes confirmed this observation, as no significant amount of Fe$^{2+}$ was detected in any of the magnetic fluids. The distribution of ferrous and ferric iron in the preparation series is reported in Table 3.2. The results indicate the absence of Fe$_3$O$_4$. It should be noted that although it is not possible to discriminate between maghemite and hematite (α-Fe$_2$O$_3$) using wet chemistry methods, based on a review of published literature, we have assumed that there are only two types of iron-oxide present in nanoparticles synthesised through our thermal decomposition method, magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$: 2Fe$^{III}$Fe$^{II}$) and maghemite (Fe$_2$O$_3$: 2Fe$^{III}$). Thus we can assume maghemite (γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$) is the predominant crystalline phase in all samples. This is confirmed by the magnetic character of the suspensions, described below.

Table 3.2. Redox distribution of iron in a series of iron-oxide nanoparticle preparations synthesised by the high temperature decomposition method with varied C18/Fe precursor mole ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar ratio</th>
<th>Prep</th>
<th>Total [Fe] (mM)</th>
<th>[Fe$^{2+}$] (mM)</th>
<th>[Fe$^{3+}$] (mM)</th>
<th>% Fe$^{3+}$ of total Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98.20</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>94.53</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>89.07</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>85.16</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75.37</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>73.22</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.08</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>68.01</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>38.99</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.17</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>33.61</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Particle size as determined by transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopic images for representative samples of C18-stabilised maghemite nanoparticles with C18/Fe precursor mole ratios of 3, 6, 9,
12, and 15 are shown in Figures 3.1(a), 3.2(a), 3.3(a), 3.4(a), and 3.5(a), respectively. The micrographs show rather spherical, monodisperse, and well-formed primary nanoparticles with no evidence of agglomerates. No differences in particle morphology were apparent in any of the samples at the magnification used (300 k).

A statistical sample of the particle sizes was obtained by direct measurement of the diameters of more than 190 particles in all cases. From these measurements, particle size distribution histograms were prepared for all samples which are shown in Figures 3.1(b) – 3.5(b). The distributions were fitted successfully to a log-normal size distribution; this approach is widely adopted as a Gaussian distribution would permit negative values [82,146,147]. The mean particle size and standard deviations were derived from the log-normal distribution function shown in Equation 3.1 [82,147,148]:

\[ P(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \alpha x} e^{-(\ln x - \mu)^2 / 2\sigma^2} \quad (x > 0) \quad \text{Equation 3.1} \]

\( P(x) \) is the probability density of the distribution, \( x = D/D_p \) is the reduced diameter, \( D_p \) is the median diameter, \( D \) is the particle diameter, and \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the mean and standard deviation of \( \ln x \), respectively. Once values for \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) were obtained, the mean particle diameter and standard deviation were calculated using Equations 3.2 and 3.3, respectively:

\[ D_{\text{TEM}} = D_p \left( e^{\mu + \sigma^2/2} \right) \quad \text{Equation 3.2} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{TEM}} = D_p \sqrt{(e^{\sigma^2} - 1)e^{2\mu + \sigma^2}} \quad \text{Equation 3.3} \]
Figure 3.1. (a) TEM image of monodisperse maghemite nanoparticles with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of 3. (b) Particle size distribution histogram and lognormal distribution.

Figure 3.2. (a) TEM image of monodisperse maghemite nanoparticles with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of 6. (b) Particle size distribution histogram and lognormal distribution.
Figure 3.3. (a) TEM image of monodisperse maghemite nanoparticles with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of 9. (b) Particle size distribution histogram and lognormal distribution.

Figure 3.4. (a) TEM image of monodisperse maghemite nanoparticles with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of 12. (b) Particle size distribution histogram and lognormal distribution.
A comparison of the TEM particle size distribution as a function of C18/Fe precursor mole ratio is shown in Figure 3.6. Shown in this way, it is clear that the mean TEM diameter increases as the C18/Fe precursor increases. The TEM diameter and corresponding standard deviation derived from Equations 3.1 – 3.3 for each preparation in the series is reported in Table 3.3. A linear increase in the TEM diameter ($D_{TEM}$) with mole ratio was observed with $R^2 = 0.897$ (Figure 3.9). The width of the size distributions are comparable to those to those previously reported using thermal decomposition approach for producing iron-oxide nanoparticles. For instance, Roig and coworkers [77] report $D_{TEM} = 4.9 \pm 0.7$ nm. Our approach allows control, using a single technique, over a broad particle size range and down to smaller size than has previously been reported [149,150].
Figure 3.6. TEM particle size distribution as a function of C18/Fe precursor mole ratio.

Table 3.3. The average TEM diameter and standard deviation of oleate-coated maghemite nanoparticles with increasing surfactant concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C18/Fe ratio</th>
<th>No. of particles counted</th>
<th>$D_{\text{TEM}}$, nm ($\sigma_{\text{TEM}}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>3.4 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>3.8 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>4.0 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>4.9 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>6.3 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Particle size as determined by photon correlation spectroscopy

The results of PCS measurements carried out on the entire series of preparations are shown below in Table 3.4. These findings were reproducible, within error, at all mole ratios. All of the suspensions were relatively monodisperse; the analysis indicated the presence of unimodal size distributions and low PDI values (< 0.190 in all cases, and usually < 0.125). The suspensions obtained were stable, by PCS, for periods of months.
Table 3.4. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of all C18-coated iron-oxide nanoparticle preparations in the series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C18/Fe ratio</th>
<th>Z-Avg, nm (std dev)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Peak 1 intensity (nm)</th>
<th>Peak 2 intensity (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.4 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.7 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.9 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.0 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.4 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An increase in hydrodynamic diameter (D_{PCS}) was observed with increasing C18/Fe precursor mole ratio, and the increase was once again linear over the range studied, with $R^2 = 0.94$ (Figure 3.9). The slope obtained was the same as was obtained for the TEM data, but the PCS intercept was 4.3 nm higher.

### 3.3.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance relaxometry

All the magnetic recovery curves recorded were mono-exponential, within experimental error. All fitting errors in $T_1$ were less than 1%. The relaxivity profiles of representative samples of each mole ratio in the series are shown in Figure 3.7. The appearance of the profiles is broadly as expected for suspensions of superparamagnetic iron-oxide. A high field $r_1$ maximum is observed in the frequency range of 10-80 MHz for mole ratios 6-15, but not for the mole ratio of 3. For this suspension the maximum presumably lies above our highest measurable frequency, 80 MHz. Clear systematic changes in the profile were observed for the suspension prepared with different mole ratios, the implications of which are discussed in the discussion section of this chapter.
Figure 3.7. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, of heptane suspensions of C18-stabilised maghemite nanoparticles synthesised with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of ■ 3, ■ 6, ■ 9, ■ 12, and ■ 15.

The relaxivity profiles are consistent with SPM theory, developed by Muller and co-workers [151] (described in Chapter 1), which predicts the presence of an $r_1$ maximum at high frequency. The position of the $r_1$ maximum is sensitive to primary particle size; a higher frequency maximum indicates a smaller primary particle size, and a lower frequency maximum indicates a larger primary particle size.

Figure 3.7 shows a clear shift in the $r_1$ maximum to lower frequencies with an increase in C18/Fe mole ratio, consistent with an increase in the diameter of the primary particle. These results are consistent with the PCS and TEM results which also show an increase in particle size with an increase in the mole ratio. Application of SPM theory, to be discussed in greater detail in the discussion section, permitted estimation of the NMR diameter ($D_{NMR}$) from the NMRD analysis. The results are reported in Table 3.5. An increase in $D_{NMR}$ was observed with increasing C18/Fe precursor mole ratio, and the increase was once again linear over the range studied, with $R^2 = 0.977$. 
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Table 3.5. The average NMR diameters of oleate-coated iron-oxide nanoparticles synthesised with increasing surfactant concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar Ratio</th>
<th>D_{NMR}, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relaxivity measurements were performed for repeat syntheses with C18/Fe mole ratios of 6 and 9, and the results are shown in Figure 3.8 (a) and (b). The preparation to preparation reproducibility of the profiles was good, and was certainly greater than the difference, measured for the different mole ratios used. For instance, at 0.01 MHz, the variation in $r_1$ was always less than 7%. The difference in the PCS parameters for these repeat preparations was even better, ranging from 3.5 – 6.5%. The stability of the suspensions was tested by repeating the relaxation time measurements after ageing the samples for at least 30 days. No significant change in the relaxivity profiles was observed. The relaxation rates increased somewhat, due to the loss of heptane over time, but it was always possible to overlay the $R_1$ NMRD profile of the original sample with that recorded for the aged sample scaled down by a factor corresponding to the increase in the iron concentration over time.

![Figure 3.8.](image)

Figure 3.8. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, for repeat preparations of oleate-stabilised maghemite nanoparticles suspended in heptane with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of (a) 6: ■ prep 1, ■ prep 2, ■ prep 4; and (b) 9: ■ prep 1, ■ prep 2. For comparison, the profiles are shown on the same scale as used in Figure 3.7.
3.3.5 Relaxivity ratios

The individual $r_1$ and $r_2$ relaxivities measured at 9.25 and 37 MHz, as well as the corresponding $r_2/r_1$ ratios, measured for the entire series of preparations are reported in Table 3.6. In almost all cases, $r_2/r_1$ ratios measured for the maghemite suspensions ranged between 1 and 2. The ratios were found to increase with an increase in the mole ratio, corresponding to an increase in $r_2/r_1$ as a function of the nanoparticle core size.

Table 3.6. The measured $r_2/r_1$ ratios at 25°C for the series of maghemite suspensions; in all cases, the fitting errors in $T_1$ and $T_2$ were less than 2%, and in most cases, less than 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C18/Fe ratio</th>
<th>9.25 MHz</th>
<th></th>
<th>37 MHz</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r_1$ (mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$r_2$ (mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$r_2/r_1$</td>
<td>$r_1$ (mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>9.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Particle size

Considering the PCS and TEM results firstly; both techniques demonstrate a straight line dependence of average particle size on mole ratio, with the same slope of 0.248, Figure 3.9. Unconstrained fits to the size data obtained from each technique produce the same value. That is, a difference in slope which is less than the standard errors on the slopes when either data set is fitted individually.
Figure 3.9. Relationship between the nanoparticle size (as measured with different techniques) and the C18/Fe precursor mole ratio. The solid lines are straight line fits, with fixed slope = 0.248, through the: $D_{PCS}$ data (■), intercept = 6.47 nm; $D_{NMR}$ data (▲), intercept = 4.12 nm; $D_{TEM}$ data (♦), intercept = 2.21 nm.

PCS indicates an average hydrodynamic size ~4.3 nm greater than the core size for all the suspensions. Larger values are expected from PCS measurements which yield “hydrodynamic” information (Figure 3.10). The alkyl capping molecules are expected to coat the $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ particles with the non-polar C18 chains extending away from the cores providing efficient steric stabilisation. As $D_{PCS}$ is a measure of the hydrodynamic size, its value will reflect the presence of the C18 coating as well as any solvent molecules bound to the tumbling particle. The C18 coating on each nanoparticle is expected to add ~3.6 nm to the particle diameter, assuming that one monolayer of approximately 1.8 nm [152] is present. The larger values suggest the retention of significant numbers of solvent molecules, on relatively long time-scales compared to particle diffusion. We have confirmed that this effect is a factor for our suspensions by performing PCS measurements at elevated temperature, where some of the solvent shell is apparently lost. A suspension from a preparation with mole ratio 9 was found to have $D_{PCS} = 8.95$ nm at 298 K, this decreased to 8.40 nm, on increasing the temperature to 313 K.
Figure 3.10. Schematic representation of the suspended particles; the illustrated \( D_{\text{PCS}} \) is the minimum hydrodynamic size, i.e. associated solvent shells are omitted.

PCS/TEM size discrepancies could also arise because larger particles scatter light more strongly than smaller particles, so the upper end of the PCS size distribution might contribute more strongly to the scattering, resulting in a systematically high measure of the mean particle size. However, this effect would be anticipated to be more important for the suspensions of larger particles. The position of the mode of the intensity size distributions, derived from the fit to the correlation function, is expected to be particularly sensitive to the larger particles in the distribution. When the mole ratio dependence of this parameter is examined a proportional relationship is also observed, with a higher slope = 0.301 as expected, as shown in Figure 3.11. Thus we have used the Z-average diameter, derived from the cumulants analysis, as a measure of the hydrodynamic size, as it is less susceptible to this type of error and shows the same slope as \( D_{\text{TEM}} \), which is a number average.
Figure 3.11. The relationship between the nanoparticle size determined from PCS and the C18/Fe precursor mole ratio. When the PCS size is determined: (i) by Cumulants analysis (Z-Average) (O), slope = 0.248; (ii) from the mode of the intensity distribution (□), which is determined by analysis of the correlation functions by non-negative least squares fitting, slope 0.301.

The simplest interpretation of Figure 3.9 is that there are no systematic, or size-dependent, errors associated with the $D_{\text{TEM}}$ and $D_{\text{PCS}}$ parameters obtained for these suspensions. Two conclusions can be drawn; (i) given the dependence of light scattering intensity on particle volume, the observation of the same slope demonstrates that the contribution to light scattering from aggregates is negligible, i.e. the suspensions are 100% dispersed, and (ii) $D_{\text{PCS}}$ and $D_{\text{TEM}}$ can be taken to be good measures of the hydrodynamic and iron-oxide core sizes, respectively.

The slope of the NMR size data was the same as we obtained for the PCS and TEM, Figure 3.9. The intercept was $\sim$2.4 nm lower than that obtained from PCS and surprisingly $\sim$1.9 nm higher than the TEM result. Despite this systematic overestimate of the core size when compared to microscopy, the $D_{\text{NMR}}$ values quantitatively reproduce the size dependence on mole ratio, obtained using the more direct sizing techniques. This numerical consistency, which we can only achieve because the suspensions are highly monodisperse, validates our interpretation of the trends in the other parameters derived from the NMRD analysis, to be discussed below. In recent studies of aqueous suspensions of
citrate-coated and uncoated-γ-Fe₂O₃ nanoparticles, similar systematic differences between the particle size obtained from TEM, NMRD and PCS were reported by Roig and coworkers [77]. For uncoated Fe₂O₃ in water these authors reported; DTEM = 4.9 nm, DNMR = 5.7 nm and DPCS = 8 ± 2 nm. Thus our DNMR values are not unusual for magnetic iron-oxide suspensions, the high values presumably arise due to the limitations of SPM theory.

### 3.4.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance properties and particle morphology

Clear systematic changes in the NMRD profiles were observed for suspensions prepared with different mole ratios (Figure 3.7). The frequency of the relaxivity maximum, νmax, is observed to decrease as the mole ratio is increased, Figure 3.12. SPM theory shows that this effect arises from the larger core size of these suspensions. The most remarkable difference between the profiles is the strong increase in r₁ with mole ratio at all frequencies measured. This difference is greater than expected, particularly in the low-frequency (sub MHz) part of the profile, for particles in this core size (and associated Ms) range. The dependence of the low frequency r₁ plateau on mole ratio is also shown in Figure 3.12.

![Figure 3.12](image.jpg)

Figure 3.12. Low field relaxivity at the plateau, r₁plat (□), and frequency of the high field relaxivity maximum, νmax (●), as a function of iron-oxide core size, DTEM. The νmax value for the suspension prepared with mole ratio = 3 was above our measurable range (if present). The value estimated from the unconstrained simulation to the NMRD profile is indicated, the maximum uncertainty in this νmax value is included as an error bar.
In general for magnetic nanoparticle suspensions, the shape of the NMRD profile is determined by: (i) the size and crystallinity of the magnetic cores, as they affect the saturation magnetisation; (ii) the accessibility of the cores to the diffusing solvent molecules; and (iii) inter-core interactions, as they affect the anisotropy energy. The latter is known to be a potentially strong contributor in the low MHz range, in particular [151]. The suspensions that we have produced are very size-monodisperse and as we have shown PCS, which is very sensitive to the presence of larger aggregates, indicates that there are none present. In fact the suspensions are stable with respect to aggregation for periods of months. Furthermore, over the iron concentration range studied, 1.5 – 97.5 mM, the \( R_1 \) values are linearly dependent on concentration (Equation 1.24). We conclude that the contribution of inter-particle interactions to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is negligible. Therefore, since the nature of the C18 coating does not change across the mole ratio range, the differences in the profiles can be attributed solely to changes in the \( \gamma \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) cores.

It was possible to simulate relaxivity profiles, using Muller’s SPM theory [151], which conform reasonably well to the data, Figure 3.13. If we assume that heptane tumbles isotropically on a timescale faster than those of all the other relevant processes, including the diffusion time, \( \tau_D \) (Chapter 1, section 1.5), which we estimate between 0.9 \( \cdot \) 10\(^{-9}\) and 3.6 \( \cdot \) 10\(^{-9}\) s for particles in this size range, and the Néel correlation time, \( \tau_N \) (Chapter 1, section 1.5), which is also in the nanosecond range, then SPM theory should be directly applicable to heptane suspensions. This approach is justified given that \( D_{\text{heptane}} = 3.12 \cdot 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) at 298 K,\(^{38} \) which by the Stokes Einstein relation, corresponds to a diffusional timescale of 1.03 \( \cdot \) 10\(^{11}\) s. Finally, the \(^1\text{H}\) concentration of pure heptane at room temperature is 109.2 M, a value only 1.6% lower than that of water, so the simulated \( r_1 \) values of heptane suspensions do not need to be scaled for \(^1\text{H}\) content, given the precision of the model. Ultimately, SPM theory predicts that, for monodisperse iron-oxide nanoparticles of a given size, the NMRD profiles of fully dispersed heptane suspensions will have \( r_1 \) values approximately 15% higher than the equivalent water suspensions, in the range below 100 MHz. It should be noted that the scaling is only approximately linear across this
frequency range. This confirms that SPM theory, which was formulated to interpret aqueous suspensions of iron-oxide, can be extended to non-aqueous suspensions. To our knowledge, there are no published reports of the application of SPM theory to the interpretation of NMRD profiles of non-aqueous magnetic iron-oxide suspensions.

Figure 3.13. The fitted profiles for oleate-stabilised iron-oxide nanoparticles suspended in heptane synthesised with C18/Fe precursor mole ratios of ■3, ■6, ■9, ■12, and ■15.

Given the number of parameters in the model ($D_{\text{NMR}}$, $M_s$, $\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ and $\tau_N$), two simulation strategies were investigated: (i) an unconstrained simulation in which the parameters were allowed to adopt any value; (ii) a core-shell model, which reduces the number of parameters by fixing the $M_s$ value for a given value of $D_{\text{NMR}}$, using the relationship described by Lu et al [153], Figure 3.14. These authors explained the size-dependent magnetic properties of nanoparticulate iron-oxide by assuming the core has a magnetically dead outer oxide layer of width 0.6 nm, corresponding to one stoichiometric unit.
Figure 3.14. Graph showing agreement of the $M_s$ value obtained from ■ the unconstrained NMRD simulations, and ▲ the core-shell model NMRD simulation with the fit to the published data from Lu et al. [153] using the equation $M_s = M_{s0}(1-(6t/D))$ with bulk saturation magnetism $M_{s0} = 76$ emu/g [77,154,155] and $t = 0.60$ nm [156].

For our suspensions the core-shell approach gives $D_{NMR}$ values on average only ~0.3 nm higher (including the dead layer, Figure 3.15) than the unconstrained approach.

Figure 3.15. Relationship between the nanoparticle size (as measured with different techniques) and the C18/Fe precursor mole ratio. The solid lines are straight line fits, with fixed slope = 0.248, through the: $D_{PCS}$ data (■), intercept = 6.47 nm; $D_{NMR}$ data (●), intercept = 4.42 nm, $D_{NMR}$ data (▲), intercept = 4.12 nm; $D_{TEM}$ data (♦), intercept = 2.21 nm.
The two approaches to the simulations produce very similar values for the parameters, and nearly indistinguishable profiles. Therefore, we have preferred the unconstrained approach as it makes no assumptions about the nanoparticle structure. The remainder of this discussion will focus on the results of the unconstrained simulations. The parameters obtained from unconstrained simulations of the NMRD profiles (Figure 3.13) are shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8. The parameters obtained from unconstrained simulations of the NMR profiles of C18-stabilised $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ heptane suspensions. The diffusion coefficient of heptane was taken to be $3.12 \cdot 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$·s$^{-1}$ [157].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mole ratio</th>
<th>$D_{\text{NMR}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$M_s$ (emu·g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The systematic deviation of the fits in the mid-frequency range, Figure 3.13, on the low frequency side of the $r_1$ maxima, is noteworthy. The parameters $D_{\text{NMR}}$ and $M_s$ do not strongly influence the simulated $r_1$ values in this frequency range. $D_{\text{NMR}}$ determines the frequency of the $r_1$ maximum and $M_s$ scales the $r_1$ values at all frequencies. The effect of $\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ is significant in both in the mid- and low-frequency parts of the profile. It is not possible to remove the mid-frequency discrepancy and to simultaneously reproduce the low-frequency plateau using simulations from SPM theory (Figure 3.16). Furthermore, it is only possible to produce the reasonable agreement shown in Figure 3.13 by significantly increasing the value of $\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ for the smaller cores (Figure 3.17). It is likely that the discrepancy in the mid-frequency range arises from the assumption, made in SPM theory, that the magnetic symmetry of the particles moment is uni-axial.
Figure 3.16. The sensitivity of fitted profiles to changes in $\Delta E$. $D_{lu}$ = 8.37 nm, $M_s$ = 43.3 emu/g, $\tau_N$ = 6.5 ns, $\Delta E$ is as indicated in the legend. ■ Experimental relaxivity profile of oleate-stabilised maghemite nanoparticles synthesised with a C18/Fe precursor mole ratio of 15.

Figure 3.17. The effect of C18/Fe precursor mole ratio and magnetic diameter on the anisotropy energy of the maghemite nanoparticles.
For larger single-domain quasi-spherical particles $\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ is usually found to be approximately proportional to the core volume [151]. Since anisotropic inter-particle interactions have been discounted for our suspensions, we attribute the reversal of the expected behaviour to a progressive increase in energy anisotropy associated with increased surface area to volume ratio, in this very low size range. For particles of such small dimensions, it is not expected that minor geometric deviations would be identifiable by TEM, despite their marked effect on the magnetic properties of the suspensions, Figure 3.13.

For particles in this size range increased energy anisotropy, due to surface effects, is not surprising. For the sake of illustration, if we assume ideal spherical particles formed of identical stoichiometric units, with the bulk density of $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$; a 3.5 nm core (mole ratio 3) would contain $\sim$465 stoichiometric ($\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) units of which $\sim$57% would be on the surface, while a 4.37 nm particle (mole ratio 9) would contain $\sim$905 units with $\sim$48% exposed, and a 6.68 nm particle (mole ratio 15) would contain $\sim$3231 units of which only $\sim$33% would be on the surface. Thus minor surface defects will become increasingly important in determining the orientation and relative energies of the easy-axes of magnetisation for smaller $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles. This view is in contrast to the picture of a featureless “dead-layer”, one stoichiometric unit across, that might be inferred from the study of Lu et. al. [153] although our data agree with the findings of that study.

3.4.3 Effect of reaction conditions on nanoparticle properties

It is generally accepted that temporal separation of the nucleation and growth phases is critical for the preparation of uniform, monodisperse nanoparticles [95]. The “heating up” process is a common approach to achieve homogeneous nucleation, where a single nucleation event, or “burst nucleation”, is followed by a growth phase. In the ‘heating up’ process reagents are mixed at room temperature and then heated to reflux. In the preparation of nanoparticulate $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$, during heating iron acetylacetonate decomposes to generate iron ions in solution. When the ion concentration exceeds the supersaturation limit, a single, homogeneous nucleation event is thought to occur, rapidly reducing the ion
concentration and preventing secondary nucleation. During the process, the surfactant molecules are believed to form intermediate complexes with the iron ions, reducing the concentration of free metal ions, so delaying supersaturation and hence nucleation [136]. For our preparations with higher mole ratios (higher C18 concentration) a greater fraction of the ion content would be complexed, which presumably reduces the number of nucleation sites during the burst. This results in an extended growth phase and hence larger particles with higher saturation magnetisation and lower magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy.

Iron determination was carried out both before and after the final centrifugation step during the suspension preparation. This revealed that the amount of iron removed from suspension, in the form of sedimanted particles or larger agglomerates, broadly increased as the C18/Fe ratio increased (Table 3.9). The results suggest that at higher surfactant concentrations, consistent with the formation of larger particles, inter-particle interactions leading to agglomeration become increasingly relevant. Attractive inter-particle interactions in nanoparticle systems include van der Waals and magnetic dipolar interactions; both of which are known to be stronger for larger than for smaller particles [158]. It should be noted that it is unlikely that aggregation is due to an insufficient amount of C18 surfactant to stabilise the particles as a large excess of surfactant was present in all the preparations. The total amount of C18 surfactant used during the synthesis ranged from 0.3 – 1.5 M, for C18/Fe precursor ratios of 3-15. The amount of surfactant necessary to form a single monolayer around 4-8 nm spherical iron-oxide nanoparticles (the size range relevant to this chapter) is 0.02 – 0.04 M, using a value of 38 Å² for the ‘footprint’ of oleic acid/oleylamine [159], and assuming total conversion of iron (III) acetylacetonate to iron-oxide.

Ultrasonic treatment of the samples resulted in even further aggregation. We found centrifugation to be the most effective method of removing the aggregates from all of the samples in the preparation series.
Table 3.9. The effect of centrifugation on the iron concentration of the maghemite suspensions in the entire series of preparations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C18/Fe ratio</th>
<th>Prep</th>
<th>[Fe] before centrifugation (mM)</th>
<th>[Fe] after centrifugation (mM)</th>
<th>% Fe removed by centrifugation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125.1</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.4 Evaluation of effectiveness as magnetic resonance contrast agents

Table 3.6 shows $r_2/r_1$ ratios for all preparations at 9.25 and 37 MHz (0.22 and 0.87 T). The $r_2/r_1$ ratio is commonly used to determine the character of a potential nanoparticulate contrast agent and classify a magnetic fluid as either a positive ($T_1$-reducing), or negative ($T_2$-reducing) contrast agent. Traditionally, positive contrast agents with a low $r_2/r_1$ ratio in the range of 1-2 are paramagnetic complexes of $Gd^{3+}$ or $Mn^{2+}$ ions, while negative contrast agents with a much higher $r_2/r_1$ ratio are based on aggregated or partially aggregated iron-oxide particles [77,106,160]. More recently, however, ultra-small particles of iron-oxide have been evaluated as potential $T_1$ contrast agents [77] due to improvements in the ability to prepare monodisperse suspensions of a controlled particle size. The authors report a $r_2/r_1$ ratio of 1.38 and 2.03 at 20 and 60 MHz, respectively, at a temperature of 310 K.

The $r_2/r_1$ ratio is known to be sensitive to particle size, agglomeration, and magnetic field strength. Due to the broad range of field strengths used in published studies, a direct comparison of our experimental $r_2/r_1$ ratios with those reported in the literature is difficult. Furthermore, below 37 MHz, our instrumentation limits us to the measurement of $T_2$ at 9.25 MHz. For the purposes of illustration a simulation of the transverse relaxivity as a function of field strength is shown in Figure 3.18 [151]. According to SPM theory, the transverse ($r_2$) NMRD profile has broadly the same shape as the longitudinal
profile at low and mid-range frequencies. The main difference occurs at higher frequencies, where the $r_2$ profile does not decrease towards zero. This is a result of a frequency-dependent secular term, which contributes to the transverse relaxation rate, but not to the longitudinal relaxation rate [151].

![Graph showing longitudinal and transverse NMRD profiles](image)

**Figure 3.18.** Comparison of example longitudinal (—) and transverse (—) NMRD profiles as defined by SPM theory for $D_{NMR} = 10$ nm, $\tau_N = 9$ ns, $\Delta E_{anis} = 1$ GHz, $M_s = 2.07 \times 10^5$ emu/g, $D = 3.4 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s, $T = 310$ K [151].

Table 3.6 shows that almost all the $r_2/r_1$ ratios measured for the entire series of maghemite heptane suspensions, with core sizes from 3-6 nm, ranged between 1 and 2, irrespective of the field strength used. This confirms their potential for use as effective $T_1$- contrast agents, should it be possible to phase transfer into aqueous suspensions without inducing aggregation.

### 3.5 Conclusions

We have successfully developed a method to easily and reproducibly control the primary particle size of $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles by controlling the reaction conditions. This in turn permits selection of the magnetic properties of the resulting nanoparticle suspensions. Particle size information obtained from three different sizing techniques was successfully compared, validating our interpretation of the properties of the monodisperse suspensions. The NMRD
profiles of the suspensions, which are usually measured to assess the MRI
efficacy of aqueous suspensions, have been shown to be a valid approach for
magnetic characterisation of non-aqueous magnetic nanofluids using SPM
theory. We have found that as the size of the suspended particles is reduced, their
magnetic properties are increasingly determined by the high surface area to
volume ratio.
CHAPTER 4

Toward the preparation of stabilised suspensions of magnetic nanoparticle clusters of controlled size
4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the ability to control the primary particle size and the emergent magnetic properties of $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles (NPs) over a broad range, and down to a smaller size than has previously been reported. Ultra-small iron-oxide particles have been shown to generate an exceptionally high amount of heat compared to micron-sized particles when exposed to AC magnetic fields [56,57,66], making them ideal for use as hyperthermia mediators. Furthermore, smaller particles have a lower $r_2/r_1$ ratio making them suitable for use as positive MRI contrast agents [77]. However, in vivo application of these particles is currently limited by two important factors. (i) The biodistribution and accumulation in target organs is highly dependent on particle size [161-163]. So while the 5 – 8 nm particles synthesised in Chapter 3 exhibit a broad range of controllable and well-defined magnetic properties, recent research [164] suggests that upon administration, their ultra-small size may promote rapid removal through renal clearance. (ii) Biomedical applications require particle stability in physiological media, but the as synthesised particles are coated with long chain hydrophobic capping molecules and can therefore only be dispersed in non-polar organic solvents. The aim of this chapter is to present an investigation into strategies to resolve these two issues in an attempt to progress the methods presented in Chapter 3 toward the development of water stable nanoparticle cluster suspensions with controlled size for physical targeting, and with optimal magnetic properties for magnetic-mediated hyperthermia, and possibly MRI, applications.

Nanoparticle clusters (NPCs), i.e., clusters of NPs, have shown great promise for biomedical applications, as they combine the size-dependent magnetic properties of the individual nanoparticles with the ability to target specific structures in vivo due to their larger physical size [165]. While several methods currently exist for the preparation of nanoparticle clusters including the reaction of primary nanoparticles with polymers [165,166] and the in-situ formation of nanoparticles in the presence of polymers [109,110,166,167], the cluster size is not usually
controlled, or is not controllable over a broad size range. This is because the cluster size is determined by the surface chemistry of the reaction.

Recently, a process for the controlled growth of NPCs through competitive stabiliser desorption was developed by the group [168,169]. Heptane suspensions of oleic acid coated iron-oxide NPs, prepared by the coprecipitation method, were exposed to cyanopropyl-modified silica particles, resulting in the in-situ, continuous growth of NPCs due to the gradual depletion of oleic acid from the nanoparticle surface. As the surfactant is partially depleted, the particles become destabilised, and hence activated toward interaction with other destabilised NPs or NPCs (Figure 4.1). Initially, small clusters are formed through an N → N+1 aggregation by addition of single, destabilised nanoparticles from the suspension. Upon the partial or complete depletion of the primary particles from the suspending medium, it is believed that any further surfactant desorption results in the activation of the NPCs, leading to an aggregation of clusters, or a ‘clustering of clusters’. The key point, which distinguishes this process from uncontrolled colloid destabilisation and aggregation, is that the size dispersity of the original NP suspension is preserved during NP growth. It was also shown [169] that the process can be stopped at any time, allowing the preparation of NPCs of a specific size between 20 – 400 nm. Thus, the process offers significant advantages over other published methods of nanoparticle cluster formation.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the mechanism proposed by Stolarczyk et al. [169] for the growth of iron-oxide NPCs of controlled size from primary particles synthesised from coprecipitation methods.
In the first part of this chapter, we describe the application of these techniques using primary NPs synthesised by the thermal decomposition method. We have also investigated the kinetics of cluster growth; specifically, the effect of primary particle size and iron concentration on the rate of growth are discussed in some detail. Finally, we propose a reasonable mechanism for cluster growth based on both current experimental observations as well as previous studies from our group which will progress this process towards general application [168,169].

Biomedical applications of NPs and NPCs require colloidal stability in physiological media, and several methods currently exist for the phase transfer and stabilisation of iron-oxide cores with hydrophobic surfaces into water [77,106,113,141]. Recently, there has been an increased interest in utilising gold as a coating for magnetic NPs, as the well-established surface chemistry of gold can impart surface tunability to the cores for improved aqueous stability and biocompatibility [170,171]. Gold nanoshells offer additional advantages that extend beyond stability in aqueous media. For instance, the optical properties of the gold, combined with the magnetic properties of the core allow the use of these core@shell particles for simultaneous optical and magnetic resonance imaging [172]. Additionally, gold nanoshells have been utilised for near-infrared mediated thermal therapy of solid tumours [173,174].

A current challenge is the synthesis of gold-coated magnetic nanoparticles with a desired size and composition. There are many reports of different approaches to coat iron-oxide NPs with gold including thermally-activated hetero-interparticle coalescence of gold and iron-oxide nanoparticles [175], the attachment of 2 – 3 nm gold nanoparticles onto 10 nm magnetite nanoparticles via 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane [176], and the deposition of gold onto the surface of 9 nm iron-oxide NPs via iterative hydroxylamine seeding in aqueous solution [177]. While the Au shell thickness and the particle size can be manipulated in some cases, control of the final particle size has only been demonstrated for a narrow range of sizes. Additionally, the formation of a complete layer of gold around iron-oxide nanoparticles can greatly reduce their saturation magnetisation [178], which in turn can diminish their efficacy as MRI contrast agents.
In the second part of this chapter, we describe the generalisation of the method for cluster growth to include the preparation of mixed-metal iron-oxide:gold (FeO:Au) clusters. This has opened a new pathway to size-controlled nanocomposite materials and has provided further insight into the mechanism of nanoparticle cluster growth.

Finally, as a step toward the transfer of these NPCs into aqueous media, we have evaluated two distinct methods of polymer-mediated stabilisation of dispersed NPs, and have characterised the resulting aqueous suspensions by dynamic light scattering and relaxivity measurements. It should be noted that the approaches assessed were a limited success. The surface chemistries were demonstrated to be compatible with iron-oxide; however, some aggregation could not be avoided. These results will not be discussed in this chapter; the interested reader can find the full details in Appendix B.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Materials
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (≥ 99.9%), dodecanethiol (DDT; ≥ 98%), and sodium borohydride (NaBH₄; ≥ 98.5%), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB; ≥ 98%) was obtained from Fluka, and cyanopropyl-modified 30-70 µm silica particles (CN-silica) were purchased from Alltech Associates.

4.2.2 Synthesis

4.2.2.1 Iron-oxide NPs
Stable heptane suspensions of monodisperse C18-stabilised γ-Fe₂O₃ NPs were prepared using a modification of published methods, as described in Chapter 3.

4.2.2.2 Gold NPs
Dodecanethiol-derivatised gold NPs were synthesised in a two-phase liquid-liquid system as described by Brust et al [179]. A solution of TOAB in toluene
(26.7 mL, 50 mM) was added to a 100-mL round-bottomed flask and stirred with a magnetic stir bar to completely dissolve the solid. An aqueous solution of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (10 mL, 30 mM), appearing bright yellow in colour, was added to the organic phase in the flask. The two-phase mixture was vigorously stirred until the tetrachloroaurate was completely transferred into the organic layer (~10 – 15 min). The mixture turned red-brown during mixing, and separated into two phases when mixing was temporarily discontinued; the upper toluene phase appeared red-brown in colour, and the lower aqueous phase was colourless. Magnetic stirring was resumed, and 67 µL dodecanethiol was added to the mixture. A freshly prepared aqueous solution of sodium borohydride (8.3 mL, 0.4 mM) was then added dropwise to the flask with continual and vigorous stirring. The colour changed from red-brown to dark purple upon reduction. The two phase mixture was covered and stirred at room temperature for 3 hours. The stirring was discontinued, the two phases separated, and the dark purple organic phase was removed and transferred to a separate glass flask. Ethanol (~ 50 mL) was added to the flask to precipitate the gold nanoparticles. This required the mixture to be kept in the freezer at -20°C for at least 4 hours, but this step was usually carried out overnight. After at least 4 hours in the freezer, a dark purple-brown precipitate had settled to the bottom of the flask. The precipitate was filtered under reduced pressure using a buchner funnel, washed with ethanol, and suspended in 40 mL heptane to produce the final suspension, which appeared dark purple in colour. The suspension was centrifuged for 45 minutes at 13,000 rpm using a tabletop centrifuge (Eppendorf 5415 D) to sediment and remove any larger or aggregated particles. The dark purple supernatant was collected, characterised by PCS, and utilised for nanocluster growth experiments.

4.2.3 NPC growth experiments

(i) Iron-oxide cluster growth
CN-silica (50.2 mg) was placed in a quartz cuvette and spread evenly to form a thin layer at the bottom. A small amount (3-4 drops) of heptane was carefully dripped down the side of the cuvette to pre-wet the silica and prevent agitation when the nanoparticle dispersions were later added on top of the silica. The iron-oxide nanoparticle dispersion was diluted as necessary to 1.0 mM – 5.0 mM with
heptane. The nanoparticle dispersion (1.2 mL) was carefully placed in the cuvette over the thin silica layer, taking care not to agitate the silica at the bottom. The average hydrodynamic diameter of the growing clusters in suspension was continuously monitored by dynamic light scattering on one of two instruments: a High Performance Particle Sizer, HPPS, or a Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern Instruments; Worcestershire UK). Visually, over time, a gradual nanoparticle deposition was observed on the surface of the silica, and there was an obvious increase in light transmission through the sample.

(ii) Cluster growth for co-suspensions
The gold nanoparticle dispersion was diluted to 0.71 mM, and the dilute dispersion was combined with the 1.0 mM iron-oxide dispersion to produce a broad range of [FeO]:[Au] ratios: 111:1, 91:1, 77:1, 47:1, and 10:1. The nanoparticle co-suspensions (1.2 mL) were placed in the cuvette as described previously, and the average hydrodynamic diameter of the growing clusters in suspension was continuously monitored on either the HPPS or the Zetasizer NanoZS.

(iii) Cluster growth attenuation by addition of gold NPs
An iron-oxide nanoparticle dispersion (1.2 mL) was carefully placed in the cuvette over the thin silica layer, and the average hydrodynamic diameter of the growing clusters in suspension was continuously monitored by dynamic light scattering, as described above. The NPC growth was allowed to proceed for a desired amount of time (5 – 7 hours), after which, the measurement was temporarily terminated and the cuvette was carefully removed from the instrument. A small volume (typically 50 µL) of the 0.71 mM gold nanoparticle suspension was slowly and carefully added to the suspension of iron-oxide clusters. The cuvette was replaced in the instrument, and the light scattering measurements were resumed for an additional 2 – 20 hours.
4.2.4 Characterisation

Total iron content of all the suspensions was determined by AAS as described in Chapter 2.

Gold concentration was determined by AAS in the same way as described for the iron in Chapter 2. It was first necessary to carry out a calibration with standards of known Au concentration. A 15 mg/L stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.0076 g HAuCl₄·3H₂O in 500 mL DI H₂O. A serial dilution was carried out to prepare standards with [Au] = 12, 7.5, 4.5, and 1.5 mg/L.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using a JEOL 2000 FX TEMscan instrument (at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV), courtesy of the Electron Microscopy Laboratory at the University College Dublin Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research, Belfield. Samples were prepared for microscopy by depositing a drop of the relevant dilute heptane suspension onto carbon-coated (400 mesh) copper grids and allowing the solvent to evaporate prior to imaging.

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a Hitachi S-5500 instrument (at an accelerating voltage of 30.0 kV). Samples were prepared for imaging as described above for TEM microscopy.

All gold and iron-oxide suspensions were characterised by PCS as described in Chapter 2. Iron-oxide-, gold-, and mixed-metal cluster growth was monitored by PCS by measuring the average hydrodynamic diameter of the suspended clusters over time. A total of up to 200 measurements were recorded at a rate of one measurement every 15 minutes. The temperature was held constant at 25°C for all measurements.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Controlled growth of iron-oxide NPCs

Typical growth data, obtained by PCS, for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs from primary particles synthesised by the thermal decomposition method is shown in Figure 4.2. Included in the figure is the value of the Z-Avg diameter, derived from the cumulants analysis, plotted as a function of time. The particle size distributions were obtained from correlation function analysis and were unimodal for all samples. The mean of the distribution peak shifted to larger diameters over time, and a typical example is shown in Figure 4.3. The mean count rate, a measure of the backscattered light intensity, and the PDI values were also plotted as a function of time and are included in Figure 4.2. The gradual increase in the intensity of the backscattered light up to about 16 hours is a result of an increase in the number of larger particles in suspension, formed through the slow growth of clusters by the addition of primary NPs. The inflection point and subsequent decrease in the mean count rate after 16 hours indicates a loss of larger particles from suspension, most probably caused by the precipitation of large aggregates. A fairly unimodal size distribution (PDI ≤ 0.3) is maintained up to the point of inflection in the mean count rate, indicating that during the NPC growth phase, the suspension remained monodisperse. This trend is consistent for all of the controlled iron-oxide NPC growth data presented in this chapter. The preservation of a monodisperse size distribution is indicative of controlled cluster growth, as normal particle destabilisation and precipitation results in a rapid increase in the PDI values to 0.5 – 1.0 [169].
Figure 4.2. Typical growth data, obtained by PCS, for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs in heptane in the presence of silica-CN. □ Z-Avg (nm), ○ mean count rate (kcps), ● PDI.

Figure 4.3. The particle size distribution of growing iron-oxide NPCs in heptane over silica-CN as a function of time.

Transmission electron microscopy confirmed that the observed increase in the PCS diameter ($D_{PCS}$) over time is due to the aggregation of primary NPs rather than the growth of individual particles. TEM images for typical samples of primary particles of C18-stabilised maghemite NPs (a), and NPCs (b), are shown in Figure 4.4. The micrograph of the primary particles shows evidence of rather spherical, monodisperse nanoparticles with no evidence of agglomerates before cluster growth. A statistical sample of the particle sizes was obtained by direct measurement of the diameters of 360 particles. From these measurements, particle size distributions were prepared and fitted to a lognormal distribution,
yielding an average diameter of 3.8 nm. The micrograph of the nanocluster suspension, typical of the images obtained for NPC suspensions, clearly shows a large cluster formed by individual primary particles similar in size to those shown in (a). The average value of $D_{PCS}$ for the NPCs in suspension was 52 nm. The purpose of the TEM image is to demonstrate the incidence of clustering; we did not measure the diameter of a sufficient number of NPCs to determine the average cluster diameter or standard deviation.

![Figure 4.4. TEM images of (a) monodisperse C18-stabilised maghemite NPs, and (b) maghemite NPCs with a measured $D_{PCS} = 52$ nm.](image)

The gradual deposition of the orange-brown coloured solid NPs onto the surface of the silica during a typical NPC growth experiment is shown in Figure 4.5. An increase in light transmission through the sample over time can also be observed.

![Figure 4.5. Representative photographs showing the gradual deposition of iron-oxide NPs on the surface of silica-CN during a typical NPC growth experiment.](image)
4.3.1.1 Optimisation of NPC growth conditions

4.3.1.1.1 Primary particle size

Growth curves for iron-oxide clusters grown from primary $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ NPs of different core sizes but the same total iron concentration are shown in Figure 4.6. TEM analysis indicated average primary particle core sizes ($D_{TEM}$) of 3.36, 3.80, 3.98, and 4.92 nm, corresponding to C18/Fe mole ratios during synthesis of 3, 6, 9, and 12, respectively (see Chapter 3). The interruption in the data observed in Figure 4.6 for one experiment ($D_{TEM} = 4.92$ nm) is due to the removal of the sample from the PCS machine in order to make the instrument available to other users. During this time, the cuvette was removed carefully to prevent agitation of the silica, and placed in a 25°C water bath to maintain it at a constant temperature. When the cuvette was replaced in the PCS machine, no visible disruption was observed, as indicated by stable Z-Avg and PDI values. A significant increase in the rate of cluster growth was observed with a decrease in the primary particle size from 3.98 – 3.36 nm. No growth was observed for the largest particles for up to 40 hours.

![Figure 4.6. Curve of NPC growth grown from primary $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ NPs with $D_{TEM}$ of □ 3.36 nm, ○ 3.80 nm, Δ 3.98 nm, ◊ 4.92 nm. The total iron concentration was 0.82 mM in all cases, and the heptane suspensions were each placed over 50.2 mg silica-CN.](image-url)
4.3.1.1.2 Iron concentration

Growth curves for a single suspension of iron-oxide NPs as a function of iron concentration are shown in Figure 4.7. The primary particle size was not measured by TEM for this sample, but PCS analysis indicated a hydrodynamic diameter of ~ 8.0 nm at the start of the growth experiment at all concentrations; this corresponds to a $D_{\text{TEM}}$ of ~ 3.7 nm (Chapter 3). The rate of growth over the entire curve was found to decrease with an increase in the total iron concentration of the sample.

![Figure 4.7. Curve of nanocluster growth in the presence of silica-CN (50.2 mg) as function of iron concentration. $[\text{Fe}] = \bullet 1.0 \text{ mM}, \triangle 2.0 \text{ mM}, \circ 3.0 \text{ mM}, \blacktriangle 4.0 \text{ mM}, \blacklozenge 5.0 \text{ mM}. \text{The primary particle core size at all concentrations} = 3.7 \text{ nm.}](image)

4.3.2 NPC growth from mixed-metal FeO:Au co-suspensions

The individual growth data for two single-metal suspensions, of C18-stabilised iron-oxide NPs, and of DDT-stabilised gold NPs, are compared in Figure 4.8. As seen previously, there is an obvious increase in the Z-Avg diameter with time for the suspension of iron-oxide nanoparticles, consistent with the formation of NPCs. The primary particle size was not measured by TEM for this sample, but PCS analysis indicated a hydrodynamic diameter of 7.9 nm at the start of the growth experiment, corresponding to a core diameter of ~ 3.6 nm (Chapter 3). Interestingly, there is no evidence of aggregation of the DDT-stabilised gold NPCs. It should be noted that the size distribution for the gold nanoparticles was
not completely unimodal. A small population of larger aggregates (> 4 µm) was present in the sample, and could not be removed by centrifugation or sonication. Because larger particles scatter light more strongly than smaller particles, the presence of these aggregates resulted in a high value for the Z-Avg diameter; therefore, the mean diameter of the primary peak (Peak 1 mean; 7.5 nm at the onset of the experiment) is presented as a measure of the gold nanoparticle diameter in Figure 4.8 (a). This is justified because the absolute value of the diameter is not important in this case; the key result is that there was no change in the PCS response indicating the absence of any growth over 19 hours.

Typical growth data for a mixed-metal dispersion containing FeO and Au NPs (FeO:Au) is also shown in Figure 4.8. The overall shape of the mixed-metal growth curve is distinctly different from that of the iron-oxide dispersion. For the co-suspension, the growth over the first ~ 5 hours is broadly similar to that of the pure iron-oxide sample. After 5 hours, however, the rate of growth significantly decreases. While the PDI of the single-metal FeO suspension gradually increased from ~ 0.12 – 0.30 up to the point of inflection in the mean count rate (over the course of ~ 17 hours), the PDI of the co-suspension gradually decreased from ~ 0.25 – 0.14 (Figure 4.8 (b)). The total iron concentration was 3.6 mM for both the iron-oxide suspension, and the mixed FeO:Au suspension.

Figure 4.8. Comparison of (a) Z-Avg and (b) mean count rate (□) and PDI (●) over time for ■ 3.6 mM C18-stabilised maghemite NP dispersion (D_{TEM} = 3.6 nm), ■ 0.71 mM DDT-stabilised gold NP dispersion (D_{PCS} = 7.5 nm, based on the peak 1 mean), and ■ mixed FeO:Au NP dispersion with an FeO:Au ratio of 5:1 and an iron concentration of 1.8 mM.
Nanoparticle cluster growth curves for mixed FeO:Au NP dispersions as a function of FeO:Au ratio at very similar Fe concentrations are shown in Figure 4.9. In all cases, the growth curves for the co-suspensions exhibit two growth phases, an initial period of faster growth, followed by a period of slower, almost linear growth. Clear systematic changes in the growth characteristics are observed for increasing FeO:Au ratios; notably, the initial growth rate increases with FeO:Au ratio, allowing the growing clusters to reach larger diameters. Thus, the slower growth, in the later stage, occurs at larger diameters for higher FeO:Au ratios. The PDI values remained below 0.25 for up to 20 hours for all co-suspensions, and in most cases the PDI values remained below 0.2.

Figure 4.9. NPC growth curves in the presence of silica-CN (50.2 mg) for ■ a single-metal C18-FeO NP dispersion, ■ a single-metal DDT-Au NP dispersion, and mixed FeO:Au NP dispersions with an FeO:Au ratio of ▲ 111:1, ● 91:1, ▼ 77:1, ◆ 47:1, and ● 10:1. [Fe] ranges from 0.88 mM to 0.99 mM. At all concentrations, $D_{\text{TEM}} = 3.7$ nm for iron-oxide NPs and $D_{\text{PCS}} = 7.72$ nm for gold NPs.

The gradual deposition of the solid NPs onto the surface of the silica during a typical mixed-metal FeO:Au NPC growth experiment is shown in Figure 4.10. An increase in light transmission through the sample over time can also be observed. The final colour of the solid particles deposited on the surface of the silica from the co-suspension is distinctly darker than the particles that precipitated from the single-metal iron-oxide suspension.
4.3.3 Controlled iron-oxide cluster growth attenuation by addition of gold NPs

A small volume of a DDT-stabilised Au NP suspension was added to a suspension of growing iron-oxide NPCs in the presence of silica-CN. The concentration of Au added was 0.030 mM. The exact FeO concentration at the time of Au addition is not known, due to ongoing FeO precipitation, but the ratio of initial FeO concentration to Au concentration was 33:1. The introduction of the Au NPs caused an immediate and significant decrease in the rate of cluster growth (Figure 4.11 (a)). The results are compared with those obtained for a suspension of iron-oxide NPs, with the same iron concentration, which were allowed to grow without the addition of Au NPs. Although the figure suggests that the growth may have stopped completely, in fact growth did continue at a very slow rate. The Z-Avg increased by 5 nm over 15 hours from (10 h – 25 h) while maintaining a constant low PDI, at or below 0.2.

The presence of the Au NPs also had a significant effect on the count rate (Figure 4.11 (b)). In the absence of Au NPs, the count rate dropped rapidly from 1540 – 150 kcps over three hours, but upon the addition of Au NPs the count rate slowly decreased from 1600 – 100 kcps over the course of 22 hours.
Figure 4.11. The effect of Au NP addition on the (a) Z-Avg and (b) mean count rate of growing iron-oxide NPCs. The initial [Fe] = 1.0 mM in both cases. Black data: no Au addition; blue data, 0.030 mM Au NP addition after 6 hours. D_{PCS} at the start of the experiment was 7.61 nm and 7.72 nm for the iron-oxide and Au NPs, respectively.

The experiment was repeated, and the results were found to be very reproducible (Figure 4.12). The initial growth rate and mean count rate before Au NP addition was nearly identical for two trials, as expected. Importantly, in both cases, the introduction of Au NPs caused an immediate decrease in the rate of cluster growth.

Figure 4.12. The effect on the growth data of the addition of a heptane suspension of DDT-stabilised primary Au NPs (0.030 mM, D_{PCS} = 7.72 nm) to a heptane suspension of growing iron-oxide NPCs placed over silica-CN. The initial [Fe] of the suspension before exposure to silica-CN was 1.0 mM. ■ Trial 1; ■ Trial 2.

There was a noticeable drop in the mean count rate (22 – 30%) immediately after the Au NP addition, and this was observed in all experiments in which gold NPs were added to iron-oxide suspensions. The iron concentration of the suspension
containing the growing FeO clusters was determined by AAS immediately before and after Au nanoparticle addition in this case, and was found to be unchanged, at 0.5 mM. This corresponds to a loss of ~ 50% from the initial iron concentration at this time. The decrease in measured light intensity does not arise due to changes in the cuvette position or photomultiplier tube attenuation, hence we ascribe it to a change in the refractive index of the medium.

As the addition of a DDT-stabilised Au NP suspension was found to attenuate the growth of FeO clusters in the presence of silica-CN, this approach was used to prepare clusters of four different sizes. A small volume of the Au NP suspension was added to suspensions of growing iron-oxide NPCs at different times during the growth, resulting in an immediate attenuation of the growth, in all cases, at cluster sizes of 40, 71, 110, and 131 nm (Figure 4.13). Following the Au nanoparticle addition, the Z-Avg values of the clusters slowly increased by an additional 7 – 20 nm over the course of 30 hours, and the PDI values, in general, steadily decreased (Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.13. The effect of the addition of ~ 0.030 mM heptane suspension of DDT-stabilised Au NPs (D_{PCS} = 7.72 nm) to 1.0 mM heptane suspensions of growing iron-oxide NPCs placed over silica-CN. Au addition took place after 5 hours, 6 hours, 6.5 hours, and 7 hours. The Z-Avg size of the FeO clusters at the time of Au addition was 40 nm, 71 nm, 110 nm, and 131 nm. The growth curves are compared with that obtained for a suspension of iron-oxide NPs (1.0 mM, D_{PCS} = 7.61 nm) allowed to grow without the addition of Au NPs (■).
Figure 4.14. The effect on the PDI values of the addition of a heptane suspension of DDT-stabilised Au NPs (~ 0.030 mM, $D_{PCS} = 7.72$ nm) to heptane suspensions of growing iron-oxide NPCs placed over silica-CN. Au addition took place after ■ 5 hours, ■ 6 hours, ■ 6.5 hours, ■ 7 hours.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Controlled growth of iron-oxide NPCs

4.4.1.1 Mechanism of cluster growth
The growth curves of iron-oxide NPs, as illustrated in Figure 4.15, appear to exhibit at least two distinct stages. The rate of initial growth can be described as an exponential function of time; this initial stage is followed by a stage of slower, approximately linear growth. If the measurements are continued for a sufficiently long time, a second stage of exponential growth is observed, forming the third stage. It was not possible to interpret any of the growth curves as a single exponential function (Figure 4.16), and fitting with three different functions provided a significant improvement in the quality of the overall fits.
Figure 4.15. A typical growth curve for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs divided into 3 growth stages and fitted with growth functions: $y = 9.31e^{0.22x}$, $R^2 = 0.997$; $y = 9.43x - 24.87$, $R^2 = 0.997$; $y = 17.48e^{0.12x}$, $R^2 = 0.996$.

Figure 4.16. A typical growth curve for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs fitted with a single exponential function: $y = 14.33e^{0.13x}$, $R^2 = 0.971$.

The apparent separation of the growth curve into these different stages provides further insight into the underlying mechanism of cluster formation when considered in conjunction with the fundamental principles of particle aggregation. Uncoated iron-oxide NPs in solution are unstable with respect to agglomeration and are known to cluster in order to reduce their surface energy. Stabilisation by steric repulsion has proven to be an effective means of preventing particle aggregation [82,168,180,181]. If the stabilising surfactant is partially depleted from the nanoparticle surface, the NPs become destabilised, and hence activated toward interaction with other destabilised NPs or NPCs [168,169].
Direct contact of the stabilised NPs with the silica substrate is not necessary to generate activated particles in suspension. We carried out dialysis experiments in which heptane suspensions of OA-coated iron-oxide NPs were introduced into dialysis tubing, and the tubing was then placed inside a vial containing pure heptane over a thin layer of silica (Figure 4.17 (a)). The small pores in the dialysis tubing restrict the passage of the solid iron-oxide NPs through the semi-permeable membrane, but permit diffusion of the OA molecules. After ~ 36 hours, precipitation of iron-oxide particles was observed at the bottom of the dialysis tubing (Figure 4.17 (a)), resulting from the destabilisation of the particles upon partial depletion of the OA surface coating. This indicates that direct contact between OA and silica is not necessary for OA desorption from the surface of the iron-oxide NPs.

Figure 4.17. An illustration of the results of the dialysis experiments carried out to assess the necessity of contact between iron-oxide and silica-CN for the generation of activated NPs and NPCs. (a) Precipitation was observed in the absence of direct contact between iron-oxide and silica. (b) No precipitation was observed in the absence of silica. (c) Precipitation was observed due to direct contact between iron-oxide and silica.
Two control experiments were also carried out; in the first experiment, the vial did not contain any silica (Figure 4.17 (b)), and the second, the vial contained a heptane suspension of iron-oxide NPs placed over a thin layer of silica (Figure 4.17 (c)). In the first control experiment, there was no visible evidence of precipitation in the absence of silica over the course of 36 hours, and the stability of the particle size was confirmed by PCS at the end of the experiment. This experiment demonstrated that the particles were stable to precipitation at these concentrations, and that the silica is required for the destabilisation of OA-coated iron-oxide NPs. In the second control experiment, visible precipitation was noted both inside the dialysis tubing, as well as on the surface of the silica on the outside of the tubing. This suggests that both direct and indirect contact between OA and silica can result in OA desorption from the surface of the iron-oxide NPs.

Direct contact of the stabilised NPs with the silica substrate may not, in fact, generate activated particles, but instead result in the irreversible binding of the OA-coated NPs or NPCs to the silica surface. A similar situation has been reported by van Ewijk [182] in which an unexpectedly strong attraction between small oleic acid-coated magnetite NPs and larger octadecanol-grafted silica spheres in nonpolar solvents was observed. This led to the irreversible adsorption of the magnetite particles onto the silica spheres.

On the basis of the results presented here, and the previous work in our group, we can now propose a mechanism for the formation of NPCs due to the aggregation of highly uniform NPs prepared by the thermal decomposition method. During the initial growth phase, stage 1, small clusters are formed through an $N \rightarrow N+1$ aggregation by addition of single, destabilised NPs from the suspension. Because the initial diameter of the clusters is so small, the addition of a single particle to a cluster significantly increases the overall diameter of the cluster. This results in an initial exponential growth rate, as seen in Figure 4.15. Once the clusters have reached a critical diameter, the addition of a single particle no longer increases the overall diameter by an appreciable amount. The rate of increase in the mean diameter decreases and can then be described by a linear function (stage 2). When the primary particles have been
depleted from the suspending medium, any further activation of the NPCs results in an aggregation of clusters, or a ‘clustering of clusters’. The Z-Avg then increases exponentially (stage 3), and the aggregation of clusters continues until a sedimentation limit is reached and the clusters fall from suspension and deposit on the surface of the silica (Figure 4.1).

4.4.1.2 The effect of primary particle size on NPC growth rate

The results in Figure 4.6 demonstrate that there is very sensitive dependence of the growth rate on the initial particle size between 3.36 and 4.92 nm, at a constant iron concentration. Indeed, under the conditions used, no growth was observed for 4.92 nm NPs. While the absolute difference in the diameters of 3.36 – 4.92 nm particles is quite small, the surface area-to-volume ratio of the smallest particles is 46% higher than that of the largest particles. At an iron concentration of 0.82 mM, there are ~ 7.6 x 10^{14} 3.36 nm primary particles, resulting in a total surface area of 0.027 m², or ~ 2.4 x 10^{14} 4.92 nm primary particles, associated with a total surface area of 0.018 m². A 46% increase in the iron concentration of the suspension containing the 4.92 nm particles would result in the same total surface area, but Figure 4.7 suggests that this would not be sufficient to account for the significant change in growth rate.

It is also unlikely that the faster rate of clustering observed for the smaller particles is due to incomplete surfactant coverage at the onset of the experiment. The amount of surfactant necessary to form a single monolayer around 4 – 8 nm spherical iron-oxide NPs, synthesised from 2 mmol iron (III) acetylacetonate (Chapter 3), is 0.02 – 0.04 M, and the total amount of C18 surfactant used during the synthesis ranged from 0.3 – 1.5 M. Thus, a large excess of surfactant was present during the synthesis of all the samples.

The increased rate of clustering for the smaller particles is probably the result of an increase in the rate of desorption of the surfactant molecules from the fully-coated NP surface. A decrease in particle size results in an increase in surface curvature, which can lead to a higher prevalence of surface defects. Such surface defect sites may decrease the strength of the bond between the iron-oxide surface and the C18 surfactant, resulting in a faster desorption of the surfactant.
molecules and an increased rate of clustering. An additional factor that may be relevant is that the volume associated with the activated sites on the NP surface, where the surfactant has been lost, is larger for smaller particles, due to the greater curvature.

We can quantify the dependence of the growth rate on particle size by examining the three growth stages individually. For the initial and final exponential growth stages, we can plot $\ln (D_0/D_t)$ as a function of time, and extract the rate constants from the slope of the straight line; the rate of linear growth in the second stage can be determined directly. The 3.80 nm sample will be used as an initial example. The kinetics plot for stage 1 and stage 3 are shown in Figures 4.18. The full curve, separated into its three growth stages, is also included.

Figure 4.18. (a) Growth curve for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs from primary particles with $D_{\text{TEM}} = 3.80$ nm. The curve is divided into 3 growth stages and fitted with growth functions. – $y = 7.74e^{0.125x}$, $R^2 = 0.995$; – $y = 2.72x – 2.70$, $R^2 = 0.997$; – $y = 19.09e^{0.05x}$, $R^2 = 0.999$. (b) First-order plot for stage 1; – straight line fit to the data: $y = -0.125x + 0.226$; $R^2 = 0.995$. (c) First-order plot for stage 3; – straight line fit to the data: $y = -0.0511x – 0.6764$; $R^2 = 0.998$. 
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It should be noted that this is not a first order kinetics plot, as diameter is not proportional to concentration. We could take the cube of radius to produce a volume which would be proportional to concentration, but this would require the assumption that the clusters have a fractal dimension of 3. Microscopy does strongly indicate that the clusters are densely packed and hence the kinetics of NPC growth are not diffusion limited [183]. Thus, the growth process must be reaction limited, a situation usually termed ‘reaction limited cluster aggregation’ (RLCA) [184]. It should also be noted that transforming diameter to volume and taking the log would still result in linear time dependence, but with a different slope.

The growth curves for the dispersions containing $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ particles with $D_{TEM}$ of 3.36 nm and 3.98 nm (Figure 4.6) were analysed in the same way and rate constants ($k_{s1}$, $k_{s2}$, $k_{s3}$) were derived for each of the three stages, for each of the three samples. The results are summarised below in Table 3.1. By plotting the natural log of the rate against the reciprocal of size for stages 1 and 2, we obtain a straight line (Figure 4.19). This suggests that the surfactant coverage decreases for smaller particles in the presence of silica (i.e. coverage is a function of size). As mentioned before, this could arise due to (i) higher curvature of the smaller “spherical” particles, reducing both $\Delta E_{ads}$, and/or the steric repulsion between particles, or (ii) an increased number of defects associated with the increased curvature and/or surface area to volume ratio (i.e. the number of defects is inversely related to particle size).

In Chapter 3 we observed increased magnetic anisotropy for the smaller particles, which we attributed to ‘shape anisotropy.’ Those observations suggest the latter explanation for the change in cluster growth rate applies. Confirmation for this interpretation might be possible from HR-TEM, however, this technique is not currently available to us.

Finally, it is interesting to note that these observations confirm an implicit assumption of our model for the growth process; that is vacancies on the iron-
oxide NP surface arising due to the presence of the silica result in a reduction of the particles’ steric stabilisation, which drives aggregation. The magnetic force between two particles is attractive [185,186], but is a function of both the volume and $M_s$, hence it is far weaker for smaller particles. Nonetheless, we observe faster aggregation for these particles, confirming that the magnetic contribution to the interaction energy is minor.

Table 4.1. Summary of the rate constants derived for the three growth stages as a function of particle size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D_{TEM}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$k_{s1}$, hr$^{-1}$ (R$^2$)</th>
<th>$k_{s2}$, nm/hr (R$^2$)</th>
<th>$k_{s3}$, hr$^{-1}$ (R$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.446 (0.998)</td>
<td>470 (0.960)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.125 (0.995)</td>
<td>2.72 (0.997)</td>
<td>0.051 (0.999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.081 (0.991)</td>
<td>0.884 (0.998)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.19. A plot of ln $k$ as a function of inverse particle size for three suspensions of iron-oxide NPs. (a) stage 1: Straight line fit to the data: $y = 36.87x - 11.78$, $R^2 = 0.999$; (b) stage 2: Straight line fit to the data: $y = 138.5x - 35.15$, $R^2 = 0.994$.

To confirm the straight line dependence of ln $k_{s1}$ on inverse particle size, suggested by Figure 4.19, more data is required. At present, however, these initial results indicate that knowledge of the primary particle size of iron-oxide
NPs at a given concentration may permit the calculation of the cluster growth rate, and therefore allow us to achieve better control over the cluster size.

4.4.1.3 Effect of concentration on NPC growth rate

The effect of iron concentration on the NPC growth curve was presented in Figure 4.7. The results demonstrate a significant decrease of the cluster growth with an increase in iron concentration, over the 1.0 mM – 5.0 mM concentration range, with a constant primary particle size. A decrease in the NPC growth rate is observed with an increase in iron concentration.

We can again attempt to quantify the dependence of the growth rate on iron concentration by examining the three growth stages at five different concentrations. The 4.0 mM sample can be used as an example, its growth curve, separated into three stages (exponential, linear, exponential), is shown in Figure 4.20.

![Figure 4.20](image-url)

Figure 4.20. Growth curve for the formation of iron-oxide NPCs from 3.7 nm (core size) primary particles. The iron concentration of the FeO suspension = 4.0 mM. The profile is divided into 3 growth stages and fitted with growth functions. 

\[ y = 7.64e^{0.168x}, \quad R^2 = 0.999; \quad y = 7.52x - 39.27, \quad R^2 = 0.996; \quad y = 10.03e^{0.116x}, \quad R^2 = 0.986. \]
The growth curves for the dispersions with initial [Fe] = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0 mM (Figure 4.7) were analysed in the same way and rate constants (\(k_{s1}\), \(k_{s2}\), \(k_{s3}\)) were derived for each of the three stages for each of the three samples. \(R^2\) values ranged from 0.986 – 0.999, and in most cases, \(R^2 > 0.99\). The results are summarised below in Table 3.2. With the exception of one obvious outlier in stage 1, in general, the natural log of the rate constant increases as a function of concentration for stages 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 4.21. The observed concentration dependence is much weaker than the NP size dependence. However, the results suggest that for samples with the same primary particle size, a desired growth rate in the initial stage of growth can be achieved by optimising the iron concentration of the sample.

Table 4.2. Summary of the rate constants derived from the three growth stages as a function of concentration; \(R^2\) values are in parentheses. The primary particle core size in all cases was 3.7 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial [Fe] (mM)</th>
<th>(k_{s1}), hr(^{-1}) ((R^2))</th>
<th>(k_{s2}), nm/hr ((R^2))</th>
<th>(k_{s3}), hr(^{-1}) ((R^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.369 (0.995)</td>
<td>406 (0.990)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.266 (0.997)</td>
<td>16.5 (0.992)</td>
<td>0.284 (0.991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.155 (0.998)</td>
<td>8.92 (0.998)</td>
<td>0.133 (0.991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.168 (0.999)</td>
<td>7.52 (0.995)</td>
<td>0.116 (0.986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.158 (0.998)</td>
<td>4.79 (0.999)</td>
<td>0.064 (0.997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.21. A plot of ln k as a function of inverse concentration for five suspensions of iron-oxide NPs.

The concentration dependence can be interpreted as a result of a shift in the equilibrium of surfactant molecules in suspension. The total concentration of C18 surfactant (OA + OAm) in suspension is the sum of both free and bound surfactant molecules. It should be noted that it is currently not known whether OAm is desorbed from NP and NPC surfaces as has previously been observed for OA [169]. In order to simplify the present discussion, we will temporarily overlook this point, and assume that both OA and OAm molecules are desorbed from NP and NPC surfaces.

A heptane suspension of FeO NPs undoubtedly contains residual free C18 molecules originating from the synthesis. It is assumed that while there may be some exchange between the NP-bound and free C18 in suspension, the overall concentration of free C18 is maintained at a constant, equilibrium value. When
the suspension is placed over silica, the binding of the free C18 molecules to the silica surface results in a decrease in the concentration of free C18 in suspension (Equation 4.1), and a therefore a shift in the equilibrium between bound and free C18.

\[ SiO_2 + C18 \rightarrow SiO_2 - C18 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4.1}

As C18 binding to SiO\(_2\) is thought to be irreversible [182], the only way to re-establish the equilibrium is through desorption of C18 ligands from the FeO NPs and NPCs, as shown in Equation 4.2, where the star (*) denotes an activated FeO NP or NPC.

\[ FeO - C18 \leftrightarrow FeO^* + C18 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4.2}

As the iron concentration of the suspension increases, since the quantity and available surface of silica does not change, there is a corresponding decrease in ratio of activated NPs to non-activated NPs at a given time. This results in a decreased rate of cluster growth.

The kinetics of cluster growth have been presented in some detail, and we have shown that the NPC growth rate is sensitive to both the primary NP core size, and the initial NP to silica ratio. The observed size dependence is much stronger than the concentration dependence. The results suggest that the optimisation of these starting conditions will allow precise control of the growth rate, and thus allow the preparation of NPCs of a desired size and optimal size dispersity.

\subsection*{4.4.2 Controlled NPC growth from mixed-metal FeO:Au co-suspensions}

\subsubsection*{4.4.2.1 DDT-stabilised gold NP suspensions}

No evidence of NPC growth was detected for the dispersion of 7.72 nm DDT-stabilised gold NPs (0.71 mM) placed over silica for 19 hours (Figure 4.8). Gold is known to have a strong affinity for sulfur, resulting in the formation of a strong Au-S bond (~ 40 - 45 kcal/mol [187,188]) between the NP surface and the
DDT ligand. The silica cannot compete with the strong thiolate bond and the DDT stabilising ligand is not desorbed from the Au surface. As a result, the Au particles are not activated toward clustering and remain stable in the heptane suspension as single NPs during the time of the experiment.

4.4.2.2 Mixed-metal FeO:Au nanoparticle co-suspensions

The kinetics of mixed-metal NPC growth from the co-suspensions is significantly different from that of iron-oxide NPC growth. The curves for the mixed-metal dispersions reveal an initial period of fast growth, followed by a stage in which the rate significantly decreases, after which, very little increase in diameter is observed (Figure 4.9). The total iron concentration of the single-metal iron-oxide suspension shown in Figure 4.8 was identical to the iron concentration in the mixed FeO:Au suspension (3.6 mM). The same iron-oxide sample was used to prepare the mixed suspension, so the primary particle size of the iron-oxide NPs was the same in both experiments.

The addition of OA to a heptane suspension of growing iron-oxide NPCs in the presence of silica almost immediately terminates all growth [169]. The free surfactant molecules block adsorption sites on both the silica and the NPs, thereby re-stabilising the activated particles and preventing further growth. The possibility that free DDT surfactant molecules in the FeO:Au co-suspensions could act in the same manner was tested by performing an experiment in which DDT was added to a suspension of growing iron-oxide NPCs. The experiment was performed twice; in the first instance, 116 mg DDT was added to 5 mL of heptane, and 1 drop of the DDT/heptane solution was added to the NPC suspension. In the second experiment, 1 drop of DDT (11.6 mg) was mixed with 4 drops of heptane, and the mixture was carefully added to the suspension of growing NPCs. In the second case, the amount of DDT added was in excess of the amount present in a typical suspension of DDT-stabilised Au NPs and equivalent to the amount of oleic acid that has been shown to terminate iron-oxide cluster growth.

In Figure 4.22, the average hydrodynamic diameters of the iron-oxide particles before and after DDT addition for both trials are presented. In both cases, the
addition of DDT did not have a significant effect on the rate of iron-oxide NPC growth. These results suggest that DDT is not adsorbed onto the surface of the iron-oxide clusters, and even when in great excess, it does not block adsorption sites on the surface of the silica substrate. Thus, it is unlikely that free DDT prevents or slows the cluster growth in mixed-metal FeO:Au suspensions.

Figure 4.22. The effect of DDT addition to heptane suspensions of growing iron-oxide NPCs placed over silica-CN. (a) 0.3 mg DDT was added after ~17 hours; (b) 11.6 mg DDT was added after 6.7 hours.

It follows that the decrease in the rate of cluster growth for the FeO:Au co-suspensions (Figure 4.9) is caused by the presence of Au NPs. It appears that the growth curves, in all cases, can be described in terms of two separate growth stages, an initial period of faster growth, followed by a period of much slower growth. The growth data obtained for the first 6 – 8 hours could be approximately fitted to a straight line for FeO:Au ratios of 111:1, 91:1, 47:1, and 10:1, with $R^2$ values ranging from 0.986 – 0.999, as shown in Figure 4.23 (a). The growth curve obtained for the FeO:Au ratio of 77:1 appears to be anomalous, as the initial fast growth stage continued for over 16 hours. The fits were generated in order to investigate the general trend in the growth rate as a function of gold concentration. While at first glance it appears that the data can be described reasonably well by a straight line, closer inspection reveals systematic deviations from the fit. Therefore, the resulting parameters have only been used to compare the rates in general terms. The fitting parameters obtained from the straight line fits to the fast growth stage of the curves obtained
for the co-suspensions of FeO:Au with concentration ratios ranging from 10:1 to 111:1 are summarised in Table 4.3.

The data in the slower growth rate stage could also be approximated as a linear time dependence for all FeO:Au co-suspensions, as shown in Figure 4.23 (b). This stage generally began after 9 – 12 hours and continued for at least 9 hours for FeO:Au ratios of 111:1, 91:1, 47:1, and 10:1. For the 77:1 ratio sample it did not begin until 21 hours. The fitting parameters and $R^2$ values obtained from the fits in this growth stage are also summarised in Table 4.3. For both growth stages, the $R^2$ values were reasonably good.
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Figure 4.23. NPC growth curves in the presence of silica-CN (50.2 mg) for mixed FeO:Au NP dispersions with an FeO:Au ratio of ▲ 111:1, ○ 91:1, ▼ 77:1, ◊ 47:1, ○ 10:1. The iron concentration ranges from 0.88 to 0.99. The primary particle size of iron-oxide and gold at all concentrations = 3.7 nm (core size) and 7.72 nm (hydrodynamic size), respectively. The dashed lines are straight line fits to the (a) fast and (b) slow linear stages, the details are reported in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Summary of the fitting parameters of the straight line fits to the fast and slow linear regions of the growth curves obtained for heptane co-suspensions of FeO:Au with concentration ratios ranging from 10:1 to 111:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[FeO]:[Au] ratio</th>
<th>Fast growth stage</th>
<th>Slow growth stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47:1</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77:1</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91:1</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>7.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111:1</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of Au NPs present in the co-suspensions had a clear effect on the rate of cluster growth. In both growth stages, there was a clear decrease in the slope, and therefore in the cluster growth rate, with an increase in the amount of Au present in the co-suspensions. The initial number of FeO and Au NPs at the start of the growth experiments for each concentration ratio can be estimated from the size of the primary particles and the known concentration of iron and gold in the suspensions. The values are reported in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. The ratio of the initial number of FeO primary particles to the number of Au primary particles at the start of the co-suspension growth experiment for each concentration ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FeO:Au ratio</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>35:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47:1</td>
<td>164:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77:1</td>
<td>275:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91:1</td>
<td>318:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111:1</td>
<td>394:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to explain the effect of Au NPs on the rate of cluster growth in the FeO: Au co-suspensions, it is necessary to consider four possible types of interactions that can take place between the NPs and NPCs in the suspensions, represented by Equations 4.3 – 4.6. In these equations, an activated NP or NPC is
denoted with a star (*), FeO₁ and FeO₁* refer to single NPs, and FeOₙ and FeOₙ* signify a NPC composed of more than one NP. We will assume that there are only interactions between FeO particles, and between FeO and Au particles, as we previously demonstrated (Figure 4.8) that Au NPs in suspension in the presence of silica remain stable as single NPs over the relevant timescale.

\[
FeO₁^* + FeO₁^* \rightarrow FeOₙ \quad \text{Equation 4.3}
\]

\[
FeOₙ^* + FeO₁_{\text{or}n} \rightarrow FeOₙ \quad \text{Equation 4.4}
\]

\[
FeO₁^* + Au \leftrightarrow FeO₁ - Au \quad \text{Equation 4.5}
\]

\[
FeOₙ^* + Au \leftrightarrow FeOₙ - Au \quad \text{Equation 4.6}
\]

The first two types of interactions have been discussed previously; single, activated nanoparticles can aggregate irreversibly to form a small NPC containing two NPs (Equation 4.3), and activated NPCs can grow through the addition of single NPs, or NPCs (Equation 4.4). The presence of Au NPs in suspension offers two additional types of interactions. First, an Au NP may interact with an activated FeO NP (Equation 4.5), or an activated FeO NPC (Equation 4.6), thereby physically blocking the activated site on the FeO surface, rendering it unavailable to other activated FeO NPs and NPCs. This obstruction may be temporary and reversible, as shown by the double-sided arrow, or it may be permanent. If it is permanent, then it can be assumed that as cluster growth proceeds, the DDT-stabilised Au NPs are incorporated into the growing NPC, forming a mixed-metal cluster.

The possibility of a mixed-metal cluster is supported by the data in the initial fast growth stage, but the significant slowing of the growth after time suggests otherwise. If the Au NPs are indeed incorporated into the FeO clusters, it follows that the suspension would be depleted of primary Au NPs much faster than it is depleted of FeO NPs due to the high ratio of FeO:Au NPs at the start of the
experiment (Table 4.4). Once the supply of Au NPs in suspension is exhausted, any further cluster growth would be a result of FeO NP or NPC addition to the growing cluster, and therefore an increase in the growth rate after an initial slow growth stage would be expected. However, this was not observed at any Au NP concentration.

The fact that we observe a slowing of the growth rate in the second stage suggests that after some time, the DDT-stabilised Au NPs present in a FeO:Au co-suspension coat the surface of the growing iron-oxide nanoclusters by forming a protective “shell” around the clusters through physisorption, by interdigitation and entanglement of the surfactant fatty acid chains. This would cause a decrease in the rate of cluster growth by; (i) reducing the number of exposed activated sites on the surface of the FeO clusters, and (ii) protecting the C18 surfactant from further desorption by the silica-CN by providing a physical barrier, thus slowing the generation of further activated sites. Implicit in this explanation of an Au NP shell is the assumption that during the initial fast growth stage, the interaction of DDT-stabilised Au NPs with either an activated FeO NP (Equation 4.5), or small NPCs (Equation 4.6), results in a temporary blockage of the activated site on the FeO surface. This would have to occur on a time scale long enough to slow down the growth rate from that observed for a suspension of pure FeO NPs. The Au would be subsequently ‘released’ back into suspension making it available for interaction with NPCs at a later stage. The frequency of the Au + FeO* collisions increases with an increase in the number of Au NPs, hence a decrease in the growth rate with an increase in Au concentration in the initial fast growth stage is observed.

We can then interpret the decrease in the growth rate with an increase in Au concentration in the later slow growth stage (Figure 4.23) as a result of an increase in the partial Au nanoparticle surface coverage of the FeO clusters with an increase in the amount of DDT-stabilised Au NPs present in the suspension.

We interpret the apparent transition between the fast and slow growth stages as the time at which the Au NPs begin to adsorb irreversibly to the surface of the FeO NPCs. The fact that this occurs at very different cluster sizes for FeO:Au
ratios of 111:1, 91:1, 47:1, and 10:1 suggests that irreversible binding does not arise due to geometric effects, such as the formation of cavities on the cluster surface. Instead it appears that it begins when the total SA ratio of FeO NPCs to Au NPs decreases to a certain value, Figure 2.24 (a). The ratios presented in this figure were calculated by converting the NPC sizes in Figure 4.9 into (spherical) surface areas, multiplying by the estimated number of clusters in suspension, and dividing by the total surface area of Au NPs available (surface area of sphere), at each Au concentration. This figure is in agreement with our general view that faster growth is associated with higher FeO to Au relative surface area and slower growth occurs as more of the NPC surface is coated. It is very interesting that at lower Au concentrations (FeO:Au ratios of 111:1, 91:1, 77:1, and 47:1) the ratio stabilises at the same value of about 20, even for the anomalous case. We could speculate that this represents a limiting packing density of Au NPs on the NPC surface. By this reasoning, the curve obtained for the ratio of 10:1 would represent a different packing density, associated with higher Au NP concentration at the start of NPC formation. However, this graph was generated assuming that there is no precipitation of FeO over time of the experiment. If we assume a loss of 50% of the FeO NPs after 6 hours, Figure 4.24 (b), the situation is much simpler. Slow growth is associated with NPCs that are almost blocked. At the present time, we do not have sufficient data to distinguish between these two possibilities.

Figure 4.24 The total SA ratio of FeO/Au as a function of time for mixed FeO:Au NP dispersions with an FeO:Au ratio of ▲ 111:1, ● 91:1, ▼ 77:1, ◆ 47:1, ● 10:1. (a) FeO loss due to precipitation is neglected. (b) Gradual precipitation is simulated, at an exponential rate, based on a 50% FeO concentration loss after 6 hours.
The realisation that the Au NPs probably form a shell around the FeO NPCs led us to consider the use of Au NPs to attenuate the growth of growing FeO clusters.

4.4.3 NPC growth attenuation by addition of gold NPs

Attenuation of the growth of FeO clusters by addition of DDT-stabilised Au NPs was demonstrated in Figure 4.13. To further probe the mechanism responsible for this attenuation, an additional iron-oxide growth experiment was performed with three points of intervention (Figure 4.25); (1) A small volume of a DDT-stabilised Au nanoparticle suspension was added to the growing FeO NPCs. (2) After ~ 2 hours, the suspension was removed from the silica, placed in a clean cuvette in the absence of silica, and the size measurements were resumed. (3) After ~ 2 hours, the suspension was placed over fresh silica, and the size measurements were continued for an additional 10 hours. The effect on the Z-Avg, PDI, and mean count rate is shown in Figure 4.25.

![Figure 4.25](image-url)

Figure 4.25. The effect of the addition of a heptane suspension of DDT-stabilised primary Au NPs (0.030 mM, D_{PCS} = 7.72 nm) to a suspension of growing iron-oxide NPCs placed over silica-CN. The initial [Fe] of the suspension before exposure to silica-CN was 1.0 mM. The actions performed at times (1) – (3) are described in the text.
The introduction of the Au NPs (1) caused an immediate and significant decrease in the rate of cluster growth, as was observed previously. When the suspension was removed from the silica (2), the growth stopped completely. This further demonstrates that the silica is critical for cluster growth, as it continuously generates the required low concentration of activated particles. It also reveals that the clusters are stable to agglomeration in the absence of silica-CN. Finally, when the suspension was placed over fresh silica (3), cluster growth resumed at approximately the same, slow rate that was observed before the suspension was first removed from the silica. This is an important result, as it indicates that the attenuation of the NPC growth is not simply caused by a blockage of the adsorption sites on the surface of the silica substrate by the gold NPs. Instead, it suggests that the gold NPs actually stabilise the FeO clusters and prevent further aggregation and growth.

These results further confirm that when growing FeO NPCs are exposed to DDT-stabilised Au NPs, the Au nanoparticles coat the growing iron-oxide nanoclusters, forming a core@shell structure. We now proposed a mechanism for the attenuation of FeO NPC growth by the addition of DDT-stabilised Au NPs, and it is shown below in Figure 4.26.
Figure 4.26. The proposed mechanism of the attenuation of FeO NPC growth by the addition of DDT-stabilised Au NPs.

Further evidence of a core@shell FeO@Au structure was provided by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Figure 4.27). These images were obtained following the attenuation of FeO cluster growth by the addition of Au NPs to the suspension. The brighter contrast is generated by the Au NPs, and the darker contrast is due to the FeO NPs. The Au nanoparticles appear to be fairly evenly distributed over the majority of the cluster, though it is clear that there is a higher concentration of Au NPs around the edge of the clusters. There are obvious regions of the cluster where the gold nanoparticles appear to occlude the FeO nanoparticles. On the other hand, there does not appear to be any region of the cluster where FeO nanoparticles can be observed to occlude any Au nanoparticles. This suggests that the Au NPs are indeed located on the surface of the FeO NPC.
The SEM micrographs indicate a cluster diameter of ~ 170 – 210 nm, based on visual inspection of the images. The hydrodynamic diameter was ~ 71 nm. The discrepancy in the diameters measured by the two techniques is probably due to a flattening of the cluster on the TEM grid during the preparation of the samples for imaging, therefore resulting in an apparent larger cluster diameter measured by SEM. It is possible that because the size distribution is not entirely monodisperse, larger clusters may be present in dispersions with a smaller average hydrodynamic size. However, PCS measurements indicated a relatively monodisperse suspension with a reasonable PDI value of 0.20 at the time the sample was removed for SEM.

Figure 4.27. Dark-field STEM images of FeO:Au NPCs, recorded on a Hitachi S5500. A suspension of DDT-stabilised Au NPs was added to a heptane suspension of 71 nm FeO NPCs in the presence of silica-CN.

TEM images were also obtained for the same sample following the attenuation of FeO cluster growth by the addition of Au NPs (Figure 4.28). In this case, the dark contrast is generated by the Au NPs, and the lighter contrast is due to the FeO NPs. Once again, the Au nanoparticles appear to be fairly evenly distributed over the majority of the cluster. The TEM micrographs indicate a cluster diameter of ~ 300 nm.
We have presented substantial experimental evidence and microscopy images suggesting the successful preparation of FeO@Au core@shell NPCs of controlled size, though the results are still preliminary. At present we are waiting for further instrument availability for additional microscopy.

4.5 Conclusions

We have presented strategies toward the development of water stable magnetic nanocluster systems with controlled size and optimal magnetic properties. Iron-oxide NPCs of controlled size were grown from primary NPs synthesised by the thermal decomposition method. The effect of primary particle size and iron concentration on the rate of growth were studied, and provided insight into the kinetics of cluster growth. This has laid the groundwork for further kinetic investigations within the group, and a mathematical model is currently under development to describe the observed aggregation behaviour (manuscript in preparation). The basic principles of the model will be introduced in Section 4.6.

The method for cluster growth was extended to include the preparation of mixed-metal iron-oxide:gold NPCs, which we believe assemble into FeO@Au core@shell structures. The preparation method offers significant advantages over...
current strategies for gold-coated magnetic NP and NPC synthesis, including controlled cluster size over a very wide range, and partial Au surface coverage, which is necessary to maintain high $M_s$ values. Furthermore, the successful preparation of mixed-metal iron-oxide:gold NPCs may open up a new pathway to size-controlled nanocomposite materials of various compositions.

While the polymer-mediated phase transfer and aqueous stabilisation of dispersed NPs was of limited success (Appendix B), the proposed core@shell FeO@Au structure provides a wealth of new possibilities to increase the hydrophilicity of the iron-oxide NPCs, especially by ligand exchange, due to the well-established surface chemistry of gold.

### 4.6 Future work

In order to further analyse the results presented in this chapter, a mathematical model is currently being developed in the group. This work will be briefly described here as, in our opinion, it offers the most likely route to a detailed, and perhaps quantitative, understanding of the kinetics of NPC growth. Our aim is to describe the aggregation behaviour of C18-stabilised iron-oxide NPs in the presence of silica-CN, and to correlate this with surface phenomena, specifically with the extent of surfactant coverage. An important feature of the growth data presented in this chapter is the self-preservation of the particle size distributions (Figure 4.3). We have adopted a Smoluchowski approach [189,190] to model this behaviour and simulate the evolution of the NPC size distribution over time. The Smoluchowski equation is shown in Equation 4.7.

$$\frac{d n_k(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i+j=k} K_{ij} n_i(t) n_j(t) - n_k(t) \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} K_{ik} n_i(t) \quad \text{Equation 4.7}$$

In this equation, $n_k(t)$ is the number concentration of aggregates composed of $k$ primary particles at time $t$. The first summation on the right side of the equation expresses the formation of $k$ aggregates from collisions of smaller aggregates composed of $i$ and $j$ primary particles, where $K_{ij}$ is the rate constant (or kernel).
for aggregation. The second summation accounts for the rate of loss of k aggregates as they are incorporated into larger aggregates. The Brownian aggregation kernel \( K_{ij}^{BA} \), i.e. for non-interacting particles in random motion, can be calculated by Equation 4.8.

\[
K_{ij}^{BA} = 4\pi(D_i + D_j)(R_{c,i} + R_{c,j}) \quad \text{Equation 4.8}
\]

In this equation, \( D_i \) and \( D_j \) are the diffusion coefficients of the aggregates, and \( R_{c,i} \) and \( R_{c,j} \) are the collision radii of the two NPCs. The fact that the NPC structures are dense, not dendritic or fractal (as determined by TEM), indicates that they are formed by reaction limited colloidal aggregation (RLCA), in which very few collisions are actually successful [183,191]. To take this into account, the Brownian aggregation kernel is divided by \( W_{ij} \), known as the Fuchs stability ratio [186], which is a ratio of the frequency of collisions between particles to the frequency of collisions leading to aggregation (Equation 4.9).

\[
K_{ij}^A = \frac{K_{ij}^{BA}}{W_{ij}} \quad \text{Equation 4.9}
\]

This ratio is dependent upon the colloidal interactions between aggregates. The ratio can be calculated as a function of the total interaction potential energy, \( \Phi_{\text{total}}(a) \), using Equation 4.10, where \( a \) is the surface-to-surface closest distance between the aggregates (\( a + R_{c,i} + R_{c,j} \) is the centre-to-centre separation).

\[
W = 0.5(R_{ij} + R_{ij}) \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{\exp\left(\Phi_{\text{total}}(a)/k_B T\right)}{\left(0.5(x_{ij} + x_{ij}) + a\right)^{3/2}} da \quad \text{Equation 4.10}
\]

The total interaction potential, \( \Phi_{\text{total}} \), is usually expressed as a sum of three attractive and repulsive forces (Equation 4.11), namely the attractive van der Waals forces \( \Phi_{\text{vdW}} \) [186,192], and both osmotic \( \Phi_{\text{osm}} \) [192,193] and elastic \( \Phi_{\text{elas}} \) [192] repulsive forces. The electrostatic double-layer repulsion, which is described by the DLVO model, is not relevant in our case.
\[
\Phi_{total} = \Phi_{vdW} + \Phi_{osm} + \Phi_{elas}
\]  
Equation 4.11

The osmotic and elastic repulsive forces, which act between the stabilising ligand chains, are dependent on ligand coverage. Thus, the total force, and therefore \(W\) (Equation 4.10), is a function of surfactant coverage.

The results of the model will be compared with the experimental data. An accurate model of the evolution of the NPC size distribution will allow us to predict the growth behaviour and extract the degree of surface coverage of the clusters at any point in time.
CHAPTER 5

Preparation and characterisation of size specific magnetoliposome suspensions
5.1 Introduction

Liposomes, or lipid vesicles, were introduced by A. D. Bangham in 1965 [194] and were quickly recognised as good candidates for use as drug delivery vehicles. They consist of an aqueous body within a lipid bilayer, and they resemble cell membranes in both structure and composition. Their colloidal stability, biocompatibility, microencapsulation potential and surface properties also make liposomes attractive candidates for use as carrier systems for MRI contrast agents [160], and hyperthermia mediators [160,195-197]. Liposomes can facilitate concurrent diagnosis and therapy by offering the ability to encapsulate both an MRI contrast agent and a water soluble pharmaceutical agent within the aqueous interior. Additionally, the phase transitions and membrane dynamics of liposomes can be exploited to trigger release of encapsulated contents and control leakage, allowing a more efficient delivery into target tissues [198-200]. Hence the ongoing efforts of researchers to study these processes with a view toward actively controlling permeability [201-203]

Liposomes which contain solid iron-oxide particles are of particular interest as contrast agents for MRI and drug delivery vehicles due to their low toxicity and favourable magnetic properties. For instance, iron-oxide nanocrystals encapsulated within PEG-grafted liposomes have been reported to be efficient MRI contrast agents for *in-vivo* imaging following a mouse model imaging study [195]. Additionally, rhodamine-labeled magnetic fluid-loaded liposomes have been assessed for potential magnetic targeting to select intravascular areas of the brain by *in vivo* imaging in mice [204]. The term “magnetoliposome” was first used by De Cuyper and Joniau [205] to describe structures in which the interior of the phospholipid vesicle is entirely packed with magnetic material, and the inner phospholipid layer is adsorbed directly onto the nanoparticle surface. The preparation method described by De Cuyper involves the incubation and dialysis of surfactant stabilised magnetic particles with preformed phospholipid vesicles. The phospholipids are thought to displace the surfactant molecules and arrange in a bilayer configuration around the iron-oxide core [205,206]. Since its introduction, the term “magnetoliposome” has also been widely adopted by other groups and used to describe liposomal structures in which solid iron-oxide
particles are thought to be contained within the internal aqueous compartment of the liposome [195,207]. The preparation method, in this case, commonly involves the hydration of a lipid film with a magnetic fluid followed by extrusion to homogenise the dispersion [195,208].

While these two distinct preparative procedures are widely accepted and routinely used in the preparation of liposomal iron-oxide nanocomposites, to the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to compare and evaluate the physical properties and particle morphology of the resulting assemblies. In this work, we aim to investigate whether the properties and morphology of magnetoliposomes depend on the method of preparation.

The first part of this chapter describes the synthesis of magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles and the subsequent stabilisation inside phospholipid vesicles by two different methods, a ‘solid’-type method, and an ‘aqueous’-type method, forming what will be referred to as solid magnetoliposomes (SMLs) and aqueous magnetoliposomes (AMLs), respectively. As a first attempt at a SML preparation, the De Cuyper method was used, but the resulting suspensions did not exhibit the expected superparamagnetic properties. Therefore, the SML preparation method utilised in the work reported here is a modification of a procedure introduced by Shen et al. [81,82] for the preparation of stable, water-based suspension of bilayer fatty acid-coated magnetic nanoparticles. In this two-step method, an alkaline coprecipitation of ferrous and ferric salts is carried out in the presence of phospholipid molecules, which are believed to chemisorb onto the magnetite surface [99]. This is followed by the physical adsorption of a secondary phospholipid layer, forming a stable bilayer around the iron-oxide core. The resulting magnetoliposome suspensions prepared by both the ‘solid’-type and ‘aqueous’-type methods were characterised by dynamic light scattering and infrared spectroscopy. The magnetic resonance properties were then assessed using NMRD.
The therapeutic and diagnostic potential of magnetoliposomes as potential contrast agents and drug delivery vehicles is determined by the combined properties of high saturation magnetisation, colloidal stability, and effective biodistribution, all of which are strongly dependent on particle size. There has been significant focus in the literature on control of nanoparticle size using different strategies [90,100,209], and in the previous two chapters we have discussed control of the synthetic and dispersion conditions as methods to control the particle size and the emergent size-dependent magnetic properties of fatty acid-stabilised nanocomposites. In this chapter we will also introduce the technique of magnetic filtration as a means of selective particle size control for magnetoliposomes. The advantage of magnetic filtration lies in its ability to separate particles based on their magnetic parameters, therefore allowing the fractionation of the suspension into samples with desired magnetic properties.

In a recent report in Science [210], Colvin and co-workers demonstrated the efficacy of low-field magnetic separation, on 4 – 12 nm Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanocrystals, which has potential for improved arsenic removal from water. Previous reports also exist on the separation of magnetoliposomes from non-adsorbed phospholipids by application of a high magnetic field gradient [204,205,211]. Similarly, Moeser and co-workers assessed the feasibility of high-gradient magnetic separation to remove phospholipid-coated magnetic nanoparticles from water for chemical processing and protein separations [212]. Although these authors studied the effect of flow velocity on the capture efficiency for different phospholipid-coated particles, in the size range of 25 – 50 nm, to the best of our knowledge the size-selection capabilities of magnetic filtration have yet to be explored. We have demonstrated the utility of magnetic filtration to fractionate magnetoliposome suspensions into samples with average particle sizes ranging from 50 to 250 nm with relatively narrow size distributions, by varying both the magnetic field and the flow rate. The benefits of magnetic filtration over other size-selection techniques will be discussed. Finally, magnetic filtration will be presented as a promising alternative to extrusion in the preparation of a homogenous suspension of AMLs.
5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Materials

1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (sodium salt) (DOPG) was purchased as a lyophilised powder (> 99%) from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA) and stored at -20°C. Iron (II) chloride tetrahydrate (> 99%) was purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Iron (III) chloride-6-hydrate (> 99%) was purchased from Riedel-de-Haën (Seelze, Germany). All reagents were used without further purification. Deionised water was deaerated before use.

5.2.2 Synthesis of iron-oxide cores

Two approaches were used to synthesise the iron-oxide cores. In the first approach, aqueous dispersions of uncoated magnetite were prepared by alkaline chemical coprecipitation of iron salts with ammonium hydroxide following a modification of the method described by Khalafalla and Reimers [80]. In a typical preparation, a mixture of FeCl$_3$•6H$_2$O and FeCl$_2$•4H$_2$O in a 2:1 molar ratio was added to 20 mL deoxygenated water, with stirring, in a 100 mL 3-neck round-bottomed flask placed in a sand bath. The salts dissolved in the water forming a yellow coloured solution. The system was degassed by purging nitrogen through the flask for 15 minutes prior to heating. A 3-neck flask was required to simultaneously attach a nitrogen flow, a water-cooled condenser, and a thermometer to the system. The solution was slowly heated to 80°C with strong magnetic stirring. The reaction temperature was reached in 15 – 20 minutes. After 30 minutes at 80°C, the stirring speed was increased to a maximum, and 1.5 mL of 33% ammonia was added to the flask. A black precipitate was immediately observed, indicating the formation of magnetite nanoparticles. Crystal growth was allowed to proceed for 15 minutes with vigorous stirring. The suspension was removed from the heat and allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. A solution of equal volumes of methanol and acetone (40 mL total volume) was added to precipitate the black magnetite from suspension, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the nanoparticles. When the particles had settled over the magnet and the supernatant appeared clear, the solvent was decanted from the magnetite. The magnetite was washed again with
acetone and methanol (50/50 v/v). To produce a temporarily stable water suspension of uncoated particles, the magnetite was washed 2-3 times with DI H$_2$O to lower the pH. The suspension was then used in the formation of magnetoliposomes by the thin film-hydration method [213], described in section 5.2.3.

In the second approach, magnetite nanoparticles coated with DOPG, which for the purposes of this chapter will be referred to as mono-SML, were synthesised by carrying out the alkaline coprecipitation of iron salts in the presence of the phospholipid molecules. A mixture of FeCl$_3$•6H$_2$O and FeCl$_2$•4H$_2$O in a 2:1 molar ratio was added with stirring to 20 mL deoxygenated H$_2$O in a 3-neck round-bottomed flask as described above. The salts dissolved in the water forming a yellow coloured solution. The system was degassed by purging nitrogen through the flask for 15 minutes prior to heating. The solution was slowly heated to 80°C over 15 – 20 minutes with strong magnetic stirring. After 30 minutes at 80°C, the stirring speed was increased to a maximum. One fifth of the total phospholipid to be added (0.85 mM dissolved in 0.5 mL methanol) was added to the reaction mixture, immediately followed by the addition of 1.5 mL of 33% ammonia to precipitate the metal ions. A black precipitate was immediately observed, indicating the formation of magnetite nanoparticles. The remaining DOPG (3.41 mM dissolved in 1 mL methanol) was then slowly added to the mixture over a 5 minute period, and crystal growth was then allowed to proceed for 15 minutes with vigorous stirring at 80°C. The suspension was removed from the heat and allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. A solution of equal volumes of methanol and acetone (40 mL total volume) was added to precipitate the suspension, and the flask containing the black, DOPG-coated magnetite was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the nanoparticles. When the particles had settled over the magnet and the supernatant appeared clear, the solvent was decanted. The precipitate was washed an additional four times with methanol and acetone (50/50 v/v), and during the final wash, the sample was split into two fractions (A and B). The precipitate in both fractions was immobilised using a permanent magnet, and the methanol/acetone was decanted. The DOPG-coated magnetite of fraction A was dispersed in 10 mL CHCl$_3$ and reserved for PCS and NMRD characterisation. The DOPG-coated magnetite of fraction B was
resuspended in 10 mL DI H₂O in preparation for magnetoliposome formation through the addition of a secondary, physisorbed phospholipid layer, described in section 5.2.3.

5.2.3 Formation of magnetoliposomes

Magnetoliposomes were prepared by two methods:
(I) Thin film-hydration method [213]: DOPG (74 mg) was dissolved in CHCl₃, and the solvent was subsequently removed overnight under a gentle stream of N₂ to form a thin film. Four preparation steps followed and will be discussed in detail throughout this chapter:
(a) Preparation of the uncoated magnetite (described above).
(b) Hydration (H). Multilamellar magnetoliposomes were formed by hydrating the lipid film with the appropriate volume (generally 18 – 20 mL) of a previously prepared aqueous suspension of uncoated magnetite nanoparticles. The suspension was allowed to hydrate above the lipid gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature, Tm (-18° for DOPG [214]) for at least two hours with periodic vortex mixing.
(c) Freeze-thaw (FT). The multilamellar magnetoliposome suspensions were subjected to six freeze-thaw cycles with liquid N₂ and warm water (~40°C) to form unilamellar vesicles.
(d) Extrusion or Magnetic filtration (MF). To prepare samples with a homogeneous size distribution, samples were either extruded through two stacked polycarbonate membranes with a 0.2 µm pore size (Whatman Nuclepore; Clifton, NJ) using an Avanti Polar Lipids mini extruder (Alabaster, AL), or magnetically filtered (section 5.2.4). Both techniques provide suspensions of unilamellar vesicles of a desired size. All extruded and magnetically filtered samples were collected and retained for characterisation by PCS and NMRD.

(II) ‘Solid’-type physisorption method: Magnetite nanoparticles coated with a monolayer of DOPG and temporarily dispersed in H₂O were heated to 65°C under a steady stream of N₂ with vigorous stirring in a 3-neck round-bottomed flask fitted with a water-cooled reflux condenser. After 30 minutes at 65°C, 10 mM ammoniated DOPG was added slowly to form a secondary phospholipid
layer around the nanoparticles, and the suspension was stirred for an additional 25 minutes. Upon cooling to room temperature, the suspension was sonicated for 30 minutes in a bath – sonicator, then placed over a bar magnet for approximately 20 minutes. The supernatant containing the smallest DOPG magnetoliposomes was collected and retained for characterisation.

For clarity, the steps undertaken in the SML and AML preparations are illustrated in Scheme 5.1.

5.2.4 Magnetic filtration

Magnetic filtration was performed by using a variable flow peristaltic pump to pump aqueous magnetoliposome suspensions through 1/8 inch ID tubing packed with ~60 mg of steel wool, which was placed between the poles of an electromagnet. Flow rates were varied between 4 – 600 mL/hr and the magnetic field was varied between 0.01 and 1.64 T. A single aliquot of the
magnetoliposome suspension was pumped through the magnetic filtration system (Figure 5.1) at a rate of 4 mL/hour at a field of 0.47 T. At this field and flow rate, all the magnetic material was retained as solid particles on the magnetised steel wool (the retentate), and the non-magnetic material was eliminated from the sample. While continuing to apply a magnetic field, subsequent volumes of deionised water were pumped through the system at increasing flow rates. Each aliquot, or eluent, was collected and retained for characterisation. The magnet was switched off and the final retentate was collected by pumping water through the system to redisperse the retained, solid particles. Thus, this method produced multiple eluent samples and one final retentate sample.

![Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of magnetic filtration.](image)

5.2.5 Characterisation

The magnetoliposome suspensions were characterised by PCS and NMRD as described in Chapter 2.

Total iron content was determined by AAS as described in Chapter 2. To prepare the samples for analysis, five drops of 6N analar grade HCl and 1 mL H₂O were added to small aliquots (approximately 0.3 – 0.5 mL) of the magnetic fluid.
Equal volumes of 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 solution were added to the magnetoliposome suspensions to dissolve the phospholipid membrane. The solutions were heated to boiling which was allowed to continue until the volume was reduced to a few drops. H₂O (25 mL) was then added and the solutions were again heated to boiling. The solutions were cooled to room temperature, then diluted appropriately into the 0.5 – 2.5 mg/L linear working range.

Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) infrared spectra were recorded on a Spectrum GX FT-IR System (Perkin Elmer; Norwalk, CT, USA). Liquid suspensions were placed on the face of a ZnSe trough plate crystal and the solvent was evaporated under N₂. Eight scans were recorded over a 4000-650 cm⁻¹ spectral range with 2 cm⁻¹ spatial resolution. ATR and baseline corrections were applied followed by 19-point smoothing (Spectrum software v.3.01; Perkin Elmer LLC; Norwalk, CT, USA).
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Formation of magnetoliposomes

5.3.1.1 Formation of SMLs
The ATR-IR spectrum of mono-SMLs is shown in Figure 5.2. To investigate the mode of interaction between DOPG and the iron-oxide nanoparticles, ATR-IR spectra of pure DOPG liposomes and uncoated magnetite were also recorded, and are included in Figure 5.2 for comparison. Considering first the spectrum of uncoated magnetite, it contains two bands at 3382 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1649 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be attributed to the O-H stretching and H-O-H bending modes of adsorbed water molecules [215]. Considering next the spectrum of pure DOPG liposomes, it contains a strong band at 2487 cm\(^{-1}\) caused by O-D stretching of residual D\(_2\)O, present in the sample due to incomplete drying of the suspension on the ATR crystal. The remaining bands in the spectrum arise from vibrational modes of DOPG; bands at 2923 cm\(^{-1}\), 2854 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1459 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to the asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching and the C-H scissoring modes, respectively; the feature at 3362 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to O-H stretching of the hydroxyl groups of the phospholipid headgroup; the band at 1726 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to C=O stretching, and those at 1204 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1052 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to the asymmetric and symmetric PO\(_2^-\) stretching modes.

The mono-SML spectrum contains all of the characteristic bands of both magnetite and DOPG, with two notable exceptions; firstly, the asymmetric PO\(_2^-\) stretch (1211 cm\(^{-1}\) in pure DOPG), is completely absent from the mono-SML spectrum. Secondly, the broad hydroxyl group O-H stretching band is also absent from the mono-SML spectrum. The implication is that both the phosphate and hydroxyl groups of DOPG are involved in the bonding of phospholipid molecules to the iron-oxide surface in mono-SML samples.
Figure 5.2. ATR-IR spectra of uncoated magnetite, pure DOPG, and mono-SMLs.

The spectrum of mono-SMLs is compared with the spectrum of SMLs in Figure 5.3. The asymmetric PO$_2^-$ stretching mode, absent in the spectrum of mono-SML, appears at 1204 cm$^{-1}$ in the SML spectrum. Additionally, there is a broadening of the O-H stretching band above 3000 cm$^{-1}$ in the SML spectrum, consistent with the presence of hydroxyl group vibrations. This suggests the presence of non-bonded DOPG in the SML sample.

The IR band assignments for pure DOPG, mono-SMLs, and SMLs are summarised in Table 5.1. ATR-IR analysis confirms the presence of DOPG in both the mono-SML and SML samples, and further suggests bonding of DOPG to the surface of iron-oxide surface through hydroxyl and phosphate moieties. These results validate the utility of the SML preparation method to form DOPG magnetoliposomes.
Figure 5.3. A comparison of the ATR-IR spectra of mono-SMLs, and SMLs.

Table 5.1. Summary of the infrared band assignments for pure DOPG liposomes, DOPG-magnetite, and SMLs. The structure of DOPG is also shown for reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pure DOPG ν (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Mono-SML ν (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>SMLs ν (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Assignment [216-218]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3362</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>3272</td>
<td>OH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3003</td>
<td>3006</td>
<td>3005</td>
<td>sp² CH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2923</td>
<td>2923</td>
<td>2922</td>
<td>νₐ CH₂ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2854</td>
<td>2854</td>
<td>2853</td>
<td>νₛ CH₂ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1726</td>
<td>1738</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>C=O stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>νₛ CH₂ scissor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1211</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>1057</td>
<td>νₐ PO₂⁻ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1052</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>1057</td>
<td>νₛ PO₂⁻ stretch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A cryo-TEM image for a representative sample of DOPG SMLs is shown in Figure 5.4. The micrograph reveals spherical, well dispersed, and uniform particles with an approximate diameter of 75 nm, based on visual observation of
The average PCS diameter ($D_{PCS}$) of the same magnetoliposome suspension was 82.9 nm.

Figure 5.4. Cryo-TEM image of SMLs, courtesy of Carl Zeiss, Ltd.; WD = 6.0 mm InLens 10 kV; $D_{PCS} = 82.9$ nm, PDI = 0.284.

The results of PCS measurements for five, freshly prepared SML suspensions are summarised in Table 5.2. All of the suspensions contain relatively monodisperse particles, as indicated by the PDI values of around, or below, 0.2. The mean hydrodynamic size of the five preparations is $95.8 \pm 5.6$ nm, which demonstrates good reproducibility for a method with no size sorting process included. The application of magnetic filtration to further improve size control will be discussed below.

Table 5.2. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of five SML preparations with no further size sorting process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Z-Avg</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GML3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML4</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML5</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML6</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML8</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The hydrodynamic size of three SML preparations was monitored over time. The results of the PCS measurements are reported in Table 5.3. The liposome size was relatively unchanged (< 5% increase in \(D_{PCS}\)) for up to 88 days for samples stored in the laboratory without any particular precautions. After 4 – 5 months, there was a \(\sim 7\%\) increase in the average diameter, and after 1 year, the diameter increased by \(\sim 14\%\).

Table 5.3. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index measured over time, at 25°C, for a series of SML preparations with no further size sorting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GML4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GML8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>405</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1.2 Formation of AMLs

The ATR-IR spectrum of DOPG AMLs is shown in Figure 5.5. Spectra of uncoated magnetite and pure DOPG liposomes are also included for comparison. The band assignments for pure DOPG liposomes were reported in section 5.3.1.1; all bands arising from DOPG vibrations are observed in the AML spectrum, confirming the presence of DOPG in the AML sample. The DOPG IR band assignments for the AML sample are summarised below in Table 5.4. The band assignments for SMLs (Table 5.1) are also included for comparison. Only subtle differences exist between the spectra of SMLs and AMLs (Figure 5.6); therefore, no significant conclusions can be reached regarding a difference in particle morphology from IR analysis alone.
Figure 5.5. ATR-IR spectra of — uncoated magnetite, — pure DOPG liposomes, and — AMLs prepared by the thin film-hydration method.

Table 5.4. Summary of the infrared band assignments for pure DOPG liposomes and magnetoliposomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pure DOPG $\nu$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>AMLs $\nu$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>SMLs $\nu$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Assignment [216-218]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3362</td>
<td>3366</td>
<td>3272</td>
<td>OH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3003</td>
<td>3006</td>
<td>3005</td>
<td>sp$^2$ CH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2923</td>
<td>2925</td>
<td>2922</td>
<td>$\nu_a$ CH$_2$ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2854</td>
<td>2855</td>
<td>2853</td>
<td>$\nu_c$ CH$_2$ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1726</td>
<td>1727</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>C=O stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>$\nu_a$ CH$_2$ scissor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1204</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>$\nu_a$ PO$_2^-$ stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1052</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>1057</td>
<td>$\nu_c$ PO$_2^-$ stretch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6. A comparison of the ATR-IR spectra of — SMLs and — AMLs.
PCS measurements were performed throughout the various stages of the AML preparation, and the results for three different preparations are presented in Table 5.5. In figure 5.7, the particle size distributions at each stage of the preparation of a typical sample are compared.

Table 5.5. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of DOPG AMLs at different stages of the magnetoliposome preparation. U = uncoated magnetite, H = hydration, FT = freeze-thaw, E = extrusion, and MF = magnetic filtration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Preparation Stage</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AML3 (i)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML3 (ii)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML3 (iii)</td>
<td>H/FT</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML3 (iv)</td>
<td>H/FT/E</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML4 (i)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML4 (ii)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML4 (iii)</td>
<td>H/FT</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML4 (iv)</td>
<td>H/FT/E</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML13 (i)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML13 (ii)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML13 (iii)</td>
<td>H/FT</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML13 (iv)</td>
<td>H/FT/MF</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7. PCS results obtained during each of the four main steps of a typical AML preparation: — Uncoated magnetite (U), — Hydration only (H), — Hydration + freeze-thaw (H/FT), — Hydration + freeze-thaw + extrusion (H/FT/E).

A cryo-TEM image obtained after the freeze-thaw step in the thin film-hydration AML preparation method is shown in Figure 5.8. The image was obtained before the particle size and vesicle lamellarity were reduced by extrusion or magnetic
filtration; therefore, a polydisperse size distribution of multilamellar vesicles was expected, and was observed. PCS for this sample indicates an average diameter of 198 nm and a PDI value of 0.520. The micrograph reveals both spherical and non-spherical structures, in contrast to the image obtained for SMLs.

![Cryo-TEM image](image.png)

Figure 5.8. Cryo-TEM image, courtesy of Carl Zeiss, Ltd., of DOPG multilamellar AMLs prepared by the thin film-hydration method; WD = 4.5 mm InLens 5.0 kV; D_{PCS} = 198 nm (0.520).

The hydrodynamic size of three AML preparations was monitored over time. The results of the PCS measurements are reported in Table 5.6. In all cases, the hydrodynamic diameter decreased over time, and in general, the PDI improved. This behaviour is the reverse of that observed for SMLs.

Table 5.6. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index measured over time, at 25°C, for a series of AML preparations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prep</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AML4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance relaxometry

All the magnetic recovery curves were mono-exponential within experimental error. All fitting errors in $T_1$ were less than 1%. The temperature was maintained at 25°C with a maximum variation of ± 1°C for all measurements.

The relaxivity profiles for representative samples of SMLs and AMLs are shown in Figure 5.9. Both profiles exhibit features expected for dispersed superparamagnetic nanoparticles in suspension [151]; namely, a low frequency plateau, a high frequency maximum, and a rapid decrease toward zero at high frequencies. A mid-frequency dispersion, often present for suspensions of small crystals (typically < 20 nm) [151] does not appear in the magnetoliposome profiles. In general, the overall shape of the profile from preparation to preparation was more consistent for suspensions of SMLs than for AMLs.

![Relaxivity profiles at 295K](image)

Figure 5.9. Relaxivity profiles at 295K of (a) an aqueous suspension of SMLs; Z-Avg = 108 nm, PDI = 0.125 (b) an aqueous suspension of AMLs; Z-Avg = 131 nm (0.248).

5.3.2.1 Effect of magnetoliposome size on the NMRD response

A series of experiments was conducted to investigate the effect of particle size on the NMRD response of aqueous suspensions of both SMLs and AMLs. Figure 5.10 shows the NMRD profiles for multiple SML samples with average PCS diameters ranging from 81 – 150 nm. Magnetic filtration allowed the division of
bulk SML samples into fractions which differed in mean particle size. Results are shown for suspensions which exhibited good PDI values. The 81.4 and 89.7 nm samples are magnetically filtered fractions of one bulk SML suspension, and the 128 and 150 nm samples are fractions of a second bulk suspension. The 96.2 nm sample was a separate preparation, and did not undergo magnetic filtration. The results indicate that there is a strong, systematic increase in $r_1$ with a decrease in hydrodynamic size, particularly at the mid and low frequency range. The shape of the profiles is broadly consistent for all particle sizes, with a slight variation in the shape of the profile for the 96.2 nm sample. This may be a result of the particular low PDI value of this suspension, or due to the presence of non-encapsulating vesicles.

![NMRD profiles](image)

Figure 5.10. NMRD profiles, recorded at 295K, of SML samples with hydrodynamic diameters of ■ 81.4 nm (0.169), □ 89.7 nm (0.203), ◊ 96.2 (0.159), ● 128 nm (0.185), and ○ 150 nm (0.206).

NMRD profiles for three AML samples are presented in Figure 5.11. Two of the suspensions have nearly identical hydrodynamic diameters ($D_{PCS} = 128$ nm and 131 nm), and the third has an average diameter of 108 nm. Unlike SMLs, no apparent correlation exists between $r_1$ and $D_{PCS}$. 
Figure 5.11. NMRD relaxivity profiles at 298 K of AMLs with a hydrodynamic diameter of ■ 128 nm (0.099), ■ 108 nm (0.097), ■ 131 nm (0.248).

5.3.3 Magnetoliposome stability to dilution

A series of dilutions was carried out on both SML and AML suspensions, and the effect of dilution on the NMRD and PCS response was investigated. The motivation behind the dilution study was a report by Muller and co-workers on the concentration dependence of the contrast enhancement of Gd-based MRI contrast agents arising from both inner- and outer-sphere relaxation mechanisms (Chapter 1, section 1.4.5.3) [72]. Table 5.7 shows the results of PCS measurements for SML samples with dilutions ranging from 1:1 to 1:8, corresponding to an iron concentration range of 3.13 – 0.35 mM. The Z-Avg and PDI values did not change upon dilution of the neat suspension. It should be noted that this sample was intentionally prepared with a high PDI for a future magnetic filtration experiment.

Table 5.7. Effect of dilution on the average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of an aqueous suspension of SMLs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dilution factor to neat</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relaxivity profiles for each of the samples in the dilution series are shown in Figure 5.12. The concentration of Fe in the neat sample was 3.13 mM; the concentrations for the diluted samples were calculated from neat. No significant variation in $r_1$ was observed upon dilution within the Fe concentration range of 3.13 – 0.35 mM. This result is consistent with the results of the PCS measurements; both techniques indicate the average particle diameter remains constant upon dilution of the suspension. This result indicates that during magnetic filtration a dilution of up to 1:8 will not affect the size or relaxivity of the suspended particles.

![Figure 5.12](image.png)

Figure 5.12. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, for 8 dilutions of an aqueous suspension of SMLs. The corresponding PCS sizes are shown in Table 5.7.

The results of PCS measurements for AML samples for dilutions ranging from 1:1 to 1:4 are shown in Table 5.8. The dilution series corresponds to an iron concentration range of 3.1 – 0.6 mM. The hydrodynamic diameter was found to decrease by > 20% upon dilution of the neat suspension. The decrease in the diameter is significant considering the reasonable PDI values, of 0.2 or below. The fact that the iron concentrations were the same for both SML and AML suspensions demonstrates that this is not an artefact of the PCS experiment.
Table 5.8. Effect of dilution on the average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of an aqueous suspension of AMLs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dilution factor to neat</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relaxivity profiles for each of the samples in the dilution series are shown in Figure 5.13. Again, no significant variation in $r_1$ was observed upon dilution within the Fe concentration range of 3.11 – 0.62 mM. This result demonstrates that the hydrodynamic diameter does not determine the relaxation profile of AMLs.

![Relaxivity profile graph](image)

Figure 5.13. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, for 4 dilutions of an aqueous suspension of AMLs. Some of the corresponding PCS sizes are shown in Table 5.8.

### 5.3.4 Magnetic filtration

#### 5.3.4.1 Size-separation of SMLs

Magnetic filtration was carried out on an aqueous suspension of SMLs with initial Z-Avg and PDI values of 102 nm and 0.182. PCS was used to measure the
average hydrodynamic diameter of the magnetoliposomes suspended in each fraction (eluent) after filtration. An increase in \(D_{\text{PCS}}\) was observed with an increase in flow rate from 8 – 600 mL/hr using a constant magnetic field of 0.5 T. A flow rate of 600 mL/hr was the highest obtainable with the available peristaltic pump. Once this limit was reached, further size separation was achieved by varying the magnetic field while using a constant flow rate. A summary of the PCS results is shown below in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9. The effect of magnetic filtration at different magnetic fields and flow rates on the average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of a typical suspension of SMLs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Rate (mL/hr)</th>
<th>Magnetic Field (T)</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original sample</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final retentate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magnetic filtration allowed the division of the bulk sample into several fractions which differed in mean particle size by up to 79 nm. The fractions containing the largest and the smallest particles with a PDI < 0.200 are compared in Figure 5.14 in the form an intensity size distribution plot. In this case, a separation of 73.5 nm in the average particle size was achieved, however PCS indicates that full
resolution was not accomplished. These results are typical of the size separation possible by magnetic filtration for SML suspensions.

![Size Distribution by Intensity](image.png)

Figure 5.14. Intensity size distribution comparison of a SML sample — unfiltered, Z-Avg = 102 nm (0.182); — magnetically filtered at 30 MHz at a flow rate of 8 mL/hour, Z-Avg = 58.5 nm (0.176); — the final retentate of the magnetic filtration, Z-Avg = 132 nm (0.112).

### 5.3.4.2 Size separation of AMLs

Magnetic filtration was carried out on an aqueous suspension of AMLs with initial Z-Avg and PDI values of 238 nm and 0.375. PCS was used to measure the average hydrodynamic diameter of the magnetoliposomes suspended in the eluent after filtration. The clear systematic change in $D_{PCS}$ as a function of flow rate, observed for SMLs, was not as apparent for AMLs.

PCS measurements were repeated for the magnetically filtered suspensions after ageing the eluent samples for one month. In all cases, the average hydrodynamic diameter of the particles was smaller after ageing. The decrease in diameter from the initial measurements ranged from 2.6 – 34%, with no correlation in the extent of the change with particle size or the magnetic filtration parameters. Interestingly, a systematic increase in $D_{PCS}$ with increased flow rate was now observed. The results of the PCS measurements obtained immediately after filtration and after ageing for one month are compared in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10. A comparison of PCS measurements of a magnetically filtered sample of AMLs obtained immediately after filtration and after ageing for one month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate (mL/hr)</th>
<th>Field (MHz)</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>% Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Aged</td>
<td>Aged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final retentate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of magnetic filtration followed by ageing for one month allowed the division of the bulk magnetoliposome sample into several fractions which differed in mean hydrodynamic size by up to 123.5 nm. The fractions containing the largest and the smallest particles are compared in Figure 5.15 in the form an intensity size distribution plot. PCS indicates that again full resolution was not achieved.

![Size Distribution by Intensity](image)

Figure 5.15. Intensity size distribution comparison of an ‘aqueous’-type magnetoliposome sample — unfiltered (FT only), — magnetically filtered at 20 MHz at a flow rate of 15 mL/hour and aged one month, Z-Avg = 74.5 nm (0.234); — the final retentate of the magnetic filtration, aged one month, Z-Avg = 198 nm (0.135).
5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Formation of AMLs

Analysis by ATR-IR confirmed the presence of DOPG in the aqueous suspensions of AMLs prepared by the thin film-hydration method. This method is a commonly used procedure for the preparation of non-encapsulating phospholipid vesicles [219-221], and the mechanism of formation is quite well known. The procedure involves the hydration of a lipid film, a series of freeze-thaw cycles, and a size homogenisation step. We utilised this approach to prepare AMLs, but modified the procedure by using an aqueous magnetic fluid to hydrate the phospholipid film.

Based on what is known about the formation of unilamellar phospholipid vesicles using the thin film-hydration method, we can assume that upon hydration of the lipid film with a magnetic fluid, phospholipid vesicles form around the nanoparticles, encapsulating the particles within the aqueous core. The aqueous suspension of uncoated magnetite is only temporarily stable, and the particles usually agglomerate and begin to precipitate from suspension within 1 – 2 days. Following encapsulation, however, no precipitation of the magnetite was observed over a period of at least two months, suggesting that the iron-oxide is stable within the vesicles. The hydration step results in a suspension containing large, multilamellar vesicles (LMVs), which are macromolecular structures formed from a number of concentric bilayer membranes forming a single vesicle, with each bilayer separated by a narrow aqueous layer. Freeze-thaw cycling is known to reduce the number of bilayer lamellae surrounding each vesicle [221], eventually producing a suspension of large, unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) with a broad size distribution. The last step of AML preparation involves the homogenisation of the size distribution. The size and distribution of the particles can be reduced by a variety of techniques, one of the most common being extrusion [222]. During extrusion, the sample is passed through polycarbonate membranes of a defined pore size, typically 0.1 µm. The result is a reasonably monodisperse suspension of AMLs, which was verified by PCS measurements.
The results of all PCS measurements performed throughout the AML preparation (shown in Table 5.5) support the formation of AMLs by the expected process. All uncoated magnetite suspensions contained particles in the range of 148 – 157 nm, with PDIs ranging from 0.146 – 0.221. Upon hydration and freeze-thaw, PCS results indicated a heterogeneous distribution of large particles, as expected for the presumed multilamellar structures at this stage of the preparation. Finally, the average size and the size distribution of the particles decreased significantly upon extrusion through 200 nm polycarbonate membranes, indicating the successful preparation of a homogenous sample of vesicles with a unimodal size distribution.

A cryo-TEM image obtained after the freeze-thaw cycles (Figure 5.8) shows a heterogeneous distribution of structures including somewhat spherical particles ranging from ~100 – 1000 nm in addition to non-spherical structures distinctly different in size and shape from those observed in the TEM image for SMLs. The broad size distribution was expected considering the anticipated multilamellar structures at this stage, prior to any size homogenisation process.

5.4.2 Stability of AMLs

The hydrodynamic diameter of unilamellar AMLs decreased over time, as measured by PCS, and in general, the PDI improved. In Figure 5.16, the NMRD profile of a freshly prepared AML sample is compared with the profile after ageing the sample for 14 days. For this sample, the hydrodynamic diameter decreased from 164 nm to 153 nm in 14 days. There is a slight change in the $r_1$ value at low frequencies for the aged sample, but the magnitude of difference is certainly less than what would be expected for a decrease of 11 nm.
This result highlights, again, the observation (Figure 5.11) that no apparent correlation exists between $r_1$ and $D_{PCS}$ for AMLs. The discrepancy between $D_{PCS}$ and $r_1$ suggests that the cluster does not occupy the entire interior volume formed by the lipid vesicle; instead it is encapsulated within a larger aqueous compartment.

The hydrodynamic diameter of AMLs was not stable to dilution, and was observed to decrease by > 10% upon a 1:1 dilution. The decrease in particle diameter observed by PCS was again not reflected in the corresponding NMRD profiles. Based on the constant position of the $r_1$ maximum, NMRD analysis indicates that the size of the core remains unchanged. The combined PCS and NMRD analysis suggests that the size of magnetic core of the AMLs remain constant, and the decrease in the hydrodynamic diameter is due to a decrease in the contribution to the diameter of the aqueous lumen. The shrinkage of the vesicle due to loss of the aqueous core results in a hydrodynamic diameter which probably more accurately reflects the core diameter. This is illustrated in Figure 5.17. The reason for the loss of the aqueous compartment over time and upon dilution has not been investigated. It is related to the affinity of phosphate for iron-oxide surfaces [205,223], and/or to the exchange of bulk water across the membrane. In summary, AMLs appear to lose their aqueous lumen on ageing and dilution, and hence to become like SMLs.
5.4.3 Magnetic filtration of AMLs

The AML preparation method alone does not offer much control over particle size. Many size-sorting techniques are routinely used to fractionate magnetic fluids, including centrifugation [209] or size-exclusion chromatography [224], but these methods separate the particles based on their overall physical size. The hydrodynamic size and magnetic cluster size have been shown to differ significantly for AMLs, and while the fractionation of a magnetoliposome suspension based on hydrodynamic size may be useful for physical targeting \textit{in vivo}, it cannot ensure the preparation of a sample with uniform magnetic properties. We have utilised magnetic filtration as a means of selective particle size control. The advantage of magnetic filtration lies in its ability to separate particles based on their magnetic size, therefore allowing the fractionation of the suspension into samples with desired magnetic properties.

Separation of particle sizes by magnetic filtration arises due to competition between two opposing forces, an applied magnetic force, and the force of flow as the sample is pumped through the magnetic field at a particular rate. The magnetic force on a single spherical particle ($F_{mag}$) due to an applied external magnetic field is proportional to particle volume, as described by Equation 5.1;

\begin{equation}
F_{mag} \propto \text{Volume of Particle}
\end{equation}

Figure 5.17. Schematic representation of the decrease of the hydrodynamic diameter of AMLs as a function of time.
$F_{mag} = \frac{4}{3} \pi r^3 M_s B$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 5.1}

Where $r$ is the radius of the particle, $B$ is the magnetic field strength and $M_s$ is the saturation magnetisation of the material. Therefore, the magnetic force on a single particle is stronger for larger particles and weaker for smaller particles at a constant applied magnetic field.

At the slowest flow rate, the force exerted on the particles by the magnetic field is stronger than the force due to flow, for particles of all sizes. All of the magnetic material is retained on the steel wool (retentate), while any non-magnetic material, such as excess phospholipids, is flushed through and collected in the eluent (Figure 5.18 (a)). As a fresh aliquot of dispersant is then pumped through the system at a slightly faster flow rate, the force of the flow is now stronger than the magnetic force for the smallest particles; the largest particles remain on the magnetic steel wool, while the smallest magnetic particles are collected in the eluent (Figure 5.18 (b)). As aliquots of dispersant are pumped through the system at increasing rates, the force of the flow becomes stronger than the magnetic force for most particles; only the largest particles are retained on the steel wool, and all other particles are collected as the eluent (Figure 5.18 (c)). The flow rate can be increased gradually in order to selectively retain a sample of the desired particle size. When the maximum or minimum attainable flow rate is reached for a given pump, further size separation can be achieved by gradually adjusting the magnetic field to higher fields using a constant minimum flow rate, or to lower fields using a constant maximum flow rate.

The colour of the eluent fractions following magnetic filtration provides evidence for the successful separation of particles from the bulk sample, as shown in Figure 5.19. A distinct colour change is observed as the flow rate is increased due to an increase in the average size and concentration of the dispersed particles.
Because the expected morphology of AMLs includes an aqueous core of an unknown volume, the hydrodynamic diameter immediately after magnetic filtration does not initially provide an accurate representation of the diameter of the iron-oxide core size which has determined its behaviour under magnetic filtration. However, as seen previously, the diameter consistently decreases over time. In Figure 5.20, the hydrodynamic diameter of freshly filtered AML sample is compared with the diameter of the same samples upon ageing. Upon ageing, the general size trend more closely resembles the trend that would be expected for a SML sample; i.e., a monotonic increase in particle size is observed with
increased flow rate. This observation provides further evidence that AMLs resemblance SMLs upon ageing.

It is very interesting to note that the decrease in $D_{\text{PCS}}$ over time for AMLs after magnetic filtration indicates that the aqueous core and presumed morphology of AMLs is preserved upon exposure to the magnetic fields and relatively high flow rates used in this study.

![Figure 5.20](image-url)

**Figure 5.20.** The effect of ageing on the hydrodynamic diameter of the eluent; ■ fresh and ■ aged eluent samples. A constant magnetic field of 0.5 T was used, and the flow rate was varied from 15 to 600 mL/hr.

### 5.4.4 Formation of SMLs

The two-step ‘solid’-type physisorption preparation method used to prepare SMLs as well as the expected morphology of the particles resulting from each step is illustrated in Figure 5.21.

![Figure 5.21](image-url)

**Figure 5.21.** Schematic representation of the preparation of ‘solid’-type, bilayer stabilised DOPG magnetoliposomes.
There were clear differences in the ATR-IR spectra of mono-SML and SML, which suggests that both the phosphate and hydroxyl groups of DOPG are involved in the bonding of phospholipid to the iron-oxide surface in mono-SML samples. This is consistent with the expected morphology considering the previous studies by Shen et al. and Giri et al., which have demonstrated that coprecipitation in the presence of fatty acids [81,82] or phospholipids [99] results in the chemisorption of a primary surfactant layer onto the nanoparticle surface. Thus, in the present work, the phospholipids in the mono-SML samples are expected to coat the iron-oxide particles through chemisorption of polar headgroups, with the non-polar C18 chains extending away from the cores. This orientation provides efficient steric stabilisation and renders the particles stable in non-polar solvents. As expected, the mono-SML nanoparticles were readily dispersible in CHCl₃.

Infrared analysis suggests that the chemisorption of DOPG onto the magnetite surface is through the phosphate-containing headgroups. This is as expected considering the well-known affinity of phosphate for iron-oxide surfaces [205,223]. There are many examples in the literature of the phosphate coatings on iron-oxide surfaces; however, the specific mode of interaction currently remains under investigation. Several bonding schemes have been proposed. For example, Mohapatra et al. reported IR analysis which showed strong bonding of poly(vinylalcohol phosphate) (PVAP) on magnetite surfaces through Fe – O – P bonds; these authors suggested bonding through two oxygen atoms [225]. Yee and co-workers proposed two different bonding schemes between Fe₂O₃ and phosphonate ions of diprotic phosphonic acid; through one or two oxygen atoms of the phosphonate group [226].

Based on the ATR-IR analysis, which suggests the absence of hydroxyl group stretching modes and weaker PO₂⁻ stretching modes, we propose tridentate bonding of DOPG to the nanoparticle surface (Figure 5.22). Further analysis would be necessary to confirm the proposed structure, however, tridentate bonding of organophosphorous molecules to metal surfaces is not unusual, and has been reported for titanium dioxide [227] and aluminium oxide [228].
In contrast to the mono-SML ATR-IR spectrum, the asymmetric \( \text{PO}_2^- \) stretching mode and the hydroxyl group O-H stretching mode are present in the SML spectrum, indicating the presence of non-bonded DOPG molecules in the sample. It is generally accepted that the non-bonded DOPG molecules form a partially complete, secondary layer physisorbed onto the primary layer. This orientation sequesters the hydrocarbon chains into regions where the contact with water is reduced, while allowing the hydrophilic headgroups to interact with the bulk aqueous solvent (Figure 5.21) [229-231]. Indeed SMLs are observed to be stable for extended periods in \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). Further support can be found in the literature. Sahoo et al. reported a quasi-bilayer formation of phosphate and phosphonate ligands covering the surface of magnetite nanoparticles, with the primary layer bound to the surface of the nanoparticles, as suggested by DSC and TGA measurements [84]. A schematic representation of the proposed bilayer formation of DOPG around the magnetite surface for SMLs is provided in Figure 5.23. The ATR-IR spectrum is also shown to clarify the discussion.
It is unclear, from IR analysis alone, whether this type of bonding is also present in AMLs. The presence of the asymmetric $\text{PO}_2^-$ stretching mode and the hydroxyl group O-H stretching mode in the AML sample spectrum (Figure 5.5) confirms the presence of non-bonded DOPG in the AML sample. However, it cannot be determined whether these bands arise due to the vibrations of DOPG molecules located on the inner or outer leaflet of the phospholipid bilayer. In other words, the spectral features arising from outer leaflet phospholipid vibrations can potentially prevent the observation of the absence of modes that are diagnostic of DOPG-magnetite bonding.
5.4.5 Stability of SMLs
Unlike AML suspensions, the hydrodynamic size of SMLs remained relatively stable for 4 – 5 months, with only a ~ 7% increase in the average diameter. The diameter also remained stable to dilution, as indicated by PCS and NMRD measurements. In this type of structure, there is no aqueous lumen, and therefore, no potential for a change in size without desorption of the primary or secondary phospholipids.

5.4.6 Magnetic filtration of SMLs
It can be assumed, therefore, that the hydrodynamic diameter of SMLs is representative of the iron-oxide core size. Thus, fractionation of a SML suspension based on magnetic size is expected to be reflected in the PCS measurements immediately following filtration. Indeed, this is observed in Figure 5.24 where the hydrodynamic diameter of a freshly filtered SML sample is shown as a function of flow rate. The general size trend is as expected for a SML sample; there is an increase in particle size with an increase in flow rate.

![Figure 5.24. The effect of magnetic filtration on the hydrodynamic diameter of SMLs. A constant magnetic field of 0.5 T was used, and the flow rate was varied from 8 to 600 mL/hr.](image)

5.4.7 NMRD of magnetoliposome suspensions
Magnetic filtration allows the fractionation of magnetoliposome suspensions into samples with selected core sizes, and therefore potentially allows separation into
samples with desired magnetic properties. Two approaches were assessed for analysing the magnetic resonance properties of magnetoliposomes.

First, relaxivity profiles were simulated for typical SML and AML suspensions using Muller’s relaxation theory for superparamagnetic particles [151], Figure 5.25. The simulated profiles do not entirely conform to the experimental data for either sample. The $\tau_N$ values obtained are suspiciously high, and the $M_s$ values are quite low [153].

Figure 5.25. (a) ■ Relaxivity profile, at 295K, of a SML suspension. Z-Avg = 108 nm, PDI = 0.125; Simulated profile using Muller’s SPM theory for an 18.6 nm particle using the parameters, $M_s = 22.5$ emu g$^{-1}$, $\tau_N = 90$ ns, $\nu_{anis} = 2$ GHz. (b) ■ Relaxivity profile, at 295K, of an AML suspension. Z-Avg = 131 nm, PDI = 0.248; Simulated profile using Muller’s SPM theory for an 21 nm particle using the parameters, $M_s = 16.7$ emu g$^{-1}$, $\tau_N = 147$ ns, $\Delta E_{anis} = 2$ GHz;

The experimental data does display some features characteristic of the presence of superparamagnetic nanoparticles for both types of magnetoliposome suspensions, but the absence of a mid-frequency dispersion in the profiles suggests the samples may contain aggregated particles. Aggregation causes an increase in the anisotropy energy due to intercrystal interactions [151], which increases the low frequency relaxivity and eliminates the mid-frequency dispersion. For instance, this effect has been observed in our group in the case of poly(sodium-4-styrene)sulfonate stabilised iron-oxide [110].
Recently, Muller et al. presented an extension of his original theory which takes into account the effects arising from the aggregation of superparamagnetic crystals within a permeable coating [74], we shall call this SPM-cluster theory. This model considers the relaxation of the $^1$H magnetisation as arising from diffusion of water into the agglomerate, which is considered a large magnetised sphere. The longitudinal relaxation is modelled using an analogy to chemical exchange in which there is exchange between the slowly relaxing bulk water molecules and the water molecules bound to different sites within the aggregate. The contribution to the relaxation arising from individual cores within the aggregate is assumed to be superparamagnetic. The residence time of the water molecules inside the agglomerate increases with an increase in cluster size, which results in a decrease in relaxation rates. The result is that the NMRD profiles gradually become broader and flatter upon increased aggregation [74]. Simulations generated with this approach are shown in Figure 5.26 for agglomerates with radii between 50 – 350 nm [74]. Use of this model is appropriate for particle clusters with weak inter-core interactions.

![Simulated longitudinal NMRD profiles for aggregated magnetic crystals of iron-oxide, using SPM cluster theory, showing the affect of an increased agglomerate radius ($R_a$).](image)

Figure 5.26. Simulated longitudinal NMRD profiles for aggregated magnetic crystals of iron-oxide, using SPM cluster theory, showing the affect of an increased agglomerate radius ($R_a$). $\tau_N = 1.8$ ns, $M_s = 49$ emu g$^{-1}$, grain radius = 8.2 nm, and a volume fraction occupied inside the agglomerate of 0.02.
It is important to note that SPM-cluster theory predicts that $r_1$ should decrease as the size of the agglomerate increases, as we observed for SMLs. However, the shape of the simulated profiles for 50 – 350 nm clusters differs significantly from the profiles of SML suspensions, Figure 5.10. In particular, the increased low frequency relaxivity is not predicted.

Simulated profiles for SML and AML suspensions using the SPM cluster model are shown below in Figure 5.27. The magnetic parameters obtained from the cluster model simulations of the experimental profiles are presented in Table 5.11.

![Figure 5.27](image)

Figure 5.27. (a) ■ Relaxivity profile, at 295K, of a SML suspension. $D_{PCS} = 108$ nm, PDI = 0.125; ▬ Simulated profile using Muller’s cluster theory for a 14.8 nm primary particle using the parameters, $M_s = 58 \text{ emu g}^{-1}$, $\tau_N = 39 \text{ ns}$, $\Delta E_{anis} = 5 \text{ GHz}$, cluster diameter = 100 nm, scaling factor = 0.112. (b) ■ Relaxivity profile, at 295K, of an AML suspension. $D_{PCS} = 131$ nm, PDI = 0.248; ▬ Simulated profile using Muller’s cluster theory for a 17 nm primary particle using the parameters, $M_s = 48 \text{ emu g}^{-1}$, $\tau_N = 60 \text{ ns}$, $\Delta E_{anis} = 5 \text{ GHz}$, cluster diameter = 50 nm, scaling factor = 0.080.
Table 5.11. The parameters obtained from SPM theory and cluster theory simulations of SMLs and AMLs. The diffusion coefficient of water was taken to be $4.02 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. The $\text{D}_{\text{PCS}}$ values are included for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMR parameters</th>
<th>SPM theory</th>
<th>Cluster theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMLs</td>
<td>AMLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{NMR}}$, primary (nm)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{cluster}}$ (nm)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{PCS}}$ (nm)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_s$ (emu/g)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_N$ (ns)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{\text{anis}}$ (GHz)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the simulations show reasonable agreement with the experimental profiles, it was not possible to fit the SML size data, Figure 5.10, suggesting the good fits, shown above, are somewhat fortuitous. Thus, the encouraging agreement between $D_{\text{cluster}}$ and $D_{\text{PCS}}$ for the SML sample and the larger $D_{\text{cluster}}$ value obtained for the AML sample must be dismissed. Another disadvantage of this approach is the large number of parameters required to fit the data.

Tilcock et al. [232] reported that for liposome encapsulated gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA), prepared by a thin film-hydration method, the relaxivity increased linearly with the surface area to volume ratio of the liposomes, for vesicles 70 – 400 nm in diameter. In this case, the vesicle membrane imposes a permeability barrier to the bulk water, and the linear dependence of the relaxivity can be explained by considering the water flux across the vesicle membrane. For a lipid vesicle of area $A$ and volume $V$ containing $n$ water molecules at concentration $C$, the flux ($J$) across the membrane per unit time ($t$) can be described by Equation 5.2.

$$J \propto \frac{dn(t)}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{A} \right) \equiv \frac{dC(t)}{dt} \left( \frac{V}{A} \right)$$

Equation 5.2
As smaller vesicles have a larger surface-area-to-volume ratio, it follows from this equation that at a given lipid concentration, smaller vesicles will have a greater flux across the membrane per unit time.

We have observed a decrease in the measured relaxivity with particle size, which equates to an approximately linear increase of $r_1$ and the surface area-to-volume ratio, for our SML suspensions, as shown in Figure 5.28.

![Figure 5.28](image_url)

Figure 5.28. Relaxivity at 0.01 MHz as a function of (a) hydrodynamic size and (b) surface-area-to-volume ratio (SA/V) of SMLs with diameters of 81.4 nm, 89.7 nm, 128 nm, and 150 nm (profiles shown in Figure 5.10). The solid lines are linear fits with equations (a) $y = -0.692x + 143.6$, $R^2 = 0.993$; (b) $y = 1414x - 13.82$, $R^2 = 0.984$.

In the case of SMLs, it is unlikely that the relationship between $r_1$ and the surface area-to-volume ratio can be explained in terms of the water flux across the vesicle membrane, as the aqueous lumen is minimal in these magnetoliposomes. However, it does seem that the relaxivity is determined by the available surface area of the SML. This is a surprising result, particularly as the $r_1$ values, at all frequencies, exhibit this behaviour. The implication is that both the inner-sphere contribution to the low frequency relaxation, which is modulated by $\tau_N$, and the outer-sphere contribution to the high frequency relaxation, which is driven by the diffusion of water (Chapter 1, section 1.5), scale with the surface area of the SML. This is not currently fully understood.
We suggest a relaxation mechanism whereby bulk water is retained in the proximity of the SML, during which time it experiences relaxation due to the clustered (i.e. non-superparamagnetic) magnetic cores in the SML. The relaxation profile due to the individual sites in the agglomerate are therefore SPM-like but with elevated low frequency relaxivity [110]. As in the case of SPM-cluster theory, extended residence times in the environment of the larger (greater surface area) aggregates, result in a decrease in $r_1$. This arises due to an increase in the number of water molecules hydrogen bonded to the phospholipid molecules of the bilayer with an increase in particle size. This is a result of an increase in the average lipid-lipid distance, which creates more space for water molecules [233]. Unfortunately, given the large number of parameters that further extension of SPM theory to incorporate non-SPM relaxation in a chemical exchange model would require, it is not possible to analyse the SML profiles quantitatively.

Nonetheless, Figures 5.10 and 5.28 are interesting results, as they demonstrate that the relaxivity, in particular the low-frequency relaxivity, of these stable magnetic fluids can be controlled over a wide range by the use of magnetic filtration. Given the importance of lipids and the broad application of liposomes as carrier systems, this finding may be of interest to the nanotechnology and MRI communities.

On the other hand, the absence of a correlation between $D_{PCS}$ and $r_1$ for AMLs means that relaxivity measurements are not useful for studying these suspensions. This is probably due in part to the gradual loss of water from the lumen, a process that will have progressed to an unknown extent for any given AML suspension.

5.4.8 Implications for magnetoliposome formulation

5.4.8.1 SMLs
The ‘solid’-type physisorption preparation method used in this work to synthesise SMLs offers several advantages over the dialysis method described by De Cuyper et al. [205,206]. Firstly, the total preparation time is only 3 – 4 hours,
which is much shorter than the three day dialysis reported by De Cuyper. Secondly, the in-situ coating of the nanoparticles with DOPG ensures direct interaction of DOPG with the bare magnetite surface. De Cuyper’s method is dependent upon on the successful displacement of the fatty acid molecules by phospholipid molecules, and therefore requires a stable aqueous nanoparticle dispersion to ensure the surface is available to the phospholipid molecules. In practice, we found that a stable suspension of magnetite nanoparticles could not be maintained for the duration of the three day dialysis. Thirdly, De Cuyper’s dialysis method requires an additional analysis step to assess the residual fatty acid content in the magnetoliposome suspensions. In-situ coating with DOPG eliminates the need for this additional step.

The SML preparation method we used was also found to be adaptable to other lipids. We were able to use the method to form SMLs using 1,2-dioleyoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC). Successful coating of the nanoparticles with DOPC was also confirmed by ATR-IR spectroscopy (data not shown). As the phospholipids are expected to coat the magnetite through the polar headgroup, these findings suggest that the method may be used for other phosphatidylcholine lipids, such as dipalmitoyl- and dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC and DMPC).

The advantage of an adaptable preparation method lies in the ability to tailor the liposome formulation to obtain desired properties, particularly thermodynamic properties. There are numerous reports of heating thermosensitive liposomes, with and without encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles, above the Tm of the phospholipid in order to induce the release of entrapped pharmaceutical agents [54,234,235]. As the release temperature is governed by the Tm of the phospholipid, this strategy is limited to the use of phospholipids with a Tm around or above physiological temperature, which greatly restricts the number of phospholipids suitable for the preparation of thermosensitive systems. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies of mixed phospholipid bilayer systems have shown that for compound formulations, Tm can occur at intermediate, or average temperatures [236]. Thus, with an adaptable preparation
method, it may be possible to prepare multi-component phospholipid magnetoliposomes with tailored release temperatures.

5.4.8.2 AMLs
In contrast to SML preparation, the approach to the preparation of AMLs could not be adapted for use with other classes of phospholipids, specifically phosphatidylcholines. Neither DOPC, nor DMPC successfully encapsulated the magnetite particles. In all cases the solid magnetite precipitated from suspension. Considering phosphatidylglycerol carries a negative charge, while phosphatidylcholine is a neutral phospholipid, the ability of the phospholipid to encapsulate the nanoparticles is presumably determined by the pH of the magnetic fluid. Future work could involve adjustment of the magnetic fluid pH before the hydration step in the AML preparation method.

5.4.8.3 Magnetic filtration in the preparation of AMLs
The size selection capability of magnetic filtration was investigated as a potential replacement for extrusion in the final step of AML preparation. While extrusion has proven to be a useful, reproducible, and widely accepted means of producing homogenous samples of liposomes with unimodal particle size distributions, it does have limitations. During extrusion, a sample is passed several times through a polycarbonate membrane with a defined pore size. If a sample is too concentrated, it may not be possible to pass the sample through the delicate membranes without causing them to rupture. Magnetic filtration, however, has no concentration limitations. In fact, it allows some control over the final sample concentration, which is determined by the volume of dispersant used to collect the retained magnetic fraction. Extrusion offers no such control over the final sample concentration. The use of extrusion is also limited by sample volume, while there is no upper limit to the volume that can be used with magnetic filtration.

Magnetic filtration and extrusion were performed separately on an aqueous suspension of multilamellar AMLs, to assess their performance as the final preparative step. The intensity size distributions were measured by PCS at each
stage of the AML preparation. The results for the preparation involving extrusion are shown in Figure 5.29, while the results for the preparation involving magnetic filtration are presented in Figure 5.30.

Figure 5.29. PCS results obtained during each of the four main steps of a typical AML preparation: — Uncoated magnetite, — Hydration only, — Hydration + freeze-thaw, — Hydration + freeze-thaw + extrusion.

Figure 5.30. PCS results obtained during each of the four steps of an AML preparation in which extrusion was replaced by magnetic filtration: — Uncoated magnetite, — Hydration only, — Hydration + freeze-thaw, — Hydration + freeze-thaw + magnetic filtration.

Figures 5.29 and 5.30 clearly show that both extrusion and magnetic filtration produce lipid stabilised particles with PCS characteristics similar to the uncoated suspensions, although with slightly improved PDIs in the case of magnetic filtration. This is probably due to the fact that the filtered sample only contains magnetoliposomes, the nonencapsulating vesicles having been removed, a further advantage of magnetic filtration.
5.5 Conclusions

We have reported the synthesis of magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles and their successful stabilisation inside phospholipid membranes by two different methods. A novel ‘solid’-type physisorption method was introduced, which offers significant advantages over the widely accepted deCuyper method. The SML and AML structures resulting from the two preparation methods were compared and evaluated in terms of the physical properties and particle morphology of the resulting suspensions.

We have shown that SMLs contain a solid iron-oxide core coated with a phospholipid bilayer, in which the inner phospholipid layer is chemisorbed directly onto the particle surface. SMLs exhibited more consistent relaxivity behaviour, and their hydrodynamic diameter closely reflects their magnetic core diameter. Additionally, SMLs demonstrated a decrease in $r_1$ with an increase in $D_{PCS}$, which has been interpreted as a result of extended residence times of bulk water in the proximity of larger magnetoliposomes. The potential to tune the low-frequency relaxivity of SMLs is an interesting finding considering the ubiquity of liposomes in biotechnology and given recent advances in low-frequency MRI [237]. We have demonstrated that AMLs, on the other hand, are liposomal structures in which solid iron-oxide particles are contained within the internal aqueous compartment of the liposome. AMLs appear to lose their aqueous lumen on ageing and dilution, and hence to behave more like SMLs.

Finally, we have successfully developed a magnetic filtration method for selective particle size control, and have demonstrated the ability to fractionate magnetoliposome suspensions into samples with average particle sizes ranging from 50 – 250 nm with relatively narrow size distributions as demonstrated by PCS and NMRD. We have demonstrated the utility of magnetic filtration as an alternative to extrusion in the preparation of AMLs, as it allows particle size homogenisation, elimination of empty liposomes, and selective particle size control, with no sample volume or concentration limitations.
CHAPTER 6

NMRD investigation of molecular and collective motions of liposomes
6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a field-cycling NMR and dynamic light-scattering study into molecular and collective motions in liposomes. Liposomes were introduced in Chapter 5 as carrier systems for MRI contrast agents and drug delivery vehicles, but the interest in these systems extends beyond their clinical and diagnostic potential. Liposomes resemble cell membranes in both structure and composition and are therefore an ideal model to study membrane functions and dynamics. Membrane function is related to bilayer dynamics [238,239], which includes an array of motional processes occurring over a broad time scale. Amongst the motions of interest are collective membrane motions known as order fluctuations, and individual phospholipid motions such as translational diffusion, and molecular rotation. The characteristic time scales over which these motions are generally accepted to occur are summarised in Table 6.1. An understanding of these processes can provide insight into the role of dynamics in determining the properties of cell membranes, with a view toward allowing the preparation of liposomal carrier systems with selected membrane permeability and thermal stability.

Table 6.1. Summary of the time scales over which membrane motions are generally accepted to occur [203,240,241].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic process</th>
<th>Time scale (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular vibrations</td>
<td>$10^{-15} - 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular rotation</td>
<td>$10^{-11} - 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral diffusion</td>
<td>$10^{-8} - 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order fluctuations</td>
<td>$10^{-5} - 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liposome tumbling</td>
<td>$10^{-4} - 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid 'flip-flop'</td>
<td>hours or days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many physical methods are routinely and effectively used to study and characterise the motion of molecules in biological systems. However, it is imperative to consider the time scale of the motions of interest before selecting a
Different spectroscopic techniques are sensitive to molecular motions over different time scales. Vibrational spectroscopy, both infrared absorption and Raman scattering, has been used to investigate the influence of cholesterol on the physical properties of membranes and lipid bilayers [242]. As the time scales of the events monitored by these techniques are on the order of $10^{-12}$ s, they are not suitable for investigating motions slower than molecular vibrations. Fluorescence polarisation techniques can be used to study motions on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale, allowing the investigation of molecular rotation and lateral diffusion [243,244]. The NMR spectroscopic time scale, however, ranges from the nanosecond to the second scale, depending on the experiment used and the magnetic field strength, making it a versatile method for studying dynamics on different time scales for the same sample. NMR relaxation experiments can be performed to study molecular dynamics covering time scales from $10^{-9}$ to 10 s, or longer [244-246]. The great breadth of this range means that NMR provides a unique perspective on molecular motion in partially ordered systems.

The NMR analysis presented in this chapter differs from previous chapters due to the absence of superparamagnetic relaxation. Instead, the relaxation is of dipolar nature, driven by the individual and collective motions of the model membranes. The quality of the NMRD data presented here necessarily is of poorer quality than that presented in previous chapters due to the low $^1$H concentration of the liposome samples (~ 5 M) suspended in D$_2$O, thus resulting in a lower measurable signal. The overall lipid concentrations were ~ 76 mM.

As introduced in Chapter 1, the NMRD profile provides information concerning the details of the motions that occur in a dynamic system, as it effectively maps out the spectral density function, $J(\omega)$ (Equation 1.10, Chapter 1). Spectral density functions are the Fourier transforms of the time correlation functions, with random motions giving rise to exponential correlation functions (Equation 1.12, Chapter 1). Slow motions result in long correlation times, whereas short correlation times are a result of faster motions. The Fourier transform of an exponential function is a Lorentzian function (Equation 1.13, Chapter 1). The
rate of the motion, $\tau_c^{-1}$, can be obtained directly at a single temperature from the half width of the Lorentzian spectral density function.

By fitting theoretical spectral density functions, numerically or analytically, to experimental relaxation rates, we can investigate the dynamics of model membrane systems. Determining the form of the spectral density function, however, can be nontrivial. In general, nuclear spin relaxation rates ($R_1$) are expressed as a sum of the spectral densities evaluated at specific frequencies, $\omega$ (Equation 6.1).

$$R_1(\omega) = \sum_i J_i(\omega)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 6.1}$$

The number of terms in the sum depends on the details of the motion, the interactions that are being modulated, and the relaxation rate being measured [247]. To link the spectral densities to the macroscopic properties of the system, it is necessary to employ mathematical descriptions of the relevant motional modes [248].

Several approaches exist for the analysis of the nuclear magnetic relaxation data. In this chapter, we have chosen to evaluate two different methods; specifically, we compare a model-free approach (MFA) and a physical model-based analysis, which we will refer to as a defined motions model (DMM). In the MFA, model-free parameters are extracted from the data prior to interpretation within the framework of a model [249,250]. The experimental relaxation dispersion data is fit to an optimal sum of Lorentzian spectral density functions. The form of the spectral density is shown in Equation 6.2.

$$R_1 = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha + \beta[0.2J(\omega) + 0.8J(2\omega)]$$

$$J(\omega) = \frac{\tau_c}{1+(\omega \tau_c)^2}$$

\hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 6.2}
The number of Lorentzians that can be used, without unreasonably increasing the number of parameters, can be objectively determined by means of a merit function analysis. The resulting model-free parameters extracted from the data are interpreted in terms of the expected motions of the system. The inherent problem with this approach is the assumption that all of the spectral density functions are Lorentzian, corresponding to random processes. This may or may not always be the case. Thus, we turn our attention toward model-based analysis.

Over the years several quantitative models have been developed for the underlying molecular motions of model membranes. One widely recognised interpretation was reported by Noack et al. in 1988 [203] in which he assumed that four, non-interacting mechanisms contributed to the overall relaxation process for phospholipid bilayers in the liquid crystalline phase. These mechanisms included smectic order fluctuations of the membrane (OF), internal and overall molecular rotations of individual molecules (MR), lateral diffusion of molecules in the bilayer plane (LD), and translationally induced rotations of molecules on curved bilayer regions (TR), Figure 6.2. The form of the spectral density functions reported by Noack for each of the individual relaxation contributions, OF, MR, LD, and TR, respectively, are shown by Equations 6.3 – 6.6. For order fluctuations, the spectral density is not Lorentzian.

\[ J_{p}^{(OF)}(p\omega) = pA^{(OF)}(1/\omega) \]  
Equation 6.3

\[ A^{(OF)} = \frac{(1/5)k_BT^2S^2}{Kx^6} \]

The amplitude factors are denoted by \( A^{ij} \), \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( S \) is the effective order parameter of the proton-proton vector, \( K \) denotes the coherence length of the order, and \( r \) is the effective proton-proton separation. For molecular rotations:
\[
J_p^{(MR)}(p\omega) = p^2 \left[ A_1^{(MR)} \frac{\tau_{R,\perp}}{1 + (p\omega\tau_{R,\perp})^2} + A_2^{(MR)} \frac{\tau_{R,||}}{1 + (p\omega\tau_{R,||})^2} + A_3^{(MR)} \frac{\tau_{1R}}{1 + (p\omega\tau_{1R})^2} \right]
\]

Equation 6.4

where \(\tau_{R,\perp}\) and \(\tau_{R,||}\) are the rotational correlation times for anisotropic overall motions perpendicular (\(\perp\)) and parallel (\(||\)) to the main molecular axis, respectively, and \(\tau_{1R}\) is the effective correlation time for internal rotations. For lateral diffusion:

\[
J_p^{(LD)}(p\omega) = p^2 A^{(LD)}(\tau_{ld}) (\sum_{j=1}^{5} B_{ij} \frac{\xi_{0j}^2}{\xi_{0j}^2 + \beta^2} + 3 \sum_{j=1}^{3} B_{2j} \frac{\xi_{2j}^2}{\xi_{2j}^2 + \beta^2})
\]

Equation 6.5

where \(\tau_{ld}\) denotes the time constant for translational molecular jumps, \(B_{ij}\) are the numerically evaluated geometry factors, \(\xi_{ij}\) are the damping constants, \(n\) denotes the surface spin density, and \(d\) is the translational closest approach distance for neighbouring spins. Finally, the form of the spectral density function for translationally induced rotations is shown in Equation 6.6:

\[
J_p^{(TR)}(p\omega) = p^2 A^{(TR)} \frac{\tau_{TR}}{1 + (p\omega\tau_{TR})^2}
\]

Equation 6.6

\[
A^{(TR)} = \frac{(4/15) S^2}{\rho^6}
\]

where \(\tau_{TR}\) is the correlation time for translationally induced rotations. These theoretical expressions were combined using Equation 6.7 to express the overall relaxation.
\[ 1/T_i(\omega) = \sum_{ij} C^{(ij)} J^{(ij)}(\omega, \tau_{ij}) \]  

Equation 6.7

\[ C^{(ij)} = (9/8) \gamma^2 h^2 (\mu_0 / 4\pi)^2 A^{(ij)} \]

In Equation 6.7, the constants \( \gamma \), \( h \), and \( \mu_0 \) denote the magnetogyric ratio, Planck’s constant, and the magnetic permeability of vacuum, respectively. The adjustable parameters are the amplitude factors, \( C^{(ij)} \), and the motional correlation times, \( \tau^{(ij)} \), which were optimised to minimise the deviations between the theoretical predictions and the experimental data. While Noack’s model provides a reasonable starting point, and is a useful introduction into a physical model-based analysis, like the MFA, it again results in a very high number of free parameters.

Figure 6.2. Digitised experimental (■) and calculated relaxation dispersion data for multilamellar DMPC bilayers at 30ºC from Noack et al [203]. The dashed lines are the individual relaxation contributions given by Equations 6.3 – 6.6.

The defined motions model utilised in this chapter relates the spectral density functions to previously studied systems, and seeks to fix as many parameters as possible using values determined experimentally or reported in the literature. The experimental profile is compared with the model in order to check the consistency between the analysis and the data. Such an approach significantly
reduces the number of free parameters compared to both the MFA, and Noack’s model. The details of the DMM will be discussed at length in the discussion section.

Following an evaluation and comparison of the MFA and DMM for the interpretation of our nuclear magnetic dispersion data, the DMM was selected and utilised to investigate the bilayer dynamics of liposomes. The relaxometric behaviour of DOPC and DMPC liposomes was modelled with a good degree of accuracy for samples with different vesicle sizes. The effect of sample temperature and the addition of cholesterol on the overall relaxation rate were investigated, and the DMM analysis is underway. The inclusion of cholesterol was studied as it is commonly used in drug carrying vesicles, where it offers advantages including structural support and improved stability.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Reagents

1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) were purchased as lyophilised powders (>99%) from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and stored at -20°C. Deuterium oxide (D₂O, purity 99.9%) was obtained from Apollo Scientific Limited (UK), and cholesterol (>99%) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). All reagents were used without further purification.

6.2.2 Liposome preparation

Uniform mixtures of phospholipid and cholesterol were prepared by dissolving 70.2 mg DOPC or 70.6 mg DMPC and 0-25 mol% cholesterol in 2 mL CHCl₃. The solvent was removed under a slow stream of N₂ over 24 hours. Vesicles were prepared by hydrating the mixtures in 1.5 mL deuterium oxide (5 M proton, 0.06M lipid) under a constant flow of Ar. The suspensions were heated above Tm to ~22°C for DOPC and ~35°C for DMPC for 24 hours, followed by 3 heating/cooling/shaking cycles to ensure a homogenous preparation. Following hydration, the vesicle solutions were exposed to 6 freeze-thaw cycles using liquid N₂ and warm water (40°C), then passed through an Avanti Polar Lipids
mini extruder (Alabaster, AL) containing polycarbonate membranes with a pore size of 0.2 or 0.1 µm (Whatman Nuclepore; Clifton, NJ). The extrusion process was carried out above Tm in an AtmosBag glove bag (Aldrich Chemical Co.; Milwaukee, WI).

6.2.3 Characterisation
The liposome suspensions were characterised by PCS and NMRD as described in Chapter 2.

6.2.4 Analysis
Model-free analysis was performed utilising (with permission) a script file written in MATLAB 5.2.1 (LMDISP v 4) by Halle, B. [251] which uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to fit microscopic parameters to a set of relaxation dispersion data.

The defined motions model, developed by our collaborator Esteban Anoardo of the National University of Córdoba in Argentina [252], was implemented in Excel in Dublin City University.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Effect of vesicle size on nuclear spin relaxation

6.3.1.1 Unilamellar DOPC vesicles
NMRD profiles for three different unilamellar DOPC liposome samples in the liquid crystalline phase are compared in Figure 6.3, each with a different mean diameter as measured by PCS. The profiles were recorded at 25ºC, Tm for DOPC is -18.3 ± 3.6ºC [253]. It is clear that the size of the DOPC vesicles has an effect on the nuclear spin relaxation below 0.2 MHz. This region is associated with slow motions on the \(10^{-4} - 10^{-6}\) s timescale. The structure of DOPC is shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.3. Frequency dependence of the $^1$H spin-lattice relaxation rates at 25°C of unilamellar DOPC vesicles with Z-Avg diameter and PDI values of ■ ~100 nm, ■ 152 nm (0.287), and ■ 240 nm (0.264). The reported Z-Average diameters are from PCS measurements.

Figure 6.4. The structure 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC).

6.3.1.2 Unilamellar DMPC vesicles

NMRD profiles for two unilamellar DMPC liposome samples with Z-Avg diameters of 108 and 195 nm are compared in Figure 6.5. The profiles were recorded at 37°C to ensure that the vesicles were in the liquid crystalline (LC) phase, as the Tm of DMPC is known to be 23.6°C ± 1.5°C [253]. The structure of DMPC is shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.5. Frequency dependence of the $^1$H spin-lattice relaxation rates at 37°C of unilamellar DMPC vesicles with Z-Avg diameters and PDI values of ■ 108 nm (0.114), and ■ 195 nm (0.207). The reported Z-Average diameters are from PCS measurements.

If the data below 2 x $10^4$ Hz is excluded, it is again apparent that, as in the case of unilamellar DOPC vesicles (at 25°C), there is a decrease in the low frequency relaxation rate as the liposome size is increased.

Figure 6.6. The structure 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC).

6.3.2 Effect of temperature on nuclear spin relaxation

6.3.2.1 Unilamellar DOPC vesicles
In Figure 6.7 (a), NMRD profiles recorded for a 240 nm unilamellar DOPC liposome sample at 18, 25, and 37°C are presented. The vesicles were in the LC phase at all three temperatures, as the Tm of DOPC is known to be -18.3°C ±
3.6°C [253]. The experiment was repeated using an extended temperature range. Figure 6.7 (b) shows NMRD profiles for a unilamellar DOPC liposome sample in the LC phase at 10, 25, and 45°C. PCS data could not be obtained for this sample due to instrument unavailability, but previous experiments suggest a vesicle diameter of ~230 nm.

![Figure 6.7](image)

**Figure 6.7.** Frequency dependence of the $^1$H spin-lattice relaxation rates of unilamellar DOPC vesicles at (a) ■ 18°, ■ 25°C, and ■ 37°C (Z-Avg = 240 nm), and (b) ■ 10°C, ■ 25°C, and ■ 45°C. The vesicle diameter is ~230 nm, as suggested by previous experiments.

In both experiments, there are clear differences in the profiles as a function of temperature above ~ 0.1 MHz. While the second sample is of poorer quality, these experiments have allowed us to establish that $R_1$ increases with decreasing temperature between 10 – 45°C, for $v_L > 0.1$ MHz. This observation suggests that these motions are in the fast-exchange limit at the relevant frequencies.

### 6.3.2.2 Unilamellar DMPC vesicles

Figure 6.8 displays NMRD profiles for a unilamellar DMPC liposome sample at 25, 28, 32, 37, and 50°C. DMPC exhibits multiple phases as a function of temperature between 22 – 50°C: a rippled gel ($P_{\beta}'$) phase below Tm (23.6°C ± 1.5°C), an intermediate phase between the gel and fluid phases, and the liquid crystalline fluid phase above Tm. The relaxation mechanism in the liquid crystalline phase has been shown to be different from that in the intermediate
phase [203], and indeed, at 25°C, differences in the profile can be observed over the entire frequency range when compared with those obtained at 28 – 50°C. PCS data could not be obtained for this sample due to instrument unavailability, but previous experiments suggest a vesicle diameter of ~200 nm. As in the case of DOPC, $R_1$ decreases with an increase in temperature above 0.1 MHz in the temperature range of 28 – 50°C.

Figure 6.8. Frequency dependence of the $^1$H spin-lattice relaxation rates of unilamellar DMPC vesicles at ▲25°C, ■28°, ■32°C, ■37°C, and ■50°C. The vesicle diameter is ~200 nm, as suggested by previous experiments.

### 6.3.3 Effect of cholesterol on nuclear spin relaxation

#### 6.3.3.1 Unilamellar DOPC vesicles

The relaxation curves in Figure 6.9 were recorded for three DOPC liposome samples with differing cholesterol content. Structurally, when cholesterol is added to the membrane, the rigid part of the molecule extends into the bilayer to a depth approximately equal to carbon atom 12 or 13 of the phospholipid acyl chain [240]. Its presence between the phospholipid molecules helps to ‘pack’ the fatty acid chains, thereby reducing their flexibility and stiffening the membranes, thus providing structural stability. The structure of cholesterol is shown in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.9. Frequency dependence of the $^1$H spin-lattice relaxation rates at 25°C of DOPC vesicles in D$_2$O with varying cholesterol content, and similar vesicle sizes. ■ 0% cholesterol: $D_{PCS} = 153$ nm, ■ 10% cholesterol: $D_{PCS} = 160$ nm, ■ 25% cholesterol: $D_{PCS} = 135$ nm.

Figure 6.10. The structure of cholesterol.

It is clear that cholesterol affects the shape of the relaxation profile, most notably for $\nu_L$ below $\sim 0.25$ MHz where slower collective motions are known to be a significant contributing mechanism. While the slight change in the average vesicle size probably contributes to the change in the relaxation rate at low frequencies below 0.2 MHz, the magnitude of difference is too great to be attributed to a size effect alone (Figure 6.3). Thus, the increase in the relaxation rate is probably associated with an increase in membrane rigidity due to the presence of higher amounts of cholesterol [231,254,255]. Additionally, there appear to be differences in $R_1$ as a function of cholesterol content above $\sim 0.2$
MHz, a region of the profile previously shown to be unaffected by changes in vesicle size.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Effect of vesicle size on nuclear spin relaxation

6.4.1.2 Model-free analysis

The magnetic resonance data obtained for DOPC liposome samples of different sizes (Figure 6.3) were analysed using the MFA. This approach indicated that the experimental relaxation curves can be expressed as a sum of three Lorentzian spectral densities of the form shown in Equation 6.2, corresponding to slow, medium, and fast motions. Thus, three correlation times and three coefficients can be extracted from the experimental data. The individual Lorentzian function contributions to the overall relaxation of DOPC vesicles for ~100 nm, 152 nm, and 240 nm vesicles are shown in Figures 6.11 – 6.13, respectively. The extracted parameters for each motion as a function of vesicle size are summarised in Table 6.2.

![Figure 6.11](image)

Figure 6.11. Individual contributions to the overall relaxation of unilamellar DOPC vesicles (~100 nm) in D$_2$O at 25°C. $\tau_c$(Slow) = 3.02(0.96)E-5 s, $\tau_c$(Med) = 2.40(0.59)E-7 s, $\tau_c$(Fast) = 2.13(0.42)E-8 s. $\alpha = 7.38$ s$^{-1}$, $\beta_1 = 4.65(1.33)E8$ s$^{-2}$, $\beta_2 = 4.28(0.96)E7$ s$^{-2}$, $\beta_3 = 3.31(0.49)E7$ s$^{-2}$. 
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Figure 6.12. Individual contributions to the overall relaxation of unilamellar DOPC vesicles (152 nm) in D₂O at 25°C. \( \tau_c \) (Slow) = 7.76(1.34)E-6 s, \( \tau_c \) (Med) = 4.67(1.09)E-7 s, \( \tau_c \) (Fast) = 2.21(0.38)E-8 s. The reported Z-Average diameter is from PCS measurements. \( \alpha = 7.22 \) s\(^{-1}\), \( \beta_1 = 6.02(0.34)E7 \) s\(^{-2}\), \( \beta_2 = 4.27(0.53)E6 \) s\(^{-2}\), \( \beta_3 = 4.22(0.63)E7 \) s\(^{-2}\).

Figure 6.13. Individual contributions to the overall relaxation of unilamellar DOPC vesicles (240 nm) in D₂O at 25°C. \( \tau_c \) (Slow) = 8.98(0.882)E-6 s, \( \tau_c \) (Med) = 2.62(0.47)E-7 s, \( \tau_c \) (Fast) = 2.04(0.33)E-8 s. The reported Z-Average diameter is from PCS measurements. \( \alpha = 6.99 \) s\(^{-1}\), \( \beta_1 = 5.67(0.25)E7 \) s\(^{-2}\), \( \beta_2 = 4.44(0.71)E7 \) s\(^{-2}\), \( \beta_3 = 3.62(0.48)E8 \) s\(^{-2}\).
Table 6.2. Summary of free parameters extracted using the MFA from experimental relaxation data at 25°C for 100 nm, 152 nm, and 240 nm unilamellar DOPC vesicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D_{PCS} (nm)</th>
<th>α (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>β₁ (s⁻²)</th>
<th>τ_{Slow} (s)</th>
<th>β₂ (s⁻²)</th>
<th>τ_{Mod} (s)</th>
<th>β₃ (s⁻²)</th>
<th>τ_{Fast} (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~100</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>4.7(1.3)E8</td>
<td>3.0(1.0)E-5</td>
<td>4.3(1.0)E7</td>
<td>2.4(0.6)E-7</td>
<td>3.3(0.5)E7</td>
<td>2.1(0.4)E-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>6.0(0.3)E7</td>
<td>7.8(1.3)E-6</td>
<td>4.3(0.5)E6</td>
<td>4.7(1.1)E-7</td>
<td>4.2(0.6)E7</td>
<td>2.2(0.4)E-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>5.7(0.3)E7</td>
<td>8.9(0.9)E-6</td>
<td>4.4(0.7)E7</td>
<td>2.6(0.5)E-7</td>
<td>3.6(0.5)E8</td>
<td>2.0(0.3)E-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While model-free analysis resulted in high quality fits to the data, it required the use of 7 free parameters. Although MFA avoids the potential for overinterpretation, the extracted fitting parameters only have general meaning, and the large number of free parameters is far from ideal.

Ideally, a fitting procedure should have as few free parameters as possible and it should be possible to connect some of the parameters with accepted values from independent measurements or at least for the parameters to be physically consistent. Thus, for instance there is no clear systematic change in the τ_c values with liposome size. This strongly suggests over-sensitivity of the extracted parameters to minor variations, and noise, in the data. Similar problems were encountered when the temperature dependence of the MFA parameters were analysed. Given the apparent limitations of the model-free approach for analysis of our data, we have turned instead to a physical model-based analysis, which allows a reduction in the number of free parameters by utilising known physical quantities.

6.4.1.3 Defined motions model analysis
We have applied an approach developed by Prof. Esteban Anoardo and his group from the National University of Córdoba in Argentina, made available to our group through our current collaboration. In his interpretation, Anoardo assumes there are four statistically independent contributions to R₁; order fluctuations (OF), diffusion (D), molecular rotations (MR), and fast motions (FM). The latter only contribute as a frequency dependent term (A_{FM}) because the dispersion for
such fast motions lies above our highest measurement frequency; i.e., we are in
the low frequency plateau for fast motions. The overall relaxation is expressed by
Equation 6.8

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{\alpha_{OF}}{T_1^{OF}} + \frac{\alpha_D}{T_1^D} + \frac{\alpha_{MR}}{T_1^{MR}} + A_{FM}
\]

Equation 6.8

where \( \alpha_{OF}, \alpha_D, \alpha_{MR}, \) and \( A_{FM} \) are constants representing the relative contribution
of each process to the relaxation rate. In the following four sections, we will take
a closer look at each of the individual relaxation contributions.

6.4.1.3.1 Order fluctuations
Modelling of the order fluctuations assumes a flaccid, quasi-spherical vesicle
with a fixed radius \( R_0 \). The spin-lattice relaxation time due to order fluctuations
is given by Equation 6.9. \( A_{OF} \) is a constant representing the amplitude of the
contribution, and can be calculated using Equation 6.10, where \( r \) is the effective
proton-proton separation, and the remaining parameters are well known
quantities. The spectral density function, \( J(\omega) \), is given by Equation 6.11 [256].

\[
\frac{1}{T_1^{OF}} = A_{OF} J(\omega)
\]

Equation 6.9

\[
A_{OF} = \frac{9}{8} \left( \frac{\gamma^2 h}{r^3} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2
\]

Equation 6.10

\[
J(\omega) = \frac{K_B T}{4\pi \kappa} \sum_{l=2}^{l_{\text{max}}} \frac{l(l+1)(2l+1)}{(l^2 + l - 2)(l^2 + l + \sigma)(1 + \omega^2 \tau_l^2)} 2\tau_l
\]

Equation 6.11

In Equation 6.11 \( \kappa \) is the bending elastic modulus, \( l_{\text{max}} \sim \pi R_0/a \) the maximum
normal mode where \( a \) is the average distance between neighbouring molecules in
the lateral direction, $\sigma$ denotes an effective lateral tension, and $\tau$ is the correlation time, given by Equation 6.12, where $\eta$ is the viscosity of $D_2O$.

$$
\tau_l = \frac{\eta R_0^3}{\kappa} \frac{(2l + 1)(l^2 + 2l - 1)}{l(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 1)(l^2 + l + \sigma)} \quad \text{Equation 6.12}
$$

Thus, $T_{1OF}$ can be completely determined using Equations 6.9 – 6.12, and is only a function of vesicle diameter, via $l_{\text{max}}$, for a single given lipid at a constant temperature. The simulated frequency dependence of $J(\omega)$ for order fluctuations for three different vesicle diameters is shown in Figure 6.14. This simulation was performed by implementing Equation 6.11 in Excel.

![Figure 6.14](image-url)

**Figure 6.14.** Frequency dependence of the spectral density function $J(\omega)$ for order fluctuations (Equation 6.11) for three vesicle diameters, $d$: $d = 400$ nm, $d = 118$ nm, $d = 40$ nm. The other parameters used in the simulation are: $\eta = 8.3025\times10^{-4}$ kg·m$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$, $s = 0$, $\kappa = 1.5\times10^{-20}$ kg·m$^2$·s$^{-2}$, and $T = 310$ K.

This simulation predicts the presence of a range of linear frequency dependence, $1/T_1 \sim \omega^{-1}$, for each of the vesicle diameters. The range over which this behaviour dominates increases with an increase in diameter, as the larger vesicles more
closely resemble a planar structure. Thus this result is consistent with the results of Marqusee et al. [257] in which it was demonstrated that the low frequency Larmor motions in lipid bilayer membranes may be modelled as fluctuations of the director of a planar structure, with a $\sim \omega^{-1}$ dependence, as opposed to a 3-dimensional nematic liquid crystal.

### 6.4.1.3.2 Diffusion

Anoardo’s approach to the contribution of diffusion to the spin-lattice relaxation is based on the theory of spin relaxation due to molecular diffusion on curved surfaces, proposed by Halle [258]. The spin-lattice relaxation time for diffusion is given by Equation 6.13; $A_D$ is an adjustable parameter. $J(\omega)$ is given by Equation 6.14, where $\tau_D$ is a fixed parameter which can be calculated by Equation 6.15.

$$\frac{1}{T_1^D} = A_D (J(\omega) + 4J(2\omega))$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 6.13}

$$J(\omega) = \frac{1}{5} \frac{\tau_D}{1 + (\omega\tau_D)^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 6.14}

$$\tau_D = \frac{2\pi \eta R_0^2}{9k_BT D_T} \left(\frac{4\pi \eta R_0^3}{3k_BT} + \frac{R_0^2}{6D_T}\right)^{-1}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 6.15}

In Equation 6.15, $D_T$ is the translational diffusion coefficient on the surface of the molecules and the remaining parameters are well known quantities.

### 6.4.1.3.3 Molecular rotations

The longitudinal relaxation rate for molecular rotation is given by Equation 6.16; $A_{MR}$ is an adjustable parameter. $J(\omega)$ is given by Equation 6.17, where the value of $\tau_{MR}$ can be fixed based on the results of proton spin-lattice relaxation.
experiments reported in the literature [259]. Once again, this spectral density contribution has a Lorentzian form.

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = A_{MR} J(\omega) \quad \text{Equation 6.16}
\]

\[
J(\omega)_{MR} = \tau_{MR} \left( \frac{1}{1 + (\omega \tau_{MR})^2} + 4 \frac{1}{1 + (2\omega \tau_{MR})^2} \right) \quad \text{Equation 6.17}
\]

### 6.4.1.3.4 \( T_1 \) dispersion analysis

The function used for the dispersion analysis, the sum of contributions for order fluctuations, diffusion, molecular rotations, and fast motions, is given by Equation 6.18. A list of the free and fixed parameters is given in Table 6.3.

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = A_{OF} \left( \frac{K_B T}{4\pi \kappa} \sum_{l=2}^{l_{\text{max}}} \frac{l(l+1)(2l+1)}{(l^2 + l - 2)(l^2 + l + \sigma)} \frac{2\tau_l}{(1 + \omega^2 \tau_l^2)} \right) + A_D \tau_D \left( \frac{1}{5} \frac{1}{1 + (\omega \tau_D)^2} + 4 \frac{1}{5} \frac{1}{1 + (2\omega \tau_D)^2} \right) + A_{MR} \tau_{MR} \left( \frac{1}{1 + (\omega \tau_{MR})^2} + 4 \frac{1}{1 + (2\omega \tau_{MR})^2} \right) + A_{FM} \quad \text{Equation 6.18}
\]

Table 6.3. Summary of parameters used in the PBA analysis of the overall relaxation of unilamellar vesicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjustable parameters</th>
<th>Fixed parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_D )</td>
<td>( A_{OF} )(^{(a)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{MR} )</td>
<td>( \tau_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{FM} )</td>
<td>( \tau_D )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_{MR} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{(a)}\) \( A_{OF} \) is fixed for a given lipid by Equation 6.10
The DMM reduces the number of free parameters from 7 to 3 when compared to the model-free approach. In order to investigate whether the model is consistent with our experimental data, we have used it to analyse the relaxation data reported here for unilamellar 108 nm and 195 nm DMPC vesicles at 37°C. The individual contributions to the overall relaxation rate, as well as the sum of the four contributions, for the 108 nm and 195 nm vesicles, respectively, are shown in Figures 6.15 – 6.16. The approach is found to result in good agreement with the experimental data, especially when the small number of free parameters is considered. A summary of the parameters used for the profiles at each vesicle size is presented in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.15. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of 108 nm unilamellar DMPC vesicles in D$_2$O at 37°C. OF, D, MR, FM, sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.
Figure 6.16. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of 195 nm unilamellar DMPC vesicles in D$_2$O at 37°C. OF, D, MR, FM, sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.

Table 6.4. Summary of parameters used in the DMM approach to analysing the experimental relaxation data recorded for 108 nm and 195 nm unilamellar DMPC vesicles at 37°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vesicle size</th>
<th>$A_D$</th>
<th>$A_{MR}$</th>
<th>$A_{FM}$</th>
<th>$A_{OF}$</th>
<th>$\tau_D$</th>
<th>$\tau_{MR}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(nm)</td>
<td>(s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>(s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>(s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>(s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>(s)</td>
<td>(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 nm</td>
<td>8.5E+08</td>
<td>6.0E+07</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>2.98E-05</td>
<td>1.40E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195 nm</td>
<td>1.0E+09</td>
<td>6.3E+07</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>1.05E-04</td>
<td>1.40E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.1.3.5 Validity of the DMM for the interpretation of DOPC data

The defined motions model, while originally developed for DMPC, has been extended to interpret DOPC relaxation data by modification of the fixed parameters to account for the structural differences between DMPC and DOPC. The fundamental structural difference between DMPC and DOPC is the presence of a double bond on C9 in each of the acyl chains of DOPC (Figure 6.4). The introduction of the unsaturation causes a disruption of the acyl chain packing and introduces a kink into the chain structure. This increases the average interfacial area per lipid [260], and therefore the average lipid-lipid distance within each
leaflet of the bilayer. The average interfacial area per lipid for DMPC and DOPC is 59.6 and 72.5 Å², respectively [230]. This has several effects on membrane dynamics. For instance, the phospholipid rotational motion has been reported to increase, at a given temperature, with an increase in the average area per lipid [261]. Similarly, the rate of lipid lateral diffusion has been shown to increase as a result of an increase in the area per molecule caused by unsaturation [262].

The interpretation of the DOPC relaxation data using the DMM approach required changes in three of the fixed parameters; κ, which reflects the membrane rigidity (Equations 6.11 and 6.12), \( \tau_{\text{MR}} \) (Equation 6.17), and \( D_T \) (Equation 6.15). The κ value was increased by 50% from that used for DMPC, based on the results of a study by Rawicz et al. [263], in which κ values were obtained by a micropipette pressurisation technique. Previous proton spin-lattice relaxation time experiments suggest a value for \( \tau_{\text{MR}} \) on the order of \( 2 \times 10^{-8} \) s [259], and the value for \( D_T \) was taken directly from the results of a pulsed field gradient (pfg) NMR study by Filippov et al. [202].

As a first step toward the interpretation of DOPC data, we analysed the relaxation data for unilamellar 182 nm DOPC vesicles. The individual contributions to the overall relaxation rate, as well as the sum of the four contributions are shown in Figure 6.17. A summary of the parameters used in the analysis are shown in Table 6.5, where they are also compared with those used in the analysis of the 195 nm unilamellar DMPC vesicles.
Figure 6.17. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of 182 nm unilamellar DOPC vesicles in D$_2$O at 25°C. ─ OF, ─ D, ─ MR, ─ FM, ─ sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.

Table 6.5. Summary of parameters used in the DMM approach to analysing the experimental relaxation data at of 195 nm DMPC vesicles and 182 nm DOPC vesicles at 37 and 25°C, respectively. Both liposome samples were in the liquid crystalline phase when their relaxation profiles were recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid</th>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>$A_D$ ($s^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{MR}$ ($s^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{FM}$ ($s^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{OF}$ ($s^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\tau_D$ (s)</th>
<th>$\tau_{MR}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMPC</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>1.0E+09</td>
<td>6.3E+07</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>1.1E-04</td>
<td>1.4E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>4.8E+08</td>
<td>6.2E+07</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>1.4E-04</td>
<td>1.2E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DMM approach proves to be capable of reproducing the experimental data for DOPC liposomes. The consistency between the analysis and the experimental data appears to be of similar quality to that previously observed for DMPC (Figures 6.15 and 6.16). As the profiles were not recorded at the same temperature for these two samples, we will not attempt to make any further comparisons.
We can now attempt to utilise the DMM to analyse the DOPC data obtained for vesicles of different sizes (Figure 6.3) in order to investigate the effect of vesicle size on nuclear spin relaxation.

The DMM was used to analyse the relaxation data of unilamellar DOPC liposome samples of different sizes. The individual contributions to the overall relaxation rate, as well as the sum of the four contributions, for each vesicle size are shown in Figures 6.18 – 6.20. A summary of the parameters used to interpret the data for each vesicle size is summarised in Table 6.6.

![Graph showing individual contributions to overall relaxation rate for unilamellar DOPC vesicles in D₂O at 25°C.](image)

Figure 6.18. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of ~ 100 nm unilamellar DOPC vesicles in D₂O at 25°C. ─ OF, ─ D, ─ MR, ─ FM, ─ sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.
Figure 6.19. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of 152 nm unilamellar DOPC vesicles in D$_2$O at 25°C. OF, D, MR, FM, sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.

Figure 6.20. Individual contributions, from DMM analysis, to the overall relaxation of 240 nm unilamellar DOPC vesicles in D$_2$O at 25°C. OF, D, MR, FM, sum of the four individual contributions resulting in the overall relaxation.
Table 6.6. A summary of the parameters used in the DMM approach to interpret the experimental relaxation data, at 25°C, of DOPC liposomes samples of three different sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>$A_D$ (s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{MR}$ (s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{FM}$ (s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{OF}$ (s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\tau_D$ (s)</th>
<th>$\tau_{MR}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~ 100</td>
<td>5.0E+08</td>
<td>5.5E+07</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>3.7E-05</td>
<td>2.7E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>1.7E+08</td>
<td>6.0E+07</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>9.4E-05</td>
<td>2.7E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.6E+08</td>
<td>5.9E+07</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.5E+08</td>
<td>2.8E-04</td>
<td>2.7E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DMM approach proves to be capable of reproducing the experimental data for DOPC liposomes of different sizes with only three adjustable parameters. The consistency between the analysis and the experimental data appears to be of similar quality for each vesicle size.

### 6.4.2 Effect of temperature on nuclear spin relaxation

The interpretation of liposome relaxation data at different temperatures using the DMM requires further changes in the fixed parameters. It is known that both $D_T$ and $\tau_{MR}$ should be temperature dependent [202, 264]. A comprehensive literature review is currently underway in order to identify appropriate parameters for DMM analysis. In the meantime, however, the relaxation data presented can be used to make some more general observations regarding the effect of temperature on nuclear spin relaxation. There are two distinct dispersion regimes apparent in the profiles of both DOPC and DMPC UVs at all temperatures (Figures 6.21 and 6.22, respectively). If we take the alternative approach of fitting power law spectral densities of the form shown in Equation 6.19, below $\sim 0.1 - 0.3$ MHz where order fluctuations are known to contribute to the proton $T_1$ relaxation time, a good fit is obtained, as expected for smectic-type collective motions of lipid bilayers. Above $0.1 - 0.3$ MHz however, there are clear differences in the profiles at all temperatures. For motions in the fast motion (extreme narrowing) limit (see left hand side of Figure 1.11, Chapter 1), it is anticipated that $T_1$ should increase ($R_1$ decrease) with temperature [203], and this is clearly seen in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. A summary of the fitting parameters for DOPC and DMPC samples at all temperatures is presented in Table 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
\[ R_1 = A \nu_L^k \]  

Equation 6.19

Figure 6.21. Power law fits to the profiles of unilamellar DOPC vesicles at (a) ▲ 18°C, ■ 25°C, and ■ 37°C (Z-Avg = 240 nm), and (b) ■ 10°C, ■ 25°C, and ■ 45°C. The vesicle diameter is ~230 nm, as suggested by previous experiments.

Table 6.7. A summary of the fitting parameters from the power law fits to the NMRD profiles of unilamellar DOPC vesicles at different temperatures.

| Temp (°C) | Vesicle size (nm) | Low frequency regime | | |  | High frequency regime | | | |
|-----------|-------------------|----------------------|---|---|---|----------------------|---|---|
|           |                   | A \times 10^6 | k | \text{R}^2 | A \times 10^6 | k | \text{R}^2 |
| 18        | 240               | 1.16E+06         | -0.92 | 0.976          | 752           | -0.26 | 0.991          |
| 25        |                   | 4.08E+06         | -1.0  | 0.987          | 646           | -0.27 | 0.989          |
| 37        |                   | 1.20E+06         | -1.1  | 0.987          | 426           | -0.26 | 0.983          |
| 10        | ~230              | 4.54E+07         | -1.0  | 0.975          | 1718          | -0.31 | 0.980          |
| 25        |                   | 9.80E+06         | -1.1  | 0.988          | 1012          | -0.30 | 0.971          |
| 45        |                   | 1.09E+08         | -1.3  | 0.980          | 437           | -0.28 | 0.902          |

There are no clear trends in the powers or intensity parameters obtained from this simplistic approach, for these very two similarly sized DOPC UV suspensions.
Figure 6.22. Power law fits to the NMRD profiles of unilamellar DMPC vesicles at *25°C*, *28°C*, *32°C*, *37°C*, and *50°C*. The vesicle diameter is ~200 nm, as suggested by previous experiments.

Table 6.8. A summary of the fitting parameters from the power law fits to the NMRD profiles of unilamellar DMPC vesicles at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>Low frequency regime</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>High frequency regime</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.69E+04</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>1.13E+04</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.95E+06</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>2.34E+03</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.33E+06</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>1.96E+03</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.91E+06</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>2.09E+03</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.65E+06</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>1.32E+03</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For DMPC UV suspensions, this data suggests little change in the power law dependencies at low or high frequencies in the liquid crystalline phase.

For both UV compositions, it appears that no clear trends in the powers or intensity parameters emerge from fitting power law functions. Research to determine whether application of the DMM results in physically consistent trends in the extracted parameters for DOPC and DMPC is ongoing between the two groups.
6.4.3 Conclusions and outlook

We have shown that the DMM has potential for interpretation of the relaxation behaviour of liposomes composed of a single lipid, with fewer parameters than all other published approaches. This is both an interesting result and in one sense, a disappointing one, as it suggests limits to the insight that can be gained, if the relaxation profile can be essentially predicted from knowledge of liposome size and the κ value. However, it can be difficult to measure κ values for liposomes, and a microscopic NMR reporter of an emergent macroscopic property has added value as it can provide insight into the underlying cause of changes in performance.

Our long-term goal is to study more complex systems, such as multi-lipid model membranes and lipid-cholesterol formulations. These systems are obviously more biologically relevant, and an understanding of their behaviour and dynamics offers potential for tailoring membrane properties for improved liposome carrier systems. The work presented in this chapter on DMM analysis of the size dependence on two types of single-lipid liposomes puts us in a position to advance the analysis toward the interpretation of multi-component systems.

Following detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of the relaxation profiles, the next step will be to attempt DMM analysis of the DOPC:cholesterol liposome profiles. The interpretation of this data will require additional changes in the fixed parameters. The increased rigidity of membranes due to the presence of cholesterol should be reflected in a decrease in the rate of the slow collective motions of the bilayer. Additionally, the presence of cholesterol between the phospholipid molecules increases the jump distance for a laterally diffusing lipid molecule, therefore potentially altering $D_T$. Filippov et al. [202] measured lipid lateral diffusion coefficients as a function of cholesterol in the liquid ordered phase of oriented bilayers of DOPC by pfg-NMR. Their results suggest that the value of the $D_T$ should decrease linearly as the cholesterol concentration is increased from 0 – 40 mol%. $^2$H-NMR measurements have shown an increase in the rate of molecular rotation in the presence of cholesterol due to improved lipid
chain ordering, resulting in a reduction in the number of chain entanglements [265,266]. An additional complicating factor, that will have to be borne in mind in future work, is the potential for the formation if cholesterol-rich domains, or rafts [267]. This is usually observed at higher cholesterol content, although there is no clear evidence of this in the data presented in Figure 6.9.
Thesis conclusions

Our work with magnetic nanoparticle dispersions, in organic solvents, has demonstrated that it is possible to control the nanoparticle size and to measure the emergent magnetic properties of the suspensions using magnetic resonance techniques. We found that the NMR relaxation enhancement decreases for smaller particles and showed that at the lower end of the size range, increased relative surface area renders the particles more magnetically anisotropic, due to surface defects. We went on to demonstrate that the presence of defects influences the kinetics of surfactant desorption, under conditions where a second phase competes for the stabiliser, resulting in strong size dependence of nanoparticle cluster growth.

The size controlled nanoparticle and nanoparticle clusters we have prepared are coated with hydrophobic stabilisers, so biomedical applications require re-dispersion in water. Work to date suggests that phase transfer of pre-formed assemblies using hydrophilic polymers is unlikely to maintain control over cluster size. On the other hand, detailed kinetic studies have clarified the critical role of maintaining a low concentration of activated nanoparticles in preserving the size dispersity of the growing population. Kinetic modelling of the data already recorded is ongoing, and this will provide insight into the iron-oxide surface coverage required for a self-preserving cluster size distribution. We hope that this approach will allow us to identify suitable stabilisers and competing phases for other manifestations of controlled cluster growth; ideally for magnetic nanoparticles initially dispersed in aqueous media.

In the more immediate term, we demonstrated competition from alkyl stabilised gold nanoparticles for activated sites on iron-oxide nanoparticles and nanoparticle clusters. We have shown that this effect allows the production of iron-oxide-gold core-shell structures of controlled size by the addition of gold nanoparticles to a growing iron-oxide cluster suspension, at a selected time. It can also further improve the size dispersity of the cluster suspension, as compared to iron-oxide alone. The presence of gold on the cluster surface may also provide a means to disperse the suspensions in water, as there is a well-established phase transfer chemistry for gold, involving mecapato-carboxylic acids, amongst many other candidate stabilisers.
Finally, gold also provides opportunities for functionalisation of the clusters with a range of biomolecules. In future work, both of these possibilities could be explored.

We investigated a more direct route to size controlled aqueous magnetic nanoparticle suspensions by adapting accepted methods for the preparation of magnetoliposomes, and obtained limited size selection by magnetic filtration. We adopted approaches to produce magnetoliposomes both with and without an aqueous lumen. The magnetic resonance properties of the former were found to be independent of the degree of hydration, but the latter was found to vary significantly with time. For the magnetoliposomes with no aqueous layer it was found that the low frequency relaxation was dependent on size. As magnetic filtration allows some control over size, this opens up the possibility for tunable and biocompatible low-field contrast agents that may find application with the advent of micro-Tesla MRI. In contrast to dispersed nanoparticle suspensions, we found the NMR relaxation enhancement to decrease for larger magnetoliposomes. This is because less of the iron-oxide is accessible to the bulk water, due to lower relative surface area. Research to apply the formulation methodologies we have developed to magnetoliposomes incorporating cationic lipids, which would have improved bio-compatibility and cellular uptake, is planned. This approach should be feasible given the amphoteric nature of the iron-oxide surface.

Finally, we have made some progress on the related issue of how liposome membrane composition affects both water permeability, which is known to be largely determined by lipid diffusion, and membrane stability, which relates to 'stiffness'. We have demonstrated that a model, where the motions are defined and the critical physico-chemical parameters are taken from the literature, is capable of quantitatively reproducing the NMR relaxation profiles of liposomes of different sizes, which are composed of a single lipid type. In ongoing work we are applying this approach to the interpretation of more biologically relevant systems, including multi-lipid and lipid-cholesterol formulations, for which the relevant parameters are not available. A convenient method for studying permeability and stiffness in liposomes would be a significant step forward in the development of a new generation of pharmacologically useful lipid-based formulations for both diagnostic, and in particular for therapeutic applications as drug delivery vehicles.
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APPENDIX B

Supplementary information for Chapter 4:

Polymer-mediated phase transfer of primary NPs into aqueous media
B.1 Experimental

B.1.1 Materials
Pluronic acid (PF127), citric acid (\( \geq 99\% \)), 2-bromo-2-methylpropionic acid (BMPA; 98%), 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide (BMPB; 98%), 4-styrenesulfonic acid sodium salt hydrate (SSNa), N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF; 99%), triethylamine (\( \geq 99.5\% \)), copper (I) bromide (CuBr; 98%), N,N,N,N’,N’,N’-hexamethyldiethylenetriamine (HMTETA; 97%), and 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB; \( \geq 99\% \)) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

B.1.2 Polymer-mediated phase transfer of primary NPs into aqueous media

B.1.2.1 Pluronic acid
Surface modification of C18-stabilised \( \gamma \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) NPs, prepared as described in Chapter 3, was carried out through the formation of a hierarchical surface structure using a preformed, tri-block copolymer, Pluronic acid (PF127). A suspension of PF127 in DI H\(_2\)O (2 mL, 10 mg/mL) was added to a small 6-mL glass vial. An equal volume of ferrofluid was added to the vial. The vial was covered and vigorously agitated on a vortex mixer for 25 minutes. Phase separation was apparent upon termination of the vortex mixing. The open vial was placed under a slow and steady flow of N\(_2\) overnight to evaporate the heptane. The following day, a dark brown, thick, viscous liquid remained in the vial. The N\(_2\) flow was continued for an additional few hours until the particles were almost completely dry. A small volume (4 mL) DI H\(_2\)O was then added to the vial containing the particles, and the mixture was vortexed for 3 minutes. A large amount of black solid remained unsuspended in the water, and settled to the bottom of the vial. The system was sonicated for 30 minutes in a bath-type sonicator. The solid was not visible after sonication. The vial was placed over a bar magnet for 2 minutes in order to sediment and remove any larger or aggregated particles. The supernatant was separated from a small amount of sediemented particles by magnetic decantation, transferred to a clean vial, then sonicated for an additional 15 minutes in a bath-type sonicator to produce the final aqueous suspension of PF127/C18-coated nanoparticles. Non-associated
PF127 micelles were removed by magnetic filtration (Chapter 5, section 5.2.4), performed at one flow rate with a constant magnetic field. The eluent was discarded and the retentate was retained for characterisation.

**B.1.2.2 PSSNa**

Aqueous suspensions of PSSNa-stabilised iron-oxide nanoparticles were prepared through a multi-step, surface functionalisation procedure described by Hatton et al. [113]. For clarity, the reaction scheme is shown in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1. Reaction scheme for nanoparticle functionalisation and polymerisation, as proposed by Lattuada, Hatton, et al. [113].

(i) Preparation of CA/BMPA-coated iron-oxide nanoparticles.

Ethanol (50 mL) was added to a 100 mL round-bottomed flask containing a heptane suspension of OA/OAm-stabilised \( \gamma \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) nanoparticles to precipitate the solid; the flask was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the NPs. The solvent was decanted from the iron-oxide and 470 mg of the wet nanoparticles were transferred to a pre-weighed 3-neck, 100 mL round-bottomed flask. The NPs were dried in an oven at 80°C for 20 minutes. The final mass of the cooled, dry solid was 148.5 mg. A 50/50 mixture (18 mL total volume) of 1,2-dichlorobenzene and N,N’-dimethylformamide was added to the nanoparticles.
Citric acid (0.0303 g) and BMPA (0.4813 g) were combined and added to the flask. The mixture was stirred by magnetic means under a constant flow of N₂, and heated to 100°C. Heating was continued for 24 hours. During the reaction, a colour change from dark red-brown to dark red was observed. After 24 hours, the suspension was removed from heat and allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. Diethyl ether (50 mL) was added to the suspension to precipitate the iron-oxide, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the NPs. This was a slow process and required the flask to remain over the magnet overnight. The dark red supernatant was decanted from the red-brown coloured NPs, which had an appearance resembling that of red clay. The particles were washed three times with ~40 mL acetone; during each wash, the precipitate was immobilised using a bar magnet, and the orange-coloured supernatant was decanted. One final acetone wash was carried out, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet overnight for the final isolation of the NPs. The solvent was decanted, and the flask was placed in an 80°C oven for 20 minutes. The final mass of the cooled, dry CA/BMPA-coated NPs was 45.3 mg.

A small amount (5.3 mg) of CA/BMPA-coated NPs were removed from the flask and transferred to a clean vial. Deionised H₂O (5 mL) was added. The solid nanoparticles did not readily disperse in H₂O; 90 minutes of sonication in a bath-type sonicator was required. Following sonication, the bright orange suspension was placed over a bar magnet for 2 minutes. A small amount of larger particles settled over the magnet. The supernatant was collected and utilised for all characterisation. The remaining 40 mg CA/BMPA-coated nanoparticles was used for the preparation of CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated NPs.

(ii) Preparation of CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated iron-oxide NPs.

N,N’-dimethylformamide (5 mL) was added to the flask containing 40 mg of dry CA/BMPA-coated NPs, and the mixture was stirred vigorously to disperse the particles. Before the addition of triethylamine, a low, continuous flow of N₂ was started through one neck of the flask, and a condenser was attached to the middle neck. The condenser was left open to the atmosphere to prevent the potential hazardous accumulation of triethylamine vapour during the experiment. Triethylamine (0.33 mL) was then carefully added to the flask through the
remaining open neck using a syringe. BMPB (0.17 mL) was slowly added dropwise to the flask. The acylation reaction was allowed to proceed for 3 hours at room temperature. Upon completion of the reaction, the particles were precipitated through the addition of 30 mL acetone, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet to isolate the particles. The orange-red supernatant was decanted, and the NPs were washed three times with ~30 mL acetone; during each wash, the precipitate was immobilised using a bar magnet, and the supernatant was decanted. One final acetone wash was carried out, and the flask was placed over a bar magnet for the final isolation of the NPs. The solvent was decanted, and the flask was placed in an 80°C oven for 20 minutes. The final mass of the cooled, dry CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated NPs was ~22 mg.

A small amount (1.8 mg) of CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated NPs were removed from the flask and transferred to a clean vial. Deionised H$_2$O (2 mL) was added. The dispersion was sonicated in a bath-type sonicator for 15 minutes and retained for future characterisation. The remaining 20 mg CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated nanoparticles was used for the preparation of PSSNa-coated NPs.

(iii) Preparation of PSSNa-coated iron-oxide nanoparticles
A 3/1 (v/v) mixture of deionised H$_2$O (2.81 mL) and methanol (0.94 mL) were added to the 3-neck round bottomed flask containing 20 mg CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated NPs. Vigorous magnetic stirring for > 60 min was required to disperse the majority of the solid particles, and a small amount of solid remained dried on the wall of the flask. A mixture of 1.0447 g SSNa and 0.0487 g CuBr was prepared, then added to the flask. Nitrogen was purged through the reactor for 30 minutes and the vigorous stirring was continued. HMTETA (~0.1 mL) was injected into the reaction mixture with a syringe. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 22 hours at room temperature; after 2 hours, a light blue-green colour was observed. The reaction was stopped after 22 hours. The magnetic stir bar had become lodged in the hardened, tan-coloured solid material that had formed at the bottom of the flask. A mixture of tan, orange-brown, and light blue-green material had splattered on the walls of the flask. Acetone (30 mL) was added to the flask and the mixture was agitated by vortex mixing to disrupt and dislodge this solid material. The flask was placed over a bar magnet overnight. The blue-green
supernatant was decanted, and the tan coloured solid material was washed three times with 30 mL acetone. The amount of solid material remaining at the bottom of the flask appeared much greater than the original 20 mg of CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated NPs. The solid was washed two more times with 30 mL acetone. After the final wash, the acetone was decanted, and 5 mL of DI H₂O were added to the tan coloured solid. The suspension turned dark green and was placed over a bar magnet for 15-20 minutes. Dark red-brown solid particles settled over the magnet, and the supernatant remained dark green in colour. The supernatant was decanted and 5 mL of DI H₂O were added to the red-brown coloured nanoparticles. This was followed by 30 minutes of sonication in a bath-type sonicator. The suspension was placed over a bar magnet for 10 minutes in order to sediment the largest particles. The red-brown coloured aqueous supernatant, presumably containing PSSNa-coated NPs, was collected and retained for characterisation.

B.1.3 Characterisation
The aqueous and non-aqueous ferrofluids were characterised by PCS and NMRD as described in Chapter 2.

Attenuated total reflectance (ATR)-infrared spectra were recorded on a Spectrum GX FT-IR System (Perkin Elmer; Norwalk, CT, USA). Liquid suspensions were placed on the face of a ZnSe trough-plate crystal and the solvent was evaporated under N₂. Eight scans were recorded over a 4000 – 650 cm⁻¹ spectral range with 2 cm⁻¹ spatial resolution. ATR and baseline corrections were applied (Spectrum software v.3.01; Perkin Elmer LLC; Norwalk, CT, USA).

B.2 Results

B.2.1 Pluronic acid
Pluronic F127 triblock copolymer was used to phase transfer C18-coated iron-oxide NPs synthesised by the thermal decomposition method from heptane to water. The results of PCS measurements carried out before and after phase transfer are shown in Table B.1. Both of the suspensions were relatively monodisperse, and the low PDI values indicate unimodal size distributions. An
increase of 49 nm was observed in the hydrodynamic diameter upon phase transfer.

Table B.1. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of C18- and PF127- stabilised maghemite NPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stabiliser</th>
<th>Dispersant</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>Heptane</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF127</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relaxivity curves of the maghemite suspensions are compared in Figure B.2. The appearance of the curves is consistent with dispersed superparamagnetic NPs in suspension. The high-frequency $r_1$ maximum for the heptane suspension of C18-stabilised nanoparticles presumably lies above 20 MHz, indicating ultra-small primary particles < 10 nm [151]. This result is consistent with the hydrodynamic diameter of 9.2 nm obtained from PCS measurements (Table B.1). The $r_1$ maximum for the water dispersion of PF127-coated particles is observed at a lower frequency, around 10 MHz, indicating a primary particle size of ~ 10 nm. Thus, there is a large discrepancy between $D_{NMR}$ and the $D_{PCS}$ value of 58.2 nm obtained for PF127-coated NPs.

Figure B.2. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, of ■ a heptane suspension of C18-stabilised maghemite NPs ($D_{PCS} = 9.2$ nm), and ● a water suspension of PF127-stabilised maghemite NPs ($D_{PCS} = 58.2$ nm).
B.2.2 PSSNa

Attenuated total reflectance-infrared (ATR-IR) was used to qualitatively monitor the extent of ligand exchange throughout the multi-step polymerisation phase transfer procedure (Figure B.1). The spectra are shown in Figure B.3. Clear changes in the spectra can be observed upon ligand exchange and surface modification. Distinct features in the spectrum of the final suspension confirmed the presence of PSSNa. Similar spectral features were reported by Corr et al. for PSSNa-stabilised magnetite NPs [109]. It should be noted that a very small quantity (22 mg) of the CA-BMPA/BMPB-coated nanoparticles was recovered after the acylation step (step ii); therefore, we opted to forgo ATR-IR analysis at this stage in order to maximise the amount of material available for PSSNa-coating.

![Figure B.3. ATR-IR spectra of γ-Fe₂O₃ NPs coated with C18, CA-BMPA, and PSSNa.](image)

The band assignments for CA-BMPA- and PSSNa-functionalised maghemite NPs are reported in Tables B.2 and B.3, respectively. Considering first the spectrum for the C18-stabilised iron-oxide NPs, there are two predominant bands in the 2850 – 3040 cm⁻¹ frequency region which originate from asymmetric and symmetric C – H stretching modes. This confirms the presence of the alkyl
chains of the C18 surfactant molecules. There is a noted absence of vibrational modes typically present for carboxylic acids; namely C=O stretching (1725 – 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) frequency range), C – O stretching (1320 – 1210 cm\(^{-1}\)), O – H stretching (3300 – 2500 cm\(^{-1}\)), and O – H bending (960 – 850 cm\(^{-1}\)) [268]. Instead, two bands are observed at 1420 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1529 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be attributed to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of a carboxylate group [268,269]. This suggests that the carboxyl group of the oleic acid is chemisorbed to the nanoparticle surface in the form of a carboxylate group. This is consistent with other reported studies in which a chelating bidentate interaction has been predicted between the COO\(^{-}\) group of oleic acid and the trivalent iron atom [269].

There are several notable features in the spectrum of the CA-BMPA-modified particles signifying an effective ligand exchange. The strong absorbance band at 632 cm\(^{-1}\) originates from the C-Br stretch of the BMPA. The band at 1610 cm\(^{-1}\) exhibits the presence of C=O stretching (shifted to lower frequency due to strong intramolecular H-bonding), and The R-O-H in plane bending and O-H stretching modes appear at 1406 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3399 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively.

The spectrum of PSSNa-modified particles is distinctly different from the spectrum of the CA/BMPA-coated particles. Most notably, the asymmetric and symmetric S=O stretching is observed at 1396 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1183 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, and C=C ring stretches appear at 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1630 cm\(^{-1}\).
Table B.2. Summary of IR band assignments for CA-BMPA-coated maghemite nanoparticles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ν (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3399</td>
<td>OH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2999</td>
<td>sp(^2) CH stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926</td>
<td>ν(_a) CH(_2) stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2855</td>
<td>ν(_s) CH(_2) stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1610</td>
<td>C=O stretch (w/strong intramolecular H-bonding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406</td>
<td>R-O-H in-plane bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632</td>
<td>C-Br stretch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of PCS measurements carried out after each stage of surface modification are shown in Table B.4. A significant increase in the average hydrodynamic diameter of the particles was observed upon the replacement of the OA/OAm coating and phase transfer into water. All of the suspensions were reasonably monodisperse.

Table B.3. Summary of IR band assignments for PSSNa-coated maghemite NPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ν (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3085</td>
<td>sp(^2) CH stretch (aromatic ring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3005</td>
<td>sp(^2) CH stretch (aromatic ring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926</td>
<td>sp(^3) ν(_a) CH(_2) stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2852</td>
<td>sp(^3) ν(_s) CH(_2) stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630</td>
<td>C=C ring stretch (ν(_{8a}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>C=C ring stretch (ν(_{8b}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1396</td>
<td>ν(_a) S=O stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1183</td>
<td>ν(_s) S=O stretch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>benzene in-plane ring deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844</td>
<td>C-H out of plane bend (2 adjacent C-H groups)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Citric acid (CA)

2-Bromo-2-methylpropionic acid (BMPA)

Sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSSNa)
Table B.4. The average hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index, at 25°C, of surface modified maghemite NPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface coating</th>
<th>Dispersant</th>
<th>Z-Avg (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA/OAm</td>
<td>Heptane</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-BMPA</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-BMPA/BMPB</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSSNa</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relaxivity profiles of C18-stabilised and PSSNa-stabilised maghemite NPs are compared in Figure B.4. The shape of the profiles is as expected for dispersed superparamagnetic NPs in suspension. A high-frequency $r_1$ maximum is observed above 10 MHz in both cases, indicating very small primary particles, of size < 10 nm [151]. While this result is consistent with the diameter obtained from PCS measurements for C18-stabilised particles, there is a large discrepancy between the estimated $D_{NMR}$ and $D_{PCS}$ (Table B.4) for PSSNa-coated particles. The value of $r_1$ was significantly higher after PSSNa-mediated phase transfer at all measured frequencies > 1 MHz.

Figure B.4. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, of ■ C18-stabilised maghemite NPs suspended in heptane ($D_{PCS} = 9.2$ nm), and ▲ PSSNa-functionalised maghemite NPs suspended in H₂O ($D_{PCS} = 121$ nm).
B.3 Discussion

The aim of the polymer-mediated transfer was to attempt a transfer of dispersed primary particles from organic to aqueous media without aggregation. If successful, these methods could then be used to phase transfer size-controlled NPCs. A large number of techniques have been developed to modify the hydrophobic surfaces of NPs and transfer them into water [103-105,113]. We have carried out two methods of polymer-mediated phase transfer and investigated the effect of the surface modification on the size and magnetic resonance properties of iron-oxide NPs.

B.3.1 Pluronic acid

Monodisperse C18-stabilised iron-oxide NPs were transferred from organic to aqueous phase through surface modification using PF127. PF127, made from two A-chains of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and one B-chain of polypropylene oxide (PPO) in an ABA configuration, has been shown to surround surface-bound oleic acid molecules, forming a hierarchical surface structure [106] (Figure B.5). The hydrophobic PPO chains are thought to interact with the hydrocarbon chains of the C18 surfactant coating on the iron-oxide particles, while the hydrophilic PEO chains extend away from the core to stabilise the particles in aqueous suspension.

Figure B.5. Schematic representation of PF127-mediated transfer of OA-coated maghemite NPs from the non-aqueous to the aqueous phase. (a) $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ NPs coated with a monolayer of OA and suspended in heptane. (b) PF127-coated NPs with a hierarchical surface structure, suspended in H$_2$O.
PCS measurements indicate a difference of 49.0 nm in the average hydrodynamic diameter of C18-stabilised- and PF127-coated iron-oxide NPs. The average diameter of PF127 micelles, as determined by light scattering techniques, is 23 nm [270]. It is unlikely that the difference in the hydrodynamic diameter is due to the presence of non-associated PF127 micelles, as the applied magnetic filtration technique (Chapter 5, section 5.2.4) would have prevented the retention of any non-magnetic particles in the suspension. There are two possibilities for the increase in the hydrodynamic diameter. Firstly, the increase may be a result of NPCs coated within a polymer shell of PF127. The hydrodynamic diameter did not decrease upon ultrasonic treatment of the aqueous suspensions. Thus, any aggregates present resisted ultrasonic disruption. Secondly, the application of magnetic filtration, carried out at one flow rate with a constant magnetic field, may have resulted in the unintentional selective retention of the larger magnetic cores present in the heptane suspension before phase transfer. However, the PDI value of 0.159 from PCS measurements indicate a reasonably monodisperse heptane suspension of C18-stabilised magnetic nanoparticles.

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that SPM theory, originally developed for aqueous suspensions, can be extended to interpret heptane suspensions of superparamagnetic NPs. Interpretation of the relaxivity profile of PF127-coated particles with this theory can provide a very reasonable estimate of the magnetic core diameter contained within the PF127 coating. A clear shift in the $r_1$ maximum to lower frequencies after coating the C18-stabilised particles with PF127 is observed in Figure B.2. In general, an increase in the diameter of the magnetic core due to NP aggregation would result in a broadening and flattening of the NMRD profile [74] (Chapter 5, section 5.4.7). Such a broadening is not evident in the profile of PF127-coated particles. However, the mid-frequency dispersion, often present for suspensions of small crystals (typically < 20 nm) [151], and quite obvious in the profile of C18-stabilised particles, does not appear in the profile of PF127-coated particles. Furthermore, we observed a marked decrease in the relaxivity of the magnetic suspension at all measured frequencies after PF127-mediated phase transfer. As reported in Chapter 3, SPM
theory predicts that, for monodisperse iron-oxide nanoparticles of a given size, the NMRD profiles of fully dispersed heptane suspensions will have \( r_1 \) values approximately 15\% higher than the equivalent water suspensions, in the range below 100 MHz. Taking this into consideration, there is still a large decrease in the relaxivity of the magnetic suspension of PF127-stabilised nanoparticles when compared to the simulated equivalent water suspension of C18-stabilised nanoparticles (Figure B.6). In summary, the method of PF127 does not appear to allow controlled phase transfer of single iron-oxide nanocrystals, or the preservation of magnetic resonance properties.

![Figure B.6. Relaxivity profiles, measured at 25°C, of a heptane suspension of C18-stabilised maghemite NPs (D_{PCS} = 9.2 nm), and a water suspension of PF127-stabilised maghemite NPs (D_{PCS} = 58.2 nm). The open blue squares show the result of the heptane profile scaled down by a factor of 1.15.](image)

**B.3.2 PSSNa**

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the use of atom transfer radical polymerisations (ATRP) to enable controlled growth of well-defined polymer chains from the surface of inorganic nanoparticles [113,271,272]. This ‘grafting from’ technique is thought to prevent the type of nanoparticle agglomeration observed during the PF127 surface modification. ATRP uses reversible metal-catalysed atom transfer to generate the propagating polymer radicals [273]. Several steps were required to transform our C18-stabilised iron-oxide NPs into initiators for ATRP; the detailed strategy of which was recently...
described by Hatton et al. [113]. First, the surface OA/OAm surfactant molecules were replaced with CA/BMPA ligands containing reactive hydroxyl groups through a ligand exchange reaction. The hydroxyl groups were reacted with an acylating agent (BMPB) in the presence of triethylamine, forming ester bonds and transforming the hydroxyl groups into ester moieties containing a highly efficient ATRP initiator (α-haloester) [113]. The initiator induces polymerisation through the generation of radicals, and the PSSNa polymer brush is grown from, or “grafted from,” the NP surface.

Distinct features in the ATR-IR spectrum of PSSNa-functionalised maghemite NPs confirmed the presence of the polymer (Figure B.3). The average hydrodynamic diameter of the PSSNa-coated particles was 121 nm, an increase of ~112 nm from the diameter of C18-stabilised maghemite NPs. Hatton et al [113] reported an increase of ~39 nm upon coating primary NPs with PSSNa. While the relaxivity profile of the aqueous suspension of PSSNa-coated maghemite NPs does display some features characteristic of the presence of superparamagnetic NPs (Figure B.4), the absence of a mid-frequency dispersion in the profile after polymer coating suggests the samples may contain aggregated particles. Aggregation causes an increase in the anisotropy energy due to intercrystal interactions [151], which increases the low frequency relaxivity and eliminates the mid-frequency dispersion. This is not entirely surprising, as this effect has previously been observed in our group in the case of PSSNa-stabilised iron-oxide prepared by an in-situ approach [110].

B.4 Conclusions

We have evaluated two distinct methods of polymer-mediated stabilisation of dispersed NPs, and have characterised the resulting aqueous suspensions by dynamic light scattering and relaxivity measurements. The approaches assessed were a limited success. While the surface chemistries were demonstrated to be compatible with iron-oxide and phase transfer was successful in all cases, some aggregation could not be avoided, thus affecting the emergent magnetic properties of the aqueous suspensions.